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T·1e can call one of the tools of comedy "wit.·" "Wit"has rather 
specific meanings carried. Central to the concept of the term is 
that a1i is dona through words, themselves. The phonology of 
the word, the word chan:ges,and the "/Ord order the!'1selves serve. 
as carriers for the comic thrust, usually one involving satire. 
v1it is not _as successful over radio and television normally because 
of the rapidity of the· verbal flow ovEJr these forms of mass media. 
The important element with wit is that the- i?.Udi.:;nce must be hiqhlv 
intelligent, quite perceptive. Audience response is less spontaneous 
with respect to wit, because thinking is an individual m'l.tter. }!any 
members of the audience ~o not get the point. Sane perceive the 
point mor.; or less clearly t:-i.:m oth:~rs. ThG:n, a fc;w obti!.in the 
point readily. ·when they commence laughing, they interfere with other 
members whose slower ration!l.l process·es ar8 struggling. In many 
cases, the verbal delivery is so rapid that only the most perceptive 
register. Again, one problem with oral wit is tlvi.t '·1hile the 
members of the audience are still strugglin~ with the first example 
of wit, the next example follows. 
The higher the wit, the more intelligent the ri.udience must be. 
The word, or words, or concents are so haP-dlod throuqh v!ords that 
the listener or rE:sder is surprised into undc..rstandinq. '"Ii th the 
surprise: comes the insight, t:ien .the ilaugh. (Wit is a r11ther subtl!i: 
matter.) Sometimes the laugh or pleasur~ comes through beinry able to 
get the point, rather thc.n :1t the point i ts'-lf. r·.;.:.. ;.cr:i novor carte.in 
which is being operativo. Everyday words,. phrase, or se:ntences 
are so marshalled as to illuminate specific situations in a critical 
way, fnr. wit, as a tool of comedy, is designed· to expose someone. 
Not very much emotion is involved, Tho -::iudienca is forced to 
attend carofully, and careful 2.ttention is 11 de-emotionalizing stnte. 
The speaker, \.1riter, listenP.r, or reader often obtains his deliqht 
from tho surprise of recognition. Quite often wit is not as 
effoctive a tool in criticism as other tools. Quite often wit 
throws light on a situation so well thnt ti-ie pleasure is· in the light 
and not in ·the critical percerition of a view of the short side of 
man. The ego of the speaker or writer is gratified by the laughter 
of a comprehension he takes credit for. The audience members beam 
with delight in that they have been able to '2'et the idea, but they 
quite often do not think about the ide.::.. The solution of the puzzle 
is the exercise they enjoy. They havt? expended so much energy, 
as members, in ·solving the words to got the point that they h11vc 
little energy or direction loft as to what to do ,,Tith the point. 
In gentle satire, there is littl.c. wit involvsd. Th~ audience members 
and the spe.'lker or writer ar0 sympnthetic in mutual senses. In wit, :.,,. 
the listeners are to some degree in competition. Thero is a qerie ·_., '· 
in the, competititve sense with the witty s9eaker or writer. Not ail 
wit ie · of the "high" variety. 
There is a saying that a "pun.is the lowast form of wit. ·However, 
all puns are examples of wit. Even if the: pun is the lowest form of 
wit, any form of wit is hiaher intellectuallv than is.true of th'lt 
which is not wit. ThG ability to handle th8" pun denotes <". quick 
mind and a lively inven'tion. T·Jhcn a pun is heard for the first tim;;, 
there may b(!,a negative.reaction becausa the matti::r seems so obvious 
that the reader or listener feels emparrassed.because he Wf'.S 
./ 
Puns may be somewhat under-r.'J.ted. A study will reve2l to those who 
are in doubt that there is more ryresent thnn the turning of sounds 
or words and sentences. In virtually e1ch one, there is a relief 
fi;:om a situntion by the reliance on something incongruous to rid the 
listener of his tension, to t.:ike him ·".Way from common:i;:ilace 
assertions, or to arrange fDr an escape from the intellect by the 
intellect. One of the most obvious and interestina forms of the 
pun is illustrated by , 
Why is Fido like a ~::iosi tiv.:; creed, Pel? 
Because he's a deg,~eo 
Ther7 is no question that even a sim:i;:ile pun like that one does 
require both sympathy and attention. The humor depends upon a 
knowledge of "dogma" and upon the sudden s:1.ift to a .. mental picture 
of a dog stacked up against the hoary regulations of some 
ins ti tu ti on. Other forms of ,.Ji t are harder to catch. The wittiest 
dialogue comes fro111 the li:l.nguage in the works of such :i;:ieo;:>le as 
ShakespGare, the R~storation Dramatists, Oscar Hilde, G.B.Shaw, 
Anouilh, and Clare ,Booth Luce, There is much Hit in the poetry of 
Chaucer and Alexander Pope. Chesterton, Le?.cock, and NcGinley 
are three names bringing to mind the wit that is in their works. 
Virtually all public figures have some experience and competence 
with uttering and understanding wit. The problem is to decide at 
what points wit becomes satire or invective. The moment one leaves 
the realm of throwing light and furnishing illumination for their 
sakes only, he is in the area of satire, or some other tool of comedy. 
!le might consider that when the listener or reader understands wit, 
he does so because he is mentally eager and intellectually attuned 
to the : speaker.Between speaker or writer, insofar c.s ~rit is 
concerned, there must be no fear, aversion, and no resentment. FerG 
\these negatives to be present, wit simply could not succeed. 
For wit to be successful, audience and s;:>o0tker must have c:ruick mental 
faculties :and the ability to perceive like eleMents in situations, 
people, and objects that are not really alike. o'li t calls for an 
intense concentration. No slow learner can be comfortable in this 
arena. Wit is a game. There can be nib p.atent ,. attempt to hurt 
through wit and have wit successful. If one nember withdr<!WS from 
the game, there is no wit. 
Probably the earliest form of wit was a sort of mystery, one with 
several clues. From the ec:.rliest tales of P.oman, Greek, and 
Egyptian came the riddle. The person with sufficient nbility 
and intellectual stature to devise and to decode a riddle was 
highly esteemed. The earliest forms of riddles were told and 
answered seriously since they represented a sort of prowess. The 
laugh which followed the early riddles was not one of pure joy, 
but of a relief through having vanquished the opposition. In 
a riddle, the initial object is concealment. Then clues ~ust be 
given, but hidden as deeply ns possible. Then cemes the "all or 
nothing law." If the answer is discovered, the nnswer springs 
forth, suddenly, from the antagonist. The sudden response is at the 
heart of wit. No one succeedsp.artial1v.' · All .. o_f the laughter at 
success is wholehearted and triumpn1"iit. 
.? 
We have such contests today between groups on television. To 
get the correct D.nswer, for each, results in two oositive 
responses: first, the feeling of superiority is assured; second, the 
u.ntagonist releu.ses his intellectu.J.l tensions through laughter. 
The protagonist must tilke his pleasure from the f nct that his 
superiority comes in havinq m;1da up the riddle. Then there is the 
conundrum as ,J. form of wit: 
The conundrum lacks the l1onestv of the riddle. The conundrum is more 
complicat;;d and more trick•r. The riddle is cruite str;:iiohtforward 
in that the clues are to reve;1l, not to con(;eal. In the conundrum 
the correct solution depends upon h.:'\ving been '1.blo to deceive 
the antagonist. There is no fnir on&-to-one contest01 .on words ns 
denotutive. In the conundrum, one ::i.dmits th.J.t ther.:. is no logical 
way to solv2 t:he problem··-thus there is no intellectual superiority. 
The protagonist has his wtty and his 11'.Ugh. The ,;:nt.J.gonist must, if 
he is not to be -.n even more comic character th,J.n he is when ho is 
angry at i". silly answer, is to realize th?tt thGre is no reasonable 
'lnswer and that he must gGt his pl ensure from the incong1mi ty. 
Let us take a look nt a conundrum. l·!e have the words running out 
Little animal. Lots of fur. And a great,great 
big heart, :-rhat 3I:\ I? 
The antagonist cannot answer. He becomes furious with the answer 
"A skunk." H2 protests and asks "How come?" Then comes the answer: 
He would give you his l"lst scent. 
Because the chances of getting the right ,c.nswer by ru.tioncil means are 
no better than about 500-l in such an instance, there is no struggle 
that is decided by the light of reason. But two phases of comedy 
do remain. First, the role of comedy in serving to downplay too 
much intellectual prowess or seriousness is evident. Second, on the 
part of the protagonist there is an air of superiority because he 
has been clever enough to put the thing together, and, in so doing, 
to keep the antaognist from succeeding. At le.:>.st the spGoker or 
writer comes out all right. Tho only defense for the audience 
and the antagonist is that one which is e.lways adopted--considering 
riddles and conundrums as fun, seeking the comic release through 
that whicb is incongruous. ~-Te come next to the "rGtort" as a form 
of wit. 
The battle of the retort is a vcrb<il on.;, onc a:uitc vicious. The 
audience is usually on the sidelines, and, apart from the action, 
counts the thrusts for each side. The fact that the dialogue is 
with words does not tc.ke away froM the s,;.vagery of the contest. The 
simplest retort or repartee is that on& which destroys the 
opponent in a single thrust. An example of the one shot retort is 
Brooks Atkinson's 
T'lhen Mr. l'Jilbur calls his play H.:ilfwav to Holl, he underestimate; 
the distance. 
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c~e?-.0s00 ~~fe is the form of retort v!hich answc,rs a question or solves 
\~o,\'-'f' 7<:>.e'l>ca problem yet damages, without wipin<J out,. the opposition: . ;.,1JJ~· 
'.!" Secretary: WGll, yo1,1r husband said that compared 
to you I _look fabulou~JAW-~~ 
Nife. Yes, .you look lik0 c. million- and I mean 
every yeAr of it. 
Some of the finest examples of the retort come in Shakespeare's 
', Much Ado About nothing · in the plays of Wilde, and th,-, theatre art 
of Philip Barry, ·G.B. Shaw, and Noc;l Co,·mrd. 
''le have another example of "Ii t far· moro subtle. This form is the 
"suppressed or rostrnined 11i t." The; restraint is brought about 
because of society's prohibitions, morals, 11nd mores. The criminal 
can no longer escape physically, so ho coins terms and j.ests in 
such a way as to gain a verbal victorv. Because mq.n is irnstrained 
in the province of sex, he makes un-bm'1dy .jolrns individually, :>.nd, 
in a certain social gathering, relieves himself through assorting 
what he dare not attack physically. These jokes nre not humorous 
bec::;,ause they deal with s0x, but because they sign111· m'ln! s triumph 
in 1'suggesting verbally wh :t he ii:s not ailowed to do physically. 
All men have to do to have a good laugh is to locate some ar~a 
dcmi0d the:m and to make a .remark which will hold the prohibitions 
'in ridicule. A person denied entrance to ·"- club will sooner or 
later find a good joke conc;;:r.ning such a club. The joke will usually 
dGgrade its members or _,nsure thnt they i'\re no better than he. 
Because of the inevitable pressures of sex, nany of the jokes are 
based upon -relationships that. arr., prescribed by both mo;i;es .. and 
morals. Man cannot escape the physical restraints of the lnws 
and prohibitions, so hG jokes. Hz cannot .:;scape the brutal 
fact of the physical presence and menace of the nether-in-law, but 
he can and does make up the most horrible jokes about her, and 
silences her through intellect where he cannot othGrwise succ0ed. 
Or we have the anti-April 15 mood. '.i'he reluct.::nt taxpayer must fill 
in forms. He cannot revel t, physically. So, when h'.J comes to the 
quei;y "Nature of the taxpayer?~ he fills in the pr.:.cise answc;r 
"mean and hostile." 
Because man is not simplo and because he is often moved by a complex 
intGrplay of physical, intellectunl, and emotional desires, he 
has frustrations. Apart from his desire .to get to the point of a 
joke, he also finds himself in a society whr;re there are restraints. 
Th1:1s, his jokes often involvG not only an intellectual. exercise ·' 
as· ~j'etting 'the point, laughing at thG incongruous, asserting 
one l s -s.uperiori ty, but also in laughing against restraints. 
The jokes :i.bout eloping and getting married involve mbre than one 
elem~nt: they include nationalities of the pair, misunderstanding 
parents, a dull or avaricious justice of the peace, inflexibility 
of the law, and suggestions for the need for ci rapid marriage. How 
can one tell whether a joke is present? If the remark about a 
restraint ·is removed, and.if the laughter is then entirely removed, 
_.then there is no .oure wit or not satire. If the restraint is · 
elirninateci from the···3oke, and if the removal of such suggestiveness 
still leaves a lauah oresent. we have some oure wit or. satire there. 
Pit, then, rests entirely upon the verbal nature of v1ord and 
phrase in asserting one's individualit-"· From the pun, the 
riddle, the conundrum, the retort, and t'.1e restraint central 
tb the joke, wit rests heavilv upon man's character as 
expressed in intellectual terms.- He must realize that in each 
case man is trying to assert himself to others and to himself. 
Where he cannot and must not wage a physical war, hG <lttempts 
verbal compensations. 
Paradoxes and epigrams are oxamples of wit. They a.re not as 
popular today as in the past. There are so many restraints that 
the majority of witty statements is found in the retort and 
the jest against rE:straining social forces. rr.ore l.:ii,.1s, more 
human impacts, less living space, and more frustrations 
do multiply the restraints that man feels. Thus, his jests 
become more complicated. i'n1en he cannot rotort, and when he 
cannot gain sufficient satisfaction through his jests at the 
restraining worlds of law, custon, nores, f!nd morals, he some-
times tries the verbal me:thod of escap:°' through such jokes 
as the elephant · "joke." He expresses the absurdity of the 
human condition by making stage!llents which 'lre so absurd as to 
bear no relationship to r·~nli ty. The "shac:ay dog" stories are 
examples of such s.bsurdi ties. t·'e now turn to a more obvious 
and rugge~ tool- invective. 
With invective, we have indictment, !'atent, dirGct, and 
forceful. Human misconduct, of a serious .nature for comedy , 
is lashed by vigorous language so that the person or audience 
is totally discredited. In invective the total individual is 
assaulted in body, mind, and spirit. He is totally condemned. 
The problem here is that he cannot reform because there is no 
nerve left untouched, and no point fron which he could possibly 
reorganize for betterment. 
Because invective is powerful, direct, and vulgar, and often 
profane, there can be no retort, no repartee. There is only one 
side to the question. The speaker or writer l!larshalls all of his 
forces and delivers a crippling blast. Two famous-or notorious-
examples of invective have; already been cited- the att3.ck by Hal -· 
on F3.lstaff and the indictment of man by Swift-in Gullivi:;r's 
Travels.The crudest form of invective is that employed in a 
sustainc:a string of oaths or curses. S"1ear words are ex."imples 
of the invective mood, Invective seldom evokes a laugh because 
the lanoua~e is too close to values of a !!lore serious nature. 
In politics, in castigations of crilllinals by sentencing judges, 
in the harsh exi1ortations of· players by coaches, in the vulgar 
language of the huckster, and in the ranting of the fanatic or 
eccentric, invoctive is most frequi:;ntly found. The la.nguage is 
composed of the most powerful and violant consonantal effects. 
The tones are savage and unrestrained. The striking force of the 
words is high. The words do not ail!l at making subtlo distinctions. 
Our next tool of comedy is quite vital and irn?ortant, and 
exists in the epic and in tra~edy, as well as in cornQdy. 
In irony there are statements of facts, but the facts carry 
different meanings for some people rather than for others. 
There is a certairr. mystery because the central character 
cannot understand why others would have different opinions 
concerning the same facts when he has his opinion concerning 
them. He delivers his opinions or makes a judgment on a certain 
plane which does not reveal to hi~ all ~hat is kno~m to exist. 
When Duncan looks forward to ease in Macbeth's castle, his 
comments concerning the attractiveness of the setting are an 
example of irony. Another and limited audience uneerstands 
full well what is in store for Duncan. In the instance of 
Macbeth , the irony is a present-future sort of concept. Duncan 
actually finds facts which convince him for that time and place 
that all is well. We know that an action is supposed to take place 
an action that has yet to arrive. In an important aay, Duncan 
is thoroughly justified in holding his point of view, for no 
matter what may happen later, the castle does have a pleasant air 
then. 
When Jones goes into the office of his employer, a cGrtain Jackson.,, 
thorou~rhly expecting .to bG given notice of a promotion and an 
increase in salary, his expectation is a fact. Its realization 
is not, at this point. As much as expectation can constitute 
what people really have, our friend is dealing with a present 
reality, to him. We know that another set of circumstances 
exists. This set will result in a thwarting of Jones' expectations 
We know that he is going to be fired • Irony may be present, too, 
in such a way as to be known, not to a circle of other people, 
but to the hero alone. The irony may result from what he beliGves 
about a certain event or an expected event from the physical 
universe, only to be shocked by what occurs. Hhen Hardy wrote 
his magnificent poem "The Darkling Thrush," he was stunned to 
find that what he believed to be a world of unrelieved desolation 
turn out to be a glorious symphony bf carolings by a bird, one 
that would be the least likely to echo happy tidings. l'!e must 
not fall into the error of considering that irony refers only 
to the double audience in which the hero , hears and does not 
understand and the other audience which knows what the hero 
knows and which also knows much more. The hero does really 
hear; he does really understand, and he really does know. But 
wP,at he does not know is that his frame of reference must 
encounter another frame of reference, living, or dead. He is not 
so much misled by the facts that are fodder for his experience 
as he is by other facts that he does not know, or cannot hnow •. 
Sometimes irony results from character, sometimes from accident. 
The hero may be such a person having such a defect that always 
operates to limit his vision. On other occasions, pure accident 
or coincidence my intervene to thwart our hero--a·s in not 
having change for a telephone call at a critical moment. He has 
ten dollars ·in bills, but not even ten cents in silver to get 
the operator. 
There is a deliberate kind of irony, one in which an individual 
will profess to an ignorance he does not have. In so doing, he 
will entrap a person who acts in the light of the other's psuedo-
ignorance. This type of irony is "Socratic irony." In this 
variety an audience gathers to watch a person make a fool of him-
self by encountering one supposed to be naive, unsophisticated, 
and ignorant. We have discussed the double audience in which 
experience the hero has a double knowledge, the second knowledge 
proving, sometimes, more unpleasant than the first. 
Occasionally, the entrapper is entrapped. In the subtle "The Cask 
of Amontillado,~ the audience is taken into confidence by the 
hero "I." But, when the tne who would entrap his proposed victim 
and wall him up because of an insult delivered in the past does 
succeed in walling him, the entrarper perceives the irony. 
His victim does not realize why he is ·being walled up, although 
he perceives what is being done. Thus, the insult is not avenged • 
. Fortunato , the victim, is the victor because he has insulted 
the "I," and, althouqh he has been murdered, the insult is not 
avenged. The insult is not avenged because such vengeance would 
require that the victim know just why he is being dealt with. 
In Graham Greene's The .Power and the Glory, the state does not 
win with the death of the whiskey priest because another priest, 
even stronger, takes his place. All the struggle is followed by an 
irony: the intensity of the state's persecution serves only to 
set up a quiet and strong resistance, one through which the new-
comer , the new priest, will be all the more effective. 
We are more aware of irony in tragedy than in comedy , and a few 
of the illustrations cited are in the tragic tradition. But 
comedy, from Aristophanes through the present,has dealt with the 
incongruous, the difference between Nhat we thinlc is worthwhile 
and what is really of value. Comedy relates the confusion 
which exists when man gives full seriousness. to situations 
which are not really involved with fundamental values. The young 
lover who cannot eat, who cannot sleep, and who would throw the 
better part of his life away because he has not heard from his 
girl friend comes under the ironv of the comic tradition. The 
stereotyping which makes the old seem futile and doddering to 
the young, and the irresponsibility seen in the younq by the old 
exemplify this difference between appearance and reality. There 
is some irony in the June and November courtship. Each is 
condemned for being together in view of the disparity in age, 
experience, interests, and vigor. However, the irony comes in the 
picture in that these who often object are the young. The young 
man ridiculing the older man who has succeeded may often be 
playing the role of one who uses the difference. in age factor to 
cover up his own lack of sucdess. Or the irony may come in 
because of the assertion that only tee young are suitable mates for 
for the young. The irony does not result from the fact tha~ the 
young are not usually suited to and for the young, but through 
the reasons why such a thesis is asserted. The irony here may not 
come from the act, but from the reasons why the act is performed 
or not performed. Ironically, many of thE- prcl:ll<::.""s do not come 
from acts or decisions, but from the reasons for each. 
/----- --- --- --
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Whatever is done in literature will be done with words and through 
word~. Such is true concerning the_ writer and speaker--and such 
is true concerning the critic: Whatever the magnificent and some-· 
-times tortu·ous workings of the mind in its- creations of various 
literary forms, the n~t results are WORDS. In virtually every case 
the words come from the dictionary, from the common lore and store 
of terms which stand {or classes of referents. 
These words carry more than one meaning. To ask for the exact 
meaning of any word·-even in context-- is to reveal one's ignorance 
of the nature of language. Words carry several meanings. The same 
referent may be tagged by different words. But there is a finite 
number of meanings, and because of this fact, one can "focus 
down" on words, and, through so doing, approach the meaning most 
likely for any particular cont.ext. The "focusing down" becomes 
somewhat more difficult in literature. Normally, the increased 
difficulty is also attended by a richness of literary ambiguity, 
an ambiguity which is central to literature. Perhaps there is a need 
to review the nature of literature, or perhaps there is the need 
to define the way in which literature is viewed for this writer. 
When anyone has thought, sensed, and felt, he has encompassed 
the range of human reactions to experience. Considering "experience" 
to be the conscious or-unconscious responses to the world of 
things, ideas, events, institutions, places, and people, in time· 
and space, I would assert that any experience must involve the 
worlds of se·nse-thought, sensations- sense stimuli, and emotions---
or the worlds of head, heart, and hand, metaphorically stated. · r 
I consider a work--oral or written----to be literature if there 
is"thinking with feeling"about the elements of experience-
people, events, things, ideas, institutions, all in time and space. 
The feeling must be of sufficient threshhold intensity, as we 
have observed in earlier issues of this bulletin, to evoke certain 
emotive states. That different individuals respond to different 
intensities within these states seems.adequate evidence for 
defining individuality and for accounting for the richness· in 
diversity in literary vehicles. 
Returning to my .. opening sentence, I assert that whatever is done 
with and for literature- or for non-literature, in fact, will 
be done by words. At this p·oint I will modify this assertion through 
limiting myself to ·a consideration of the literary statement as 
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In pursuing the language of physical nature in literature, I shall 
pause for a moment or so to ind5.cate that "nature" is a term somE!-
what loosely employed. I mean, by "nature" the essence of a 
thing, idea, ins~itution, person, or event~ I refer to''nature'' 
as ind:j.cating that which makes one kind of experience that J1::ind 
of experience, rather than any other kind. 
We read and hear such expressions. as "He is a nature poet." 
"Wordsworth, Longfellow, and Byron loved literature." "Robert 
Frost writes poetry about nature in New England." Next to the 
words ·"goodness," "democracy," "truth," and "cooperation," few 
words are used with more vagueness and uncertainty. While we admit 
that all words are used as images, metaphors, and symbols, and while 
we agree that meanings are seldom in the word itself, nearly all 
people with some.experience in English manage to have a·common 
understanding with the majority of our words. This paper is 
written with the hope of clarifying the nature of physical nature 
as used by writers and speakers, and as understood by readers and 
listeners, I shall continue with. the question of "naturei; for a 
few more lines. 
We will prosper more, perhaps, if we consider the words "essence," 
"definition," and "nature" together. The "essence of a thing, . 
idea, institution, event, or person is that which makes the part 
of an object discussed different from any other object. Because 
of the essence of man, he can make fire, pass judgments; write, 
speak, and consider his religious state--among many other 
human attributes. "Definition" refers to thtl which makes . 
all forms of experience different from each other in at least one' 
unique way, if not through more than one unique way. To define · 
"dog" or "cat" we find at least one particular element which-will 
make the one different from the other-· and from other living 
forms. 
In philosophy , in art, in accounting,~nd, in fact, all, other 
forms of human endeavor, we also use. the term "nature." What is 
the nature of Kant's philosophy? What is the nature of cubism? 
What is the nature of impressionism? What is the nature of the 
balance ·sheet? What is the nature of thg off-tackle play ?" We 
can see that i;definition," "essence," and "nature" have· many 
similarities, and that they are, in many cases, quite synonymous. 
Together with_the use of nature as the nature of man, the na~ure 
of the mind, the nature of government, the nature of mathematics, 
we also have the other "natures of." Most important to the literary 
figure is nature in terms of the world of things outside·-us--_ 
Volume V, Number 4 
In defining the nature of "physical nature," we discover that 
one of the "essences" is that physical nature must include the total 
world of matter--man, all other forms of biological life, and all 
forms of non-living matter. 
Because each man has a different personality, but also because 
each man defines physical nature in a unique way or ways, all men 
have one or more visions or definitions of the nature of physical 
nature. How does each man visualize physical nature? The forms 
are many and quite amazing: on many occasions, man views 
nature as controlling man; on other occasions, man views man as 
controlling nature. We shall list the different interpretations 
that literary figures have had of nature. Then we shall discuss 
through words, through visual effects, through thematic music, 
and through poetic and prose statements of different writers, 
specific illustrations and examples of each view. The list to 
be treated is as follows: 
1. Physical Nature as "Beautiful" 
2. Physical Nature as Useful, Utilitarian 
3. Physical Nature as Friendly 
4. Ph;)'sical Nature as Hostile 
5, Physical Nature as Indifferent 
6. Physical Nature as Good 
7. Physical Nature as Good and Evil 
8. Physical Nature as Evil 
9. Physical Nature as Immanent 
10. Physical Nature as Transcendent 
11. Physical Na.ture as Transcendent and Immanent 
12. Physical Nature as Pantheistic 
13. Physical Nature as Pantheistic 
14. Physical Natnre as a Mirror For Nan's Moods 
15. Physical Natnre as Setting Man's Moods 
16. Physical Nature as a Highway to God 
17. Physical Nature e.s Raflecting-Natnralism 
18. Physical Nature as Christian Existentialism's 
Support 
19. Physical llature and Atheistic Existentialism 
20. Physical Nature in the Classical Tradition 
This list.by no means exhausts the number of possibilities for 
interpretation. There is no question that the list could be presented 
in other ways. We shall also observe that we can make sub-classes or 
sub-lists under each of the main headings. 1:Je shall keep in mind 
during the succeeding presentations that we refer, in all instances 
to ''physical nature." 
As well, the point must be made that in addition to the qualities 
and attributes we emphasize the language tones which carry and 
serve each unique view treated here. 
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Nature as "Beautiful" 
Here, the author tries to give such expression as will convey some 
aspect of his aesthetic experience. Whether we believe that beauty 
is found in the object or whether beauty is found in the subject, 
or whether the subject has, per se, the makeup to apprehend the 
dimensions which yield the sensation of beauty in the objective 
world are not issues here. 'l'he author, at least, uses physical 
nature to express himself, verbally, in language which yield; the 
pleasurable sensations one has in terms of sensorial aspects of 
phy_sical nature. I suggest that we consider, for one example, 
the lines found in Sir Walter- Scott 1 s Lady of the Lake : 
The western waves of ebbing day roll'd o'er the glen 
their level way, 
Each purple peak, each flinty spire was bath'd 
in flood of living fire. 
The crispness and dynamism of the terms indicate the positive 
pleasurable sensations.obtained from a certain experience of 
physical nature. The enduring imnerial note in ''purple," the 
r-ou~h enduring grandeur of ''flinty," and the rolling permanence 
in 'living fire" carry a phonology reflecting a certain rugged and 
powerful beauty. In some contrast, physical nature can be treated 
as useful. Poets do not often reflect this aspect of physical nature, 
but novelists often do . 
Nature as Useful 
As indicated, few poets would seek universality of truth in laboring 
the thesis that nature is, essentially, useful, or utilitarian. 
Truck gardeners would do so. Owners of vineyards wuld do so. 
Owners of coal mines and oil wells have been kn own to view 
physical nature in terms of its utilitarian aspects. 
Fishermen viewing the seas, lakes, oceans, and rivers as sources 
for food and for making a living often do so. Our Puritan ancestors, 
often embarrassingly materialistic, and many of the gentleman farmers 
in the South had a vigorous view of nature as being rather useful. 
William Byrd , in his "History of the Dividing Line," gives a typical 
eighteenth century view of nature as meeting many of man's material 




... each cell contains a seed of the size and figure 
of a black-eyed pea which ... is very good mast for 
the hogs and fattens them in a short time. 
The tar,~ade in this method is less valuable 
it is said to burn the cordage, though it is 
full as good for all other uses as that made 
. Sweden or Muscovy. 
lines may have an informal and "homey" touch, yet the 
as quite useful is ever~· present. In the next number, 
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In the last issue, we considered nature as beautiful .and nature 
as useful. I shall pre~ent more views of physical nature, 
commencing with the third co·ncept of friendship. 
Nature.As Friendly 
, , , , 
Natnre viewed as friendly is not uncommon to poets, but is less 
common··to novelists. Writers of the sea often tend to see physical 
nature in a less friendly light. The romanticists, on the whole, 
tend to reflect physical nature as exercising or presenting a 
friendly and sympathetic face or attitude toward those who contem-
plate and respect or love her. 
Even here, however, the English romanticist's. poetry is tinged 
with a melancholy, a melancholy often sufficient to reveal less 
friendlier notes'in the universe. While Milton's poetry indicates 
some mild awareness of physical nature as friendly, his puritanical 
nature , as reflected in his poetry, exhibits many notes of 
rejection. Wordsworth was the most consistent poet in viewing 
physical nature as a friend and a1.ly of man. If not always an 
ally, his poetry refl'ects nature as a sympathizer. From his 
"Three Years She Grew in Sun and Shower," we find this theme: 
Three y.ears she grew in sun and shower, 
Then Nature said: A lovelier flower 
On earth was never sown; 
This child I to myself will take; 
She will be mine, and I Nill make 
A Lady of my own. (11.1--(i). 
The phonology both eulogistic and calm and intimate in its 
sustained tone carries an inclusive, entirely harmonious 
union of physical nature, the speaker in the poem, and the 
subfect as child. The unity of the "three years" and the · 
union in the triad of possession and embrace in 
I this child I to myself will take:/ 
/She shall be mine,/ 
/And I will make 
A lady of my own I 
are excellent examples of ·the perfect functioning of 
phonology and syntax to yield a distinct tone carrying a range 
of meanings, but carrying a range in that all mel(lb,ers of the• set 
give or evoke pleasant or friendly notes. 
" 
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Not all poets view Nature , Physical Nature,as Benign. 
In nature viewed as hostile, the poet or writer ~ives a powerful 
personality to the physical universe, holding her material man-
ifestations ~s those seeking to destroy man. -
Nature as Hostile 
2 
Rolvaag's Giants of the Earth does not yield language which views 
nature as solicitous. Any farmer who has lived much of his life in 
dust bowl areas, for example, is not likely to consider physical 
nature as genial, nor wotild he see her as indifferent. Matthew 
Arnold seldom considered nature~ physical naturey-as being on man's 
side. In his "Rugby Chapel" we find the lines: 
Coldly, sadly descends 
The autumn evening; The field 
Strewn with its dank yellow drifts 
Of withered leaves and the elms 
Fade into dimness apart (11. 1-5) 
The chill and· harsh falling sounds in ''coldly'; "sadly,'' and 
"descends 1; reinforced by the bittersweet syr.ibolism inherent in 
autumn, together with the drawnout flatness of "evening" 
tend to make the words carry a remorseless lack of sympathy. 
"Strewn," "dank," "yellow drifts," "withered leaves," and 
"dimness." sustain the per.vasive discordant phonology of the 
sequence of the phonemes which, together, tend to yield the 
negative effects. I perceive the hostile notes in the poem''Grass,'' 
one of Carl Sandburg's vigorous, but harsh pieces of poetry. 
Carl Sandburg's poetry does not harbour much friendliness for 
men or man on the part of physical nature. In °Grass," the following 
lines carry antagonistic nuances: 
Pile the bodies high at Austerlitz and Waterloo 
Shovel them under and let me work--
I am the grass. I cover all. 
And pile them high at Hettysburg 
And pile them high at Ypres and Verdun. 
Shovel them under and let me work. 
Two year::., ten years, and passengers ask the 
conductor: 
What place is this--
Where are we now? ( 11. 1--11) 
From our experience with the meanings carried by the words, but also 
from our sensitivity to the sounds in combination in "pile," 
"shovel," "cover," and through the drawnout and falling tones 
in "years," we can see and feel the same heavy and hostile weight 
of physical nature, as employed in the words of the poem. Here, 
much of the effect is achieved by the repetition of "pile;i and 
"shovel." 
.J 
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In the lines from the two poems, "Rugby Chapel," and "Grass," 
the notes have been heavy and falling in intonation, and markedlY; 
so. But hostility is not always carried through dull, thudding, and 
pounding notes. In the delicate and rapier-like artistry of the 
lines of the poet A.E. Housman, one sees a quarrel with an aspect 
of physical nature that is assuredly unfriendly: 
Yonder see the morning blink: 
The sun is up , and up must I, 
To wash and dress and eat and drink 
And look at things and talk and think 
And work, and God knows why. 
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often have I washed and dressed 
what's to show for all my pain? 
me lie abed and rest: 
thousand times I've done my best 
all's to do again. 
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h . t• ~ Here the negative effects are achieved through the hars , imi::era i ve, · 
and demanding meanings carried by "must. I," "wash," "drink,'· ''eat," 
ndress," and "ten thousand times.'' From a phonological point of 
view, I call attention to the dyslogism in the sounds of "a" in 
"pain" and "again." Then I invite consideration of the abrupt and 
conclusive use and usage of the "k'' and "w" throughout .the verse. 
The "s" ·is i<equenced in such. a way or ways to carry the tone of 
an inevitable being forced ahead, beyond the scope of one's own 
Volition. But' there are other views of nature_other_than those of 
being friendly and unfriendly or hostile. Another view, and a rather 
grim one is that of physical nature's being a force of indifference. 
Indifference is usually more difficult to bear than hostility, for 
hostility can be changed to a more optimistic view of man and 
experience. To be ignored or not considered, or to be a subject or 
qbject of uninterest is often unbearable for many individuals. 
Nature As Indifferent 
In viewing nature as indifferent, neither for nor against man, one 
can cite the language in Hardy's novels and poetry. Classic examples 
from his novels are Return of the Native, Mayor of Ca'sterbridge, 
and Under the Greenwood Tree . Many of the lines of his poems are 
charged with the tones of indifference: 
''Come hither,BBn,'' I heard Death say: 
"I did not will a grave 
Should end thy pilgrimage today, 
But, I, too, am a slave." 
"The Subalterns," ( 11. 12-·16 ). 
Interesting to note, and the reader can ascertain the intonation 
through his own efforts, are the balanced falling and rising 
tones, and the terms of opposition. Where the word "vdll" indicates 
force, necessity, and obligation, the opposition and cancelling 
effect(s) can be noted in "did not." The closing phrase "am a slave" 
is opposed and cancelled by "But,I,too, 11 There are not many 
examples of poetry and prose as indicating indifference, but we 
can obtain some of these effects in the works of naturalism. 
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We have noted that nature has been considered as "indifferent." 
I suggest again that any interpretation that places tqe entire 
world of RhY~ic~l objects, with all its total and specific forces, 
in the role(s) of rolling on,caring neither for man nor~for any 
other 1:1. ving form is far from an optimisti.c view of 'life, 
Hardy's view had, for him, and for his art, the consequences 
of limiting his concern, eventually, to merely describing the 
natur-e o"f physical nature. In such description, he found and 
revealed a delayed contentment, a contentment which carries the 
central meaning that we can appreciate other forms of experience · 
without expecting any specific communications from physical nature 
for-or against a human being. The problem with such a view is that 
we have to abandon the .concepts of "good" and "goodness"--unless 
we are to define them pertaining only to the relationships 
among human beings and the relationships ·or human beings and the 
creator(s). · 
But there have been those who have considered physical nature as 
"good." And as good in moral sense~! Since "good" can have 
its variations and can.be variously-stated in different religions, 
we do not ·e_xpect; to see the concepts of "nature as good" appear 
in identical forms. Let us consider the concept of nature as 
"good" in Ralph Waldo Emerson's "Woodnotes": 
'For Nature· ever· 1'a1 thfui :t:S 
~o. such as trust her faithfulness. 
When 'the 7orest shall n.isleac1 me, 
When -the .night and morning lie., 
When the sea and land refuse to feed me, 
'Twill be time enough to die; 
Then will yet another mother.yield 
A pillow in her greenest field, 
Nor the June flowers scorn to cover 
The clay of their departed lover. 
Here the speaker in the poem goes to the central core of Nature 
inthe realization that the highest values in her go beyond 
gratifying.man's physical needs. Yet Nature will, for a time, 
even show her essential concern, her maternal concern, as ''good.'' 
For the speaker does not say that "Nature;' is , through its 
forest and night and morning, denying him. 'l'he key word "when" 
indicates that such a time has not yet arrived, and, in the 
meantime, as the mother guides and feeds her children, he will· 
be taken care of, if he trusts Nature, until th~ time for dying 
has come. Then he will find, again, the good and goodness .. that hP 
---..:J-
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From a language point of view, we might note the horizontal 
and even falling tones in the words, indicating that the 
emphasis is on Nature in a horizontal sense, not in the semse of 
having forces in NATURE which are above us, or forces which we 
reach by any upward or spiralling thrusts. "Nature " "faithfulness," 
" th 11 11 ' mo· er, yield," "cover," "departed," and "lover'' carry tones in a 
straight·.line ; terminated by a fade-fall, ·each cap3tle of 
being able to carry the meaning(s) of a Nature substantially 
pantheistic. (We must take care that we do not assert that every 
word stands for a specific meaning which can be determined by level, 
r.isir.g, or falling tones. Ho1·1ever, we suggest, strongly, that 
certain phonemic constructions are more appropriate in carrying 
certain meanings than is true of other· meanings. ) 
Then we come to a "transcendent" or "deistic" way of ¥iewing 
nature. Pope's Essay On lffan carries , among other meanings, the 
meaning that the entire universe, nature, is good. Man does not 
find nature good: 0ne man~ can see only parts of the whole. He 
lacks adequate reason, or he does not use the reason that he has. 
There is a moral absoluteness in nature that cannot be discerned •.or 
intuited without a keen rational insight. We have some of the 
lines from the Essay on Man , Epistle I: 
All nature is but Art unknown to thee: 
All chance, direction which thou canst not see: 
All discord, harmon•' not understood: 
All partial evil, universal good: 
And spite of Pride, in erring · reaaon's spite, 
One truth is clear, Whatever is, is right. 
:Deism'' is the philosophy, one most significant during the first-
third of eighteen~h century England, that God exists outside and 
not inside the world of sensible objects. He created the world, 
and, as perfect, God cou1a· not create that \'/hich would be other 
than perfect- or other than "good." The suggestion or the implica-
tion that even the Creator can not disturb the universe, once 
created, seems to be evident to some degree. We can easily be 
led from an apparent· optimism to the realization that here we 
might have a state of "indifferentism." 
Yet, considering the fact that each one of us has an element of 
P.latonism within him, we can agree, perhaps, that as human beings 
we can see only parts of a whole. \'Je cannot be at all points at the 
same time. Being at one point ana having the physical, intellectual, 
and emotive views that such a point affords, we cannot have the 
views we would have at other points. We can, of course, stand at one 
position and postulate the view that we would have the same 
perc?pts and concepts were we to stand at other positions. If we 
find a consistent pleasurable view from one point, we may ascribe 
the same view to all tither points. If we stand in a time and place 
where we have a disastrous earthquake, or tidal wave, or both, we 
may ascribe the same kind ( s) of misfo1'tune or mi.sfortunes as 
being characteristic of other times and plane~. 
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I indicated that we are concerned with the theses and language which 
would treat Physical Nature in the sense of being both good and evil. 
We need not be surprised that such a view has emerged. We often 
believe that -we can know one aspect of experience only through 
knowing other-and o·pposi te- aspects of experience. 
Physical ·Nature affords effective opportunities for developing or 
presenting or describing a view of life as composed of elements of 
both good and evil. Sometimes the point of view is that one is not 
intelligible without the other. Another point of view is that the 
world must always be partially unpleasant and unsatisfactory because 
evil exists along with g.ood. When one sees the sunshine soon followed 
by floods, earthquakes, typhoons, tornadoes, or.tidal waves, he 
must consider that there is some merit' in urging this point of 
view as to the evil·-good aspects of nature •. 
The parallel or analogy between physical nature as good and evil 
can be seen in the calms ·and storms in human nature, in the 
b~wildering array of generous and selfish action in and within the 
same individual. Thus, whether this concept of good and evil ranges 
from a mere use in demonstrating that man can be as pleasant 
and unpleasant as the faces nature~wears, or whether physical nature 
is employed in terms of a dualism which is essential, as to good and 
evil, this view is a significant one in literature. 
William Blake considered the world of physical nature as constituting 
a strange dualism--an interesting, if agonizing mystery. Evil is as 
essential as good, apparently, to the spea.kers in Blake's poem~" In 
Blake's ''The Tiger" the poet asks, almost angrily: 
When the stars threw down their spears, 
And watered heaven with th~ir tears 
Did he smile his work to see? 
Did he who make the Lamb make thee? 
The tiger symbolizes the evil in physical nature, in this, a· seventh, 
view of physical nature. But the tiger also symbolizes the good. 
If fire burns, scars or destroys, fire also clean~es and tempers. 
In the intial stanza, such meanings are carried through 
Tiger! •riger ! burning bright 
In the forests of the night, 
What immortal hand or eye 
~,.-,111 n f'"""m" t.hv f'P'1'Y'f'ul svmmetrv? 
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"Symmetry" and "bright" stand in paradoxical contradistinction to 
"fearful" and "burning." Such is the case in tone as in the 
more overt semantic effects. In this brief treatment a detailed 
analysis and synthesis of the poem cannot be possible. Nevertheless, 
the reader is invited to read aloud, with proper and natural 
rhythms the different stanzas of this poem. When he does so, he 
will note the range of the sensorial, the intellectual, and 
the emotive contradictions as to good and evil. The tone of the 
questions in each of the six stanzas carries powerful implications 
to note , all springing from the denotative elements of the 
questiors, and the implications move the reader to look"UP and out 
toward a power that the .speaker in the poem would not dare to 
judge on the same horizontal level which would.indicate that the 
tiger reflects only evil. 
On a more sophisticated level, the six stanzas reflect and 
represent more than an experimental form. There is the "six" as 
representing in many languages the hour of insight , recognition, 
and truth. The end of the sixth stanza, a stanza which repeats 
the first stanza closes with a question that a'Ccepts the reality 
of the "immortal hand" and :j.eads toward the transfigurative 
truth of the necessary reality of an evident physical evil and 
a no less compulsive supernatural truth of a goodness that can 
be questioned, but not· denied. There is the point,at wh,ich"the ... 
material worldly reality of evil has to be reso:j.ved : the synthesis 
of twin facts. First, the tiger can be but a reflection of 
attributes already a part of the perceiver, and the speculation as 
to the! how"and"why"and justification of the tiger's creation must. 
be at least the realization of a superior creating power. 
That the tiger is not created by Satan must be evj_dent through the 
phonology of the words carrying the meaning, and through the sense 
of religious and ethical history, all of which would state 




the speakers in Blake's poems employ 
common knowledge of the community of 
lines, the tones of the words cannot 
a symbolism not 
readers who read 
deceive. 
The sustained and pervasive force of the words reflects a vibrant, 
powerful, resurgent, and dominating force that is not to be defeated 
or submerged, and this overall powerful set of tones is more 
characte!istic of a being with more good than evil. There are more 
sources than the poetry of Blake for this concept of good and 
evil in action together. We can cite the Faerie Queen , 
Moby Dick, The Iliad, Pilgrim's Progress , any.qhakespearian 
history play or tragedy, War and Peace , The Red Badge of Courage, 
and The Ambassadors among other poems, plays , and novels. 
Perhaps the American representation of the good-evil thesis is 
more evident and dramatic in Whitman's. ·~iork, in the l'!~~l_)'.o.by Dick 
and Mark Twain's novels, At any rate, the readers are invited to 
compare and contrast the use of the good-evil doctrine as it 
appears in America·n and English literature, as well, of course, 
as in Russian and German literature. Then we have the concept 
of physical nature as evil, as malign, as diabolical. 
The Puritans tended to view physical nature as evil. Many of 
Hawthorne's short stories carry this note. 'l'here are few that do not. 
-· 
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Few poets carried on a longer running battle-with a god who 
would permit nature to be evil than Housman. V.ery few of his 
seventy-seven years were spent in other than angry· observations that 
all that is beautiful, worthwhile, and exalting must die, and 
die soon. The~words in his poetry carry a delicate facility that 
lasts long enough to make the_ happier elements.of youth entirdy 
momentous. This delicacy of tone sharpens to indictment at the 
time of the fact that nature robs and destroys without discriminating 
between the good and the bad, between the attractive and the 
unattractive. If there is any slight balance, the bad may fare a 
bit better. The tones which indicate the lofty and the high are 
contrasted unforgettably with those which - carry the low and 
duller tones of earth, as in "To An Athlete Dying Young." 
I offer the first two stanzas as furnishing some truth for this 
assertion: 
The time you won your town the race 
We chaired you through the market-place; 
Man and boy stood cheering by, 
And home we brought you shoulder-high. 
Today, the road all runners come, 
Shoulder-high we bring you home, 
And set you at the threshold down, 
Townsman of a stiller town. 
In terms of phonology, morphology, and syntax, the contrastive 
elements as words in seauence between these two stanzas should 
indicate support for the observation made that there is the sharp 
cut off and the abrupt decline from airy heights. The pervasive 
if not eternal course-of physical nature as evil is nowhere more 
• II poignan:bly stated than in Housman's from More Poems ,"Number7 : 
Stars, I have seen them fall 
But when they drop and die 
No star is lost at all 
From all the star-sown sky. 
The toil of all that be 
Helps not the primal fault; 
It rains into the sea 
And still the sea is salt. 
The evil that pervades our experience cannot be remedied by the 
wasting and ceaseless labor that is man's, a labor that robs him 
of his physical and intellectual beauty. The "primal fault" which is 
that of Adam is still with man, in physical nat~re and in man 
himself, as a form of that nature. 
The tones that fall and promise a sort of death in "fall," 
"drop," and "die" are kept from fading out through the interposition 
of the strong " star-sown sky," and "still the sea is salt." 
Then, we must leave Housman and hir blalh±rrnof God for creating a 
world of nature, sinister and evil in all respects and parts. 
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We consider now a thornier matter, that of Physical Nature as 
"Immanent." '.'Iinmanent •; as used here refers to a powerful God who 
places himself in·nature, not outside nature. Such a belief acknowl-
edges that God e~ists.,-Bl•kds- lines i~ a "Stanza From Auguries 
of Innocence" reveal· this immanence: 
To see a World in a grain of sand 
And Heaven in a wild flower; 
Hold infinity in the palm of your hand, 
And eternity in an hour. 
The words carry such meaning that 1·Je can, ·without too much labour, 
see that eternal values are infused into microscopic elements 
of the material word- such as "grain of sand," "wild flower," 
"palm of your hand," and 11 in an hour." But there i.s much more to 
the matter! The phonology is powerful indeed. ALTHOUGH THE ELEMENTS 
CHOSEN ARE PHYSICALLY HICROSCOPIC,·the tones of the particular 
words or phrases are strong, indeed. "Grain," "sand," "Palm," 
"hand," and "hour 0 are far from weak. Thus, when the meanings 
carried by ''World," "Heaven,'' "infinity,'' and "eternity'' -themselves 
p[i"onologically powerful- are placed in close syntactic relationship 
with the words that seem microscopic, ·me@.n;j,ng-w:l(3e, they 
are strong enough to· hold all the weigh15 ana "force of the . 
infused words-- World, Heaven, infinity, and eternity. Additionally, 
the speaker allows no more than a comma's juncture in the first 
and third lines, allowing the cumulative effect of "World" +. · 
"heaven." then that.cumulative effect of°"infinity" +"eternity." 
We note that there is major punctuation at the end of the second 
line. This.punctuation forces the reader or listener to ponder 
or reflect. The tempo is slowed. Here, the major punctuation 
serves the role of stopping to take on or amass the powerful 
final two lines, giving, at the end, a tone of overwhelming 
power. 
I also point to Irwin Edman's iiEternity" as casting God as 
inevitably immanent: 
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I know there is no meaning in the mist 
That wraps in gray these mountain girdled shores , 
Nor in those loud black waves once moonlight kissed, 
I feel no threat in their untimely roar. 
I cannot read a language in the surge 
of Breakers; there is no immortal sign 
In midnight winds: I hear no Demi-urge 
Hiss in the storm, nor think the world divine. 
I am too lessoned in the changeless law 
Behind the beauty of this cloud-banked gloom 
To mark it with simple trembling awe 
God!s reckless thrust of avenging doom. 
Yet while Reason routs these dreams and fears, 
Eternity keeps thundering in my ears-. 
In this fine and powerful poem there is a speaker who is seized with 
the concept of a remorseless world of atoms which seem to speak of 
nothing that is supernatural. In none of the small physical details 
does this speaker hear the words of the divine or semidivine, The 
speaker implies that he is so strongly gripped and convinced of the 
power and inevitable workings of Newton's Law; and the other laws 
of science to feel the breathless and all-encompassing call of 
faith, reverence, and or awe. 
Then, at each critical moment all nature thunders its message of 
eternity to him, His world of hand is swept asise; his world of 
head is not adequate; for , he is swept, if tormeningly so,,by 
the world of heart, sensibility, emotions, volitions, or· conation. 
But, when we read carefully, and when we hear the sounds of words 
reflect the orchestra of human thoughts, senses, and emotions 
at work, we can see expressions so powerfully sustained that they 
contradict the use of the ''no'' in the entire set of lines. 
~Then we read the lines aloud we realize that the "I" indicates that 
the negative aspects are from his own self, as real or fancied. 
That is, he really cannot find meaning;· he can feel no 
threat; he can read no language; and, he can hear no demi-urge. 
Or, he imagines, or desires, or tries to will or wish that he cannot 
hear , read, and find all these signs and realities. 
But the tones betray. He cannot weaken the force of ''mountain 
girdled shores,'' loud black waved once moonlight kissed," 
"language in the surge of breakers, ;r "immortal si_gn in midnight 
winds," "world divine," among other phrasing. The speaker has 
done in this poem what Blake's did in the four short lines cited 
earlier. Here, however, the effect is done through powerful tones 
of motion, touch or pressure, and sounds: ''wraps,'' "kissed,'' 
"roar," "surge," "breakers," "winds," "hiss," "storm," and 
"thundering." The "I" and "no" are not powerful enough to counteract 
the speaker's desire for rational solutions, or for the comfort,if a 
grim one, of the acceptance of the world as one of a determined 
naturalism. 
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Physical Nature asserts herself,, and successfully so. Because 
the last line , with its syntak-bO-ordered that we have a 
powerful personification in "Eternity," knocks out or eliminates 
the "I," the reader has an explicit statement that~physical 
nature is ordered, infused, and made real through a divine spirit 
great enough to submerge Reason and the world of the senses of a 
powerful,p~rceptive., and probing speaker. 
Then, finally, the speaker's statements are those that are 
wrung from him by a_force greater than his own. His very denial 
of" "no"-becomes futile srnc"e hefoll.ows the ne-gation \~ith-tfie 
worlds of experience that he is negating. That is, he "protest's 
too much." 
When the speaker keeps "matter· .in the mind"--rationalism-- he is 
still unable to cope with the spirit of nature. When he shifts to 
a world in which the "mind is in matter"-naturalism--he is still 
no more successful, for the " mind in matter" is overpowered 
by the divine spirit which, infusing all elements of the material 
world," can result and does result in a condition, where /Eternity 
keeps thundering in my ears./ 
So much for God as "Immanent." We will find that the romanticist 
and the romantic spirit insist in a divinity that is in 
nature herself, and which enlivens and ennobles nature. Many of 
the popular love songs carry words which insist that God 
is in and of every act of love ~nd courtship. The pervasive 
idea that there is some creator with immanent powers occurs, 
perhaps negatively, ·when, as. in¢lividuals, we curse and condemn, 
even using words which are of a sacred o~ religious nature or 
order, physical"objects a part of physical..natilre-.rakes, hoes, 
the rain, the wind, the sun, the winds, and the waters, among 
other elements of the physical world. 
In the next issue, I shall consider an order in physical nature which 
views God or a creator as transcendent, and another which postulates 
the supernatural as both tranBcendent and immanent, as inside and 
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This concept which deals with a force, or a god, or God as 
both immanent and transcendent is prii:riarily a Judaic .. ,. Cb:r'isti-an 
concept. That is· not to suggest that other religions sudh as 
Mohammedanism and some forms of Greek religion were unaware · 
of a force existing outside and inside the_ universe. 
In the lite1•ary sense of dealing Nith this transcendent-immanent 
concept, God is outside the world in a sense that is inflexible· 
and ordering. He is also inside the world as irmnanent. With 
such a theory, a god or God need not be tied to any theory which 
makes the deity equal. to any· particular manifestation of nature. 
The "Twenty Third Psalm" from the Book of Ps.alms reflects that · 
presence in and out of nature: 
The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want. 
He maketh me to lie down in green pastures; 
He leadeth me beside still waters ... 
c. Day Lewis' The Magnetic Mounta'.i.n reflects this total 
presence: 
Where is he, where? How the man stares! 
Do you think he is there buttoned up in your stars? 
Put by your telesc6pe: .. 
You can't bring· him nearer, you can't stir, ynu haVl1"c. a hope. 
Is he t}1e answer to your glib equations, 
The lord of light, the destroyer of nations? 
To be seen on a slide, to be caught on a fil ter?The Cau·se 
Limed in his o~m laws? · 
Analyst, you've missed him, or worse and worst 
You've got him inside? You must feel fit to burst. 
Here, there, everywhere 
Or nowhere. At least you know where. And how much do you care? 
Apart from the phonological clues, there is a sharp difference 
in the relative abstractions in the words in the earlier li-nes 
as compared and contrasted to those dealing with God as 
immanent. If the speaking or writing is effective, any 
form of c·ommunication or expression must distinguish the words 
in two categories, an aloofness of the God outside and the 
gripping force of a God inside. The tones of the words in 
context in the closing two indicate a moving away again from 
the immanent, from the force as pe'l'.'sonal and inside. 
,/ 
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In a religous sense, when the concept of that which is 
transcendent and i1mnanent is applied, there is a God outside, 
a divinity inside, and a fusing or synthesizing force that 
establisheR a reversible flow of force- as in The Father, The 
Son, and The Holy Ghost. 
In literature, the synthesizing force would be the poet, or the 
novelist, or the pl ay~1rigl;lt, or the short story writer. This 
concept is not often applied to literature. The poet, for 
example, would find himself caught and made somewhat impotent 
in terms of two forces that he could not control. The transcendent 
is difficult for a poet. Perhaps that is the reason why there are 
so few sonne1t written well. Pantheism is an easier concept 
for the poetic art in the sense of being able to apply 
physical nature to it. 
Pantheism, is, in a brief and somewhat incomplete sense, a pagan 
concept. -The meanings carried by. ''theism" and those carried by 
the god Pan, of Greek vintage, irnUcate a worship of physical 
nature associated with the presence and operation of a god in 
the universe of things. Pantheism is the belief that a religious, 
all-controlling spirit speaks throu~h physical nature , and that 
the religion is, primarily, a polytheistic one. 
In Greek literature, Pan has certain positive and negative 
qualities, among the latter a certain marked sensualism. However, 
in more modern applications of pantheism, the stuff of the 
"sensuous" is employed, rather than that of the "sensual." The 
Greek concept of a number of deities existing in and through 
various concrete parts· of physical nature has the advantage of 
being able to present richer varieties of human personality 
as throwp· against the many faces in physical nature--where each 
face is given an animated personfication through the god· or 
gods associated with physical nature. 
Furthermore, within physical nature, although each minor deity 
has his own method of operating and a sphere for operationE , each 
god has his own rules and laws which can be relatively abstract. 
Thus, there is the "nature'' of Ceres, as well as her specific 
concern with various edible forms of vegetation. There is the 
"nature" of Pan, and then there are his individual operations. 
Instead of calling on a traditional god, Wordsworth reveals 
his pantheistic elements in the passage: 
.. ~· .... ..., 
Thereforp ~~·I still 
¥.lover bf "Ghe· meadows and .. the wooG.s, , 
And mountains: and of all that we eehold 
From this green earth; of all that mighty world 
Of eye, and ear--both vrhat they half create, 
And what perceive: well-pleased to recognize 
In nature and the language of the sense 
The anchors of my purest thoughts, the nurse, 
The guide, the guardian of my heart and soul 
Of all my moral being. 
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The tones of the phonemic combinations in context are horizon.val.and 
sustained, The tones· are · infrequently . allowed to move up• Q uiei; -
and long -somewhat rolling-· the tones , ·ending ~i th "mountains," 




When the voice would tend to soar as in" ·behold," we are brought 
back to this encompassing horizontal force in ''from this green 
earth"--with the extending tones in "green" and "earth." 
This continuum is sustained through the phonolggical lepgth 0f,the 
structure starting with "well-·pleased" and termina.ting 
with ''moral being." The decisiveness . in the tones of .. •·· 
''guide, 11 and "guardian" indicate a permanence, a lack of the 
ethereal aspects of the more airy parts of physical nature. 
One -woul·~ believ<; that t;.~e !::any. facr~s of ;Jhysical nature·, ar: _Ruch, 
would require or evoke different tones. We have the sensorial 
aspects of earth, itself, tones with considerable range. However, 
the upper ranges--pitch-wise--- are not as high as is the case 
when dealing with "air." We have word tones evoked by or 
associated with water, in the forms of ponds, lakes, seas, 
oceans, creeks, brooks, and rivers. Because we would not believe 
that all persons look at any aspect of the physical ~-n tlH, S<CI;l\O' way 
or light, we would expect a range of tones. 
Keats is more cnncerned with the stuff of earth itself than is 
the case of Wordsworth, if we can assess this interest or concern 
with their lines as they appear in poetic form. On the other 
hand, Shelley's lines have phonological reaches quite in 
keeping with his ever-present concern for all that is supernal 
to earth. Through reading aloud, one should be able to hear the 
lifting, spiralling, and soaring effects of the phonemic ' · ·. ,,. .. ;,;,._. 
combinations. I suggest reading aloud Shelley's "Ode to the West 
Wind," "The Cloud," and "To a Skylark.·' When these poems have 
been read aloud, I suggest that poems by Wordsworth and Shelley 
be read aloud. One can hear the differences and understand much 
through hearing such differences in tone. Careful. attention to 
pitch, stress, and juncture are essential and rewarding. 
There are many poets 1·1hose pantheism is evident in the semantic 
analysis of the poems, an analysis which is best reached through 
feeling to the depttns of one's orchestral being the range of 
sounds of sense, sensibility, and sensation. 
There is often some confusion as to distinguishing between 
"pantheism" and" lmmanence~' In ""immanence,·' there is a force 
which is complete in itself, needing no further justification or 
structuring as to its powers and limitations. In "pantheism,'' the 
controlling force is itself subject and subordinate to other 
forces and gods. Nearly all examples of pantheism reflect smme 
religious or supernatural ideas. In sharp contrast to the last 
three interpretations of nature, we come to the interpretation of 
nature as a source of physical laws governing the universe. 
/ 
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Tl'le perioa-·called the Neo-classical Per.cod, ~he Augustan Age, or the 
Age of Reason, could more properly be known as the "Age of 
Newton:" No individual exercised a more potent effect on his era 
than did Newton. Alexander Pope. the "Lord High Priest " of this 
neo-cri ti cal age;. paid tribute to tJ-.e intense influence Newton 
made on the thought of his time: 
Go, teach Eternal ·,:V).;1.sclom how to· rule--
Then drop into thyself a be a fool! 
Superior being.s. when of late they saw 
A mortal man unfold all nature's law, 
Admired such wisdom in an earthly shape, 
And showed a Newton as we show an ape, 
Lucretius' line in "Of the Nature of Things"(De Rerum Natura) 
makes a magnificent approximation of the atomic theory in a work 
that visualizes physical nature as the source for understanding 
the complete laws which govern the entire entity of.the universe • . 
Here, the complete tone negates the romantic statement. 
The crispness· of "Superior and Admired," the non--poetic 
syntax in ''teach Eternal Wisdom," "unfold all nature's .law, 11 
and "Admired such wisdom" miss tue organ tones that strike to 
the soul. However, in their being sustP.ined, crisp, and 
incisive, they tend to evoke .intellectual responses. The quality. 
that makes for an emotive response is the semantic element 
of inversion, of an antithesis that furnishes transport from 
the sublime·. The sudden shift from wisdom to foolery and from. 
wisdom to apishness is revealed in the sustained elevation of· 
the first line's tones to the abrupt, shocking effect of the 
second line. There is a sharp downwPrd gradation in tones, 
Here, phonology is important in enabling the reader and/or 
listener to get the effects. We shi:ft, noH, to a unique view o:f 
nature as re:flecting men's noods, or as being in:fluenced by· man's 
moods. 
This fourteent·h concept ;.s that classic example of the poet 
who believes that physical nature best serves the role of reflect-
ing back tlie .. temperament or personality of man. li'roll1._Ql:J.ild~-­
Harole 's Pi_lgrimage . come Ryron' s 1 ines: 
/ 
i 
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Once more upon 
And the waves 
That knows its 
the waters! Yet once more! 
bound beneath me as a steed 
rider. Welcome to their roar! 
The punctuation of the transforms as exclamations, the 
up and down tones in the three lines, and the sustained 
violence in the ur" sounds lend themselves to express:ion 
a concept·wherety natcirr=, herself, takes 'On.the role of 
serving the mooccs of the wri.ter or poet. 
2 
In j;he poetry o!~ T.S. Eliot the mood of various personalities -
many of them deuadent--determines the treatment accorded or 
reflected in physical nature: 
I ' 
"The yellow fog that rubs its back upon the window pane." 
and the line 
"April is the cruellest month" 
Despite the relatively short words in the first line cited, 
thepe"'is a painful dragging out and levelling set of sounds 
Wesent: In the second line "cruellest" both violently 
/and lingeringly signals ''month," We are thrown back into 
/a questioning mood that seeks to solve the paradox. We say 
i "paradox" because Apr:Ll is usually associated with being 
the real essence of spring, a time for renewel and re-invigoration. 
Here;"the-•rnrds in "April is the cruellest month" 
result in our considering the '? spring can bring back 
memories that winter has allowed us to forge t--painful 
memories, 
Then, there is the lesser art of Rupert Brooke but an art, 
nevertheless. His art seized on all ·.aspects of physical 
nature in terms that made---and make--them symbols of man's 
variable moods. : 
Ahl God! to see the branches stir 
Across the noon at Granchesterl 
To smell the thrilling sweet and rotten 
Unforgettable, unforgotten 
River smell, and hear the breeze 
Sobbing in the little trees. 
More carefully attuned to nature a.s revealing its will to man 
by way of imposing her many moods on man is that thesis that 
nature serves mainly for the purpose of revealing her nature 
and moods through individual men. 
Much of Wordsworth's poetry reflect" the impacts of 
physical nature on man. An excellent example of having man 
reflect nature's soul comes from the following: -
J 
It is a beauteous~ evening, calm and free. 
The Holy time is quiet as a nun. 
Breathless with adoration: the broad sun 
Is sinking down in its tranquillity. 
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Thy soul was like a star and dwelt apart: 
Thou hadst a voice whose voice was like the sea. 
For oft, when on my couch I lie. 
In vacant or in pensive mood, 
They flash upon that inward eye 
Which is the bliss of solitude; 
And then my heart with pleasure ' fills, 
And . aances with the daffodils. 
3 
Here we have three examples from Wordsworth's poetry , and each 
one indicates $lme of the effects physical nature has upon 
the artist.• as poet . 
It is important to note that one should read to ma.]or punctuation. 
Careful reading and i;:iaying attention to. the tones of the 
words at appropriate places indicate the. fire-and power of 
words as they move from nature through and to the individual. 
The significance of the colon needs to be stressed, in that, in 
English, at least, such punctuation is a signal that what follows 
the whole or entire assertion is but a part or series of parts. 
The semicolon, not too often used in the poetic mode, indicates 
equality of importance on either side of the semicolon. 
The use and usage of t.he semicolon can be noted and the relative 
effectiveness senses through considering the extracts from 
Wordsworth's poetry. 
Coleridge reflected, equally well, the power of nature over 
man's feelings. From nKubla Khan" we have the awe-evoking word 
sequences: 
But ol'l that deep, romantic chasm which 
slanted 
Down the green hill athwart the cedarn cover! 
A savage place! as holy and encha.nted 
As e'er beneath a waning moon was haunted 
By woman wailing for her demon lover. 
The speed of the phrasing in the second line rushes the reader 
or listener in an oblique career until checked by the 
decisiveness in "A savage place." Then the slow tones of the 
rest of the passage force the reader to an active imagination 
seized by the contrasting tones and meanings carried in and 
through "holy and enchanted" and "waning moon" and 
"woman wailing." "Then; there is the--seldom surpassed art 
e~·1:Shelley, as he works through the concepts of the effects 
of physical nature . Shelley, far more Platonic in tone and 
theme than is true of her fellow writers in the English 
Romantic Tradition, indicates, through his poetic lines, 
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In the last. issue (Vol. V, No. 10) , I closed with reference 
to the art of the· pol:it Shelley. Shelley's personal .. knowledge -
of the physlca1·aspects of physical nature and his no small 
~!'till in physics and chemistry; made him most powerful" and 
effective in handling the poetic statement:· 
His exquisite ''')de to the \'!est Wind'" reveals, through this small 
cluster .. of lines, tris unique power: 
Drive my dead thoughts over the universe 
Like withered leaves to quicken a new birth! 
And. by the incantation of this verse, 
Scatter. as:from·an unextinguished hearth 
Ashes and sparks, my words among mankind. 
The first two lines, ending 1.rith the powerful ''new birt)'l! '" 
blend the concepts of opposition, throu~h which 'the '.'dead'' 
can be "revived.'' The slow but driving tempo of "Drive my 
dead thoughts over the universe" shif·t to the speed of to 
"quicken a new birth • ;i Semantically the "quicken'· and 
"new birth'' are entirely appropriate and effective. The 
speed of "quicken',. promise and presage a new birth or life, 
as the contrast between ''the quick and the dead." 
When we move to the next three lines. terminating with 
anothe.r exclamation· point. the theme conmiencing with 
"drive .•• " and ending with "birth,,. and the passage 
commencing with " and" and ending with "mankind" are, 
together, in tone a powex•ful incantation. '.l'hey can literally 
be sung. The powerful remorselessness of the force of the 
west wind is·paralleled,liriguistically, with" Scatter. as from 
an unextinguished hearth/Ashes and sparks, my words among man-
kind." The unremitt;ing and unending actions and nature of .the 
west wind have the~ Y. .comparison and i;ontrast in aunextinguished 
h~arth" .a pair of words both vigorous .. and sustained. As 
the action of the wind sends the le.aves· out and down, Shelley' a 
words also go out and down to mankind, inrlicatinr and permittin~ 
the strong inference and implication that Shelley ident:J.fies 
himself as being on .a supra-earthly plane--with the West Wincl .. 
.· 
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Then, there is Keats, another English romanticist. Facing the 
certainty of a horrible death from tuberculosis, Keats 
looked at nature in "La Belle Dame sans Merci." Surrendering 
himself.to her wintry and death-like mood, he wrnte his death lament: 
And that is why I sojourn here 
Alone and palely loitering 
Though the sedge is withered from the lake, 
And no birds sing. 
I call the reader's attention to the fact that there is no 
punctuation until the final line, ending with "sing." The entire 
set of words is horizontall•' cast. The extension through "loitering" 
~nd "sojourn" is phonologically and semantically painful. 
' 
The significance of "though" should be noted. When all that is 
representative of life in action in touch or pressure and sound 
is gone, he is a part of but not one with what ls left. The 
tones and meanings in "alone" and "palely" reinforce the concept 
"loitering." No interpretation of "loitering" can take us far 
away from unpleasant connotations. He can be said to loiter 
because he has no purpose and no intimate or even rational 
association with being on earth where he ls--not even when other 
forms of life are apparently gone. 
Or, he finds himself at odds with nature, for, althoggh the 
birds will return· and although the sedge will renew itself, 
such will not be possible for him. Thus, his loitering seems 
almost agonizing and heart·-rendlng in intensity. The whole 
lament is reinforced through the finality of the final line, one 
quickly descending in tone, and one decisively ending with a 
strong fade-fall or fade-out of the voice. Yet, in the sixteenth 
interpretation of physi~al nature and literature and the poet, 
we can move to a somewhat happier scene. 
In this concept, the poet employs nature as a highway to God. 
Physical nature, in all of her aspects, is designed to lead 
man, under the right conditions, directly to a God transcending 
nature and man himself. Gerard Manley Hopkins considered that man 
could find his way to God by more .than one route. Moreover, he could f:ir 
find his way to God through physical nature as well as from other 
traditional and institutional methods and creeds. For Hopkins, 
artist that he was, religion was essential in that only a person 
in a state of spiritual grace cou 1 .~ ,,,ake such an artistic flight to 
God as that through the physical forms of the universe. Using 
his theory of "inscape" and ''instress" through which a person, 
spiritually_ moved, could blend in such a way that he could 
literally merge with nature and she with him, Hopkins could 
make the spiral flight to God over the highway of natural beauty. 
T his winging, spiralling flight ls indicated in each of his short 
poems, particularly in that of "Spring." 
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I walk, I lift up, I lift up heart, eyes, 
Down all that glory in the heavens to glean our Savior; 
And eyes, looks, heart, what lips yet gave you a 
Rapturous love's greeting cbf realer, of rounder replies? 
The heart rears wings bold and bolder 
And hurls for him, 0 half hurls earth for him under 
his feet. 
The short diaration and the stabbing intensity in "walk,'' 
"lift up," "heart," and "glean" give a springing effect', .Then the 
gathering speed in the first few words parallels the , · irrace 
of an aircraft moving down the runway, gathering the impetus 
essential to make both the horizontal and spiralling up effect 
on the takeoff. The last two lines gather sonority through 
"rears," "bold," '.'bolder~·" and 1'hurls ·." 
I find an interesting contrast in the poetry of William Cullen 
Bryant's "Thanatopsis." The direction is quite different--nature 
is not the -:highway to God in a spiralling sense, but, instead, a 
·dictum to go down to a quite alien divinity, a material divinity 
in the soil itself: 
So live, that when thy summons come to join 
That innumerable caravan which moves 
To that .. mysterious realm. where each shall take 
His chamber in the silent halls of death, 
Thou go not, like the quarry slave at night, 
Scourged to his dungeon, but, sustained and soothed, 
By an unfaltering trust, approach thy grave 
Like one who folds the drapery of his couch 
About him and lies down to pleasant dreams. 
If the lines are given their natural and proper articulation, 
the tones will be found to be measured, powerful, dignified, 
and even majestic in a somewhat harsh way. But the tonal 
features shift and change rapidly commencing with 
''but" and ending with "pleasant dreams. "The vigorous horizontali ty 
of the first five and a half lines gradually deepens and 
ends with a marked falling thrust, terminated by the final phrase. 
I have directed attention to the matter of moods evoked by or 
thrust upon physical nature. The moods reflect the romantic 
temperament of the poet. The next issue will consider the 
question of physical nature and naturalism. 
' -· 
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The reader needs to be cautioned, again, that no particular set 
of sounds, no specific morphology, and no inflexible syntax 
will, of themselves, indicate one meaning rather than another 
insofar as a one-to-one relationship; with semantics may be 
concerned. Nevertheless, syntax_. morphology, and phonology must 
be seen as expressive and communicative of human personalj_ty. · 
Insofar as there are definitely certain emotions , beliefs, and 
attitudes. encompassed in each individual and through all individuals 
the language must ha.ve certain signals, signs, and markers to 
point to or evoke certain ~eanings. rather than others. ~he 
past fe1·1 issues have indicated some useful "clues." Over any 
passage of substantial length---and over a series of such passages---
the language will reveal. certain directions and routes leading 
to central meanings carried in the language. As_ has been pointed 
out, some of the. clues are more than obvious. Others are----and 
quite rightfully so.--- more subtle. I suggest a review of the past 
few issues, I now direct your attention to the question of 
the nature of physical nature and naturalism. 
This philosophy equates man with the basic qualities and pe.rticles 
of physical nature. Unique to this phi}opophy· are the facts of 
its equating the ba.sic stuff of matter itself with man, himself, 
and its equating man with the qualities and attributes of all 
aspects of matter. This unique blend of metaphor and absoluteness 
make for its literary effectiveness--as well as for a difficulty 
in mounting an effect·i ve attack on its premises. Natural:! Er,i 
has entered literature in at least two ways. First, there is 
the matter of 0 style:' One of the features of style is the 
appearance of the form of ornaments and figures of speech. The 0 use 
of the flat image, w~th a faithful reliance on physical details, 
has increasEfl appreciably in American, English, and French 
literatures. 
Second, the reader has been forced to the primary and :samewl1a.t 
engrossing concern with the physical fact itself. Sometimes, when 
the reader's art is great, the physical meaning carried throu!l'h and 
by the · flat statements is so powerful ~hat the re~der is left on 
that level. If he is raised to ';wonder" or ';surprise" tl-ie wonder 
or surprise comes from contemplating the physical fact, as such. 
The use or· employment of naturalism in li tere.ture has tende<'I, 
in American and English writing, to shovr man as brutal, sordid, 
vicious, and altogether primitive. Quite often, however, some 
readers and listeners are found to be in confusion over certain 
aspects of "romanticism" and "naturalism.'' . , 
.• .-
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Each tries to make literature a matter of the sensations and 
attitudes of the reader or listener. Ho1·1ever, the meanings carried 
by "romanticism'' seem to reflect a god or gods within nature; 
while, on the other hand, ''naturalism'' itself makes matter a god. 
While the romanticist insists on rendering the "common" uncommon, 
the believer in naturalism insists that the common remain 
"common'' even though he has to work uncommonly hard to achieve that 
effect and direction. The ultimate goal of "naturalism" is one 
of ·'telling it the way it is,'' or of destroying such moral 
value statements as "truth,'' "mercy," ''.justice," and other terms 
bringing to mind or to heart virtues and vices, Obviously, the 
former statement of goal or purpose is that of its supporters, 
and the latter, that of its detractors. 
In ·naturalism'' there is found no evic1ence for personal survival 
and no encouragement that life in this hEman race is more than a 
brief second in the dream of a relentless human existence related 
'to the chance movement of atoms. That is one of the bases for the 
grim--if honest--philosophy of naturalism. We now come to the 
deep, sometimes mysterious, and ah:ays dark realms of the inter-
pretations of physical nature in this literary philosophy,· Instead 
of placing ''matter in the mind;' the believer in naturalism places 
the ·'mind in matter." 
There is the belief that all matter, including that which comprises 
the human being, combines through merely the chance movement 
of elemental particles through which movements all forms of 
organic and inorganic compounds are created. Naturalism will take 
matter as not "God-like" but as God. Naturalism from the religious 
points of view sees the universe as an impersonal order in which 
things are created and events made only by and through the pressure 
of natural causes. Two lines from Swinburne's poetic art indicate 
a natural interpretation of man and his spirit as opposed to a 
supernatural view: 
O natural force of spirit and sense that are 
One thing in all thin.res, fruit of thine own : fruit. 
The same thes:is is invariably held in the works of Steinbeck 
and Hemingway. From the latter came Across the River and Into the 
Trees , a Nork strongly replete with this griia view of nature. 
Steinbeck's East of Eden and Granes of Wrath are examples of 
literary naturalism. The same grim notes come through in poetry, 
in such as Jarrell' s "The Death of the Ball Turret Gunner'.': 
From my mother's sleep I fell into the State 
3.nd I hunched in its belly until my fur froze, 
Six miles from earth, loosed from its dream of life, 
I woke to black flak and the nightmare fighters, 
When I died they washed me out of the turret with a hose. 
The flat images, asserted on the primary level, are more than 
adequate in making the assertiom semantically and whilosophically 
clear and effective, The personification used heightens the dramatic 
impacts. 
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Thus, naturalism identifies man with the stuff of matter 
in such a way as to strip hi!!', of his aspirations and to dehumanize 
him through stripping away his sense of his own dignity and 
divinity. 
In Masefield's "If All Be Governed by the Moving Stars" is the 
frightening question a poet must ask of modern science: 
'Is all this beauty that doth inhabit heaven 
Trail of a planet's fire? Is all this lust 
A chemical means by warring stars contrived 
To bring the violets out of Caeser's dust? 
The question viarns man as to what can be lost if the soul is 
negated in terms of embracing a philosophy of life derived from 
chance combinations of matter; nasefield goes on the with same 
gloomy judgment: 
Better be grass, or in some hedge unknown 
The spilling rose whose beauty is its own. 
We see the same bare but stark assertion of the physical fact, The 
philosophy strikes the same grim notes in Mann's The t'Tagnetic 
Mountain. 
Rather was it conveyed ancl sh2.ped by the somehow 
awe.kened voluptuousness of matter, of the organic, 
dying, living substance itself, the reeking flesh." 
Le9pardi strummed the sombre chord in "On an Ancient Sepulchral 
Bas-Relief": 
But for our woe 
Or for our weal no care 
Hath nature, bent on ends no· one can know. 
We can see here a certain "Indifference'' that we discussed 
earlier, particularly with respect to Hardy. However,apart from 
being written at different times, cUachronically-·speaking, there 
are distinct differences in the phonological aspects of 
the poetry of "naturalism" and the poetry of "indifferentism. '' 
John Manifold, Australian poet, in a grim mood, drove home the 
"nail in the coffin" of man's dream of seeming really important. 
In "The Griesly Wife;· Manifold states, devastatingly" 
Oh- long may the fire burn for him 
And open stand the door, 
And long may the bed wait empty: 
He '11 not be back anymore. 
The reading aloud·of these passages in comparison and contrast 
to other wirters and poe~not in the tradition of naturalism will 
serve to make the importance of relying more upon the "sound 
of sense'' a sound and profitable practice. 
!j··/'' 
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Dr. Ruth Barnes: "Existentialism and Physical Nature·' 
How does the;'existentialis.t"regard the nature of "physical 
nature.'' Are there significant linguistic features in any 
interpretation of ·physical nature insofar as · existential 
thought and expression are concerned? 
There are varieties of existentialist1 as there are· varieties of 
other kinds of "isms" and "is ts. "I am aware of the difficulty 
in making the clear-cut statement as to what an existentialist 
is. However, 'there are certain assertions that can be made concerning 
the existential mode and person. 
First, the existentialist is concerned with ~iving, and, as such, 
with the realities of sensing and feeling. In the area of 
sensing, the existentialist leans heavily on . sensorial appeals, 
but does so with the emphases on the ''ing" or ''progressive" 
part of tense and tense structure. The existentialist is concerned 
with "choosing," "willing," '"enduring," ~agonizing," and other 
verb forms indicating process, rather than completion. 
The existential mind is one that abhors the direct object. The 
direct object admits of external standards or criteria. The 
existentialist is "choosing" but not choosing someone, something, 
some person, some event, some idea, or some institution. 
For him , the awareness 'of the acting and sensing counts more 
than the comple.tion of acting or action. 
If, indeed, the existeritialist does follow his'' -ing" statements " 
with some noun or noune.l, he does so for the sake of the '' process'' 
rather than for the sake of indicating a transitive action. If 
the existentialist is "choosing alternatiyes," "alternatives'' as 
the word or as the samantic unit exist only for the sake of · · 
bringing "choosing" into play.. · 
As long as the existentialist is awareness of himself as 
"existing" and as long as that awareness ·has primacy in his 
own personal response to experience, he considers himself as 
"free." The .awareness of all ·.of his experiences could be better 
put as "being aware of his experiencing." To surrender himself to 
the completion of an act, or a thought, or a sensation is to 
give part of himself over to someone else or something else, at 
least : He acts as though he must not allow the verb to have 
a verb-completer unless such a completer would be one of 
a orocess O~ ll1na'1 mnAa n~ ~om~~~ 
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The romanbicist is one who agrees that the personality in 
experience with the world of events people, ideas, things, 
and institutions has three interacting claims and ingredients-
the worlds of thought, the worlds of sensation, and the worlds 
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of attitudes. His assertion, with its many forms and varieties, 
is a direct and unequivocal one. The world of the imagination 
which is equated with the world of emotions and volitions is the 
world that is the most important--to him. The rationalist 
makes another and different claim. 
He agrees with the romanticist that the same kinds of experience 
exist for each and that the three worlds of thinking, sensing, and 
emoting are there for each. However, his assertion is that while 
all three must exert their claims, reason is, by far the most 
important and crucial in dealing with experience, or, in short, 
in facing life. Then there is the adherent to and of naturalism. 
The " naturalistic" individual agrees with his colleagues--
the romanticist and the rationalist-- as to the nature of the 
world of experience and as to the same three kinds of worlds that 
are operative-mind, senses, and volitions or emotions or 
attitudes. However, the believer in naturalism asserts, shortly 
and not unef'fectively, that the kinds of experience are the 
same for each , and that he agrees as to the three worlds of 
sense, sensibility, and sensation. But. his vote, decisively for 
him, goes to the world of matter, to the sensorial world. 
Yet, all three are essentialistic, not existential. By "essential-
istic" I mean the philosophy thattherE c.re objective and external 
essences dominating and controlling all kinds of experience. One 
essence is that of the absolute claims of the mind, another 
of the absolute claims of the body, and the third of the 
absolute claims of the spirit. The fact that the three schools 
which encompass the romantic school, the rational school, and 
the "naturalistic;' school differ only as to the primac" of the 
demands of one part of the. personality should be kept in mind. 
The rPmanticist, asserting the power of the volitions,will not 
reject the reality of the worJd of thought, ~'or t-1ill he reject 
the reality of the world cf things,, · · · 
The believer in naturalism, asserting the necessity of ·the 
dominance of the world of the sensorial ,does not deny the 
realities of thought and feeling. l'!or . wilI the rationalist 
ignore the claims of feeling and substance, however much 
he may cast his election for the world of cognitions. Each 
accepts the reality of external claims, claims :.having_ the fore"' pf 
reality beyond--and even pressing on··-the individual. 
Now, the "classical tradition" is characterized by the same 
belief that there are worlds of ideas, events, people, institutions, 
and ideas--existing and functioning in space and time. He also 
believes that the three worlds of thinking, feeling, and sensing 
are all that each individual has at his disposal in meeting 
experience. The classicist asserts that what is important is 
not the mind as such, not the will as such, and not the world 
of senses as such. What is important is that each is stressed 
according to what kind of an experience is being handled by a 
certain person at a certain place and time. 
J • 
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That is, in a ''classic' there is the felicitous blending of 
thinking, feeling, and sensini:r, so that writer and readE\r come to 
the conclusion that content and form blend, nearly perfectly 
for what happened or what exist.ed for that particular time and 
place. 
Now, existential statements cannot be in the traditions of 
the romanticist, the believer in naturalism, the rationalist, and 
the classicist. They wrote and write about experience in such 
ways as to indicate that one may respond to the worlds of 
security, personal affection, power, and adventure in· certain 
unique ways of acceptance, tolerance or rejection, but the 
acceptance, tolerance or rejection are for themselves only. 
The reality of all kinds of experience are accepted as existing 
and having realities for different ldnds of people at different 
times and places. The existentialist , whatever his brand, 
agrees whole-heartedly with his position that to admit group 
standards and concepts is to make them a part of him, and that to 
make any kind of' external.reality a part of one's own central 
self' is to surrender one's freedom. 
Doing, thinking. yearning, worKing, choosing, rejecting. and 
deciding.are all that count, and all that count because they 
... are not capturing some external force or being captured by 
some external force. "Lovi·ng'' is vital, but "loving someone "is 
frightening. "Being loved b.y someone"is even worse. Consciousness 
of' the process is that which is critical. 
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To say "I love him" or "I am loved by him" is, for each case, 
for each existentialist, an unhanpy if not fatal condition or 
position. To say that "I love him" is to ascribe the ''I;' anc1. 
the "him" in so.me definite relationship which binds each to ·each. 
To say "I am lo'vinp;," or "I am loving him" is another situation e.nd 
condi tion-·-and for the existentialist, an infinitely happier one. 
The existentialist who is convinced that aNareness of his 
processes in the progr<essive "ing' sease indicate:; the fact of 
;.existing" finds himself in a terrible predicament. His entire 
allotment of space-time, clock-time, and psychological-time 
is utteril.y and entirely filled with moments which become real 
to him only through the sensorial impacts made on his consciousness. 
Further, his predicament is also one in which he is at the mercy 
of th~ language of the essentialist. The entire array of religious, 
etl1lual, professtonal, political, economic, and social statements 
are derived from anrl grounded in a lanenage reqniring 'the 
major use a.nc1 ncae;o of the trans1ti.ve mode. When the mode is not. 
transitive, the mode is one which invar·iably furnishes the speaker 
or reader with a verb completer which is often different as 
~o k~nd and degree from the subject its elf. (Only the intrans i. t :l.v"' 
is without the verb complet.ci· :tn F.ne:l i."h,emong other lane;",,!l:"".) 
In the concluding paper on this Wl1ole aspect or the naLu1·e of 
physical nature , language, and literary phi l.oHuphy, I shall 
make further references to this existenttal mode. 
Of lkw-4-to-z. . ,, 
· dir-IS Depc;, Peno -- L·'· .. 
C~rr,rlen Iv• •. Johnson ~"' - --•t . d State Un.lver,::io_ y, , 
Morehea · 
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There are ''Christian" existentialists and there are "Atheistic" 
existentialists. The former'may see that physical nature is 
some of God's work; only the work is directly present, not God. 
Such a view has not produced powerful literature which can rely 
upon a statement concerning man and his problems. One can easily 
see that such a view, if literature were demanded in its terms, 
would result in the poetry of a Hardy who would agree with the 
statement .on grounds of indifference in nature-- or in the 
poetry of a Housman who would consider such a view valid on the 
ground that nature is hostile to man. Atheistic existentialism?? 
The so-called "standard existentialist" is inclined to be 
atheistic or agnostic. He does not so much stress the thesis that 
God does not exist as he considers and urges that God's existence 
is not an issue. He simply believes that the.existence of the 
individual precedes essence, an essence which the non-atheist 
would consider derivable from God. The atheist considers that 
subjectivity is the starting and finishing point(s). The 
atheistic existentialist would agree with Jaspers, for example, 
that in knowing physical nature herself there are only objects--
but. objects whiqh admit oi' the possibility of knowing or of being 
known. Unfortunately for the atheistic existentialists, this 
view of physical nature is disastrous, The view 1•1hich is· disastrous 
is that which admits that objects in nature can know. The only 
1·1ay they can know is to be· transferred by chance action of atoms 
to living objects. Once.this admission is made, then the 
existentialist can no longer preserve the integrity of individual-
ity. There is no proof that he can supply , no support that he can 
seek, no aid that he can claim,. and no hope that he can have 
that he is not, himself, the chance result·of an accidental 
collision of the basic -particles cfif matter. Thus, the existential-
ist confines his views of physical nature to philosophic 
discussions--keeping many of his views from nature. However, 
such a piece of work as Hart Crane's lC'!}g poe!P. The Bridge 
embodies an attempt to deal with physical natu1•e in terms of a sort 
of atheistic existential theme or thesis. In the concluding look 
at the nature of physical nature there is.a much brighter picture. 
This view of physical nature is one which sees her embraced in 
such ways that a classic may or can result. I define, for.this 
insj;.ance, at least, "classicism" as that literary philosophy 
which synthesi.zes heart, hancl, and mind--wi th ,. hand" representing 
the world of sense objects--in terms of thin'.'s, persons, ideas, 
events, and institutions in the right proportion at the right ti~e. 
... 
' 
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When Macbeth opens 
/When shall 
In thunder 
with the theme of 
we three meet again/ 
lightning, or in rain?/ 
there is a happy integration of thought, emotion, and physical 
nature. The entire tragedy encompasses thinking with feeling 
in terms of the three elements of sense, sensation, and 
sensibility and does so in such ways as to reveal beautiful 
add moving truths of mankind--the grandeur of a struggle in 
which tragedy strikes a god-like man who would then become 
or be God. The magic of Margaret Mitchell's use of nature to 
reveal rational and romantic qualities of her heroes and heroines 
in Gone With the Wind is another example of the use of nature 
in the classical tradition. T.S.Eliot's view of modern man as 
seekin~ only freedom from fear, not freedom for action, has found 
a powerful expression in 'lllhe Wasteland . For those who dread 
being reminded of the grandeur that man could havi?~ the first few 
lines of the first section of the poe!" are unsurpassed: 
April is the Cruellest month, hreedinp.: 
Lilacs out of the dead land, mixing 
Memory and desire, stirring 
Dull roots with spring rain. 
Few passages can surpass the grandeur of the language of physical 
nature used by Christopher Fry in his Thor, With Angels . Equating 
the coming of God and Christianity with the return of the men of 
Rome and extending his imaginative personality to a blazing 
personification of physical nature, Fry's verse bursts the bonds 
of ordinary life: 
.•.... the men of Rome 
Return~ng, bringing God, a winter over, a breath 
Of Green exhaled from the hedges, the wall of sky 
Breached by larksong. Primrose and violet 
And all frail privileges of the early ground 
Gather like pilgrims Iiin the aisles of' the sun. 
A ship in full f oliag;e rides in 
Over the February foam and rests 
Upon Britain. 
For perfect synthesis of soul, mind, and nature in the phys:bal 
sense, there is little question tllat Keats' "When I Have Fears 
That I May C:ease to Be" embraces all aspects of time, reason, emotion-
all of the macrocosmos: 
When I have fears that I may cease to be 
Before my pen has gleaned my teeming bratn, 
Before high-piled books in charactry, 
Hold. like rich garners the full-ripened grain: 
When I behold iwon yon night's starred face, 
Huge cloudy sym.)if:Jii/. of a high romance, 
And think that I may never live to trace 
Their shadows with the magic hand of chance: 
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And when I feel, fair creature of an hour! 
That I shall never look upon thee more, 
Never have relish in ~he faery power 
Of unreflecting love! then on the shore 
Of the wide world I stand alone and think 
Till love and fame to nothingness do sink. 
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In such senses, then, and with such sense, physical nature is the 
inevitable part of all great literature. 
We have seen and have heard the various interpretations that man 
has made of physical nature. Vlhile the majority of illustrations 
has been through the poetic mode, phy::U:al nature 
is, to a degree, treated in like respect in other forms of 
literature and also in other forms of art. -
I pass for you, in review, the \'/Orld of an inexhaustible 
supply of material forms: nature as stimulating the sensation of 
beauty, nature as useful through satisfying man's material 
needs, nature as friendly to man, nature as indifferent to man, 
nature as hostile to man, nature as good in a moral sense, 
nature as both good and evil in dualism,_nature as evil, 
nature as immanent, nature as transcendent, nature as immanent 
and transcendent, hature as pantheistic, nature as a highway to God, 
nature as the source of natural law, nature as reflecting man's 
mood, man as reflecting nature's moods, nature as naturalism, 
nature in terms of Christian and Atheistic existentialism, 
and nature in the classical tradition. 
I close this set of presentations \'/ith the reminder that in 
addition to the semantic aspects of linguistics, there has been 
much emphasis on the tones of the language structures with 
reference to different philosoptiies and interpretations involving 
physical nature. Each piece of literature «•ill conta.in more 
than one view of physical nature: thus, the tone pictures in a 
language sense will be ri.ch and rewardinr:, 
Because of the signifi,ai.t; numbers of ways in which and 
through which man expresses his meanings in the various inter-
pretations of physical nature, teacher and student--and layman---
will pnofit well from a phonological experience with the 
verses of poetry and with the paragraphs of prose. 
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Robert s. Walther: Importance of Structure and/or Function in 
Poetic ''Phrasing,'' ''Balancing," and "Clausing" 
Jose~hine Miles indicated wh~t reference to English Syntax ca~ 
do for English Poetry. There are many ramifications to her work, 
and many avenues whic~ can be explored--and are being explored. 
In summary and in short, she made a study of eras or cycles 
of English poetry, commencing with the fifteenth centuries and 
running through 1940. She exolored a thesis that there are cycles 
in English Poetry, cycles which can be broken down into three 
main classes: there is the phrasal kind of writing, the balanced 
sort, and the clausal type. 
While the length of the cycles is· not immediately critical to 
these observations, her cycles go, in re9ular rhythmic changes 
from and through periods of 40,30, and 30 years respectively--
from the fifteenth century. 
The phrasal type of poet.ic statement places more emphasis on the 
aBdectives as pronominal than on the verbs, all in relationship 
to the noun. That is, the whole tdne and tenor of her work . ore 
centered aro~nd the r~lationships of Adj-N-Verb . When there is 
an emphasis in the direction of the adjective, we have the 
phrasal statement. When the adjectives and verbs have a constancy 
or equivalence, numerically speaking, to each other, there is the 
balanced mode. When .the verb is weighted numerically over the 
adjective, there is the clausal statement or mode. 
Examples of the ph~asal mode are 11-17-7, where the first.rumher 
refers to the adjective, the second to the noun, and the third 
to the verb. The balanced is indicated hy 8 -11 - 8 . Here WP 
see that the numbers of adjectives and verbs are evenly ~eighted. 
Th such a ratio as 7-13- 10, we can see the 11/7 weightina of 
the verb over the adjective, 
Now, the thesis or hvoothes.as adopted by Miles is shown as 
operative over the .450 _ years encompassed by the study's 
range in that· during different cycles there is a shift from 
clausal to balanced to phrasal, and then back again, Not all 
major writers during the same period \'Jill be clausal, or phrasal, 
or balanced. However; a major number will be, for that period, ' 
in one of the three categories. The information given thus far is 
only to indicate the scope·and nature of her study, 
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Phrasal writin~ is that which is descriptive in nature. That is, 
we would expect to see well-developed and ~owerful noun 
phrases, with significant slot-fillin~ in the adjectival 
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class ranges. The balanced mode assures descriptions and narration 
thrbugh the well-balanced verb ohrase and noun ohrase. In the 
clausal statement the emphasis as to quality an~ quantity is 
cr>ntered on the verb phrase and the ·inactive or dynamic modes, 
Her key essay ''Eras in English Poetry,• 1 assures us that she is 
making no extravagant claims, She points out that while the 
40-30-30 cycles are reasonably well-defined there is some wavering 
over the mid-centuries. ·She ~oes not claim that ~verj philosophy 
such as rationalism, romanticism, existentialism, and naturalism 
have certain fixed and inflexible sentence structures which 
separate one philosopy from the other. She does not assert 
that diction or metrics are enough, in themselves, to distinguish 
one literary mode from another . However, she does claim, and 
the majority of reflective critics have tended to agree that the 
ratios Adj:Noun: Verb dom reveal a sequential pattern. 
If anything, she has understated her case. The patterns do recur, 
and in their recurrence seem entirely characteristic to the 
major spirit of ''zeitgeist'' of an age. The "sense of sound'' and 
the ''sounds of sense" can never be merely accidental. The beginning 
and ends of periods can be likened to the analogy of the extrem0 
swings of the pendulum.with the mid-periods ~se2i·,~·; a balancing or 
restorinq synthesis for e~c~ period. The process can be measured 
through the incidence of Adj-Noun-Verh ratios for each writer 
and for the 0eneral spirit of a cycle. 
There is considerable individuality within the neneral mode. 
"Clausal'' poets, for example, indicate the clausal spirit with the 
verbal force and thrusts of their statements, but each differs 
from others, and consistently so. Where one "clausal" poet may 
have a rather constant ranne of 7-12-10, anot~er mi0ht 
operate through the ran0e B -15- 12. Suc!1 a ran0e is also 
relevant and evidence for the phrasal and balanced writers. There 
is no intent and no effort made in this paper to give her work 
in more detail • The re'lder is urged and directed to the Miles 
essay,stated supra and footnoted below. Many specific examples 
are given, and the reader will be in no small degree 
illuminated and better informed for his study of her work. Study 
of the comparative .ranges f6r.Hifferent po~ts during the same 
and different periods will serve to give the reader greater 
insight into the importance of measuring at least style from 
the network of phrasal, clausal, and balanced lines. 
1 
Josephline Miles, "Eras in English Poetry," PMLA, Vol.LXX, 
September 1955, Part I, pp. 853-875. 
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At this point, sufficient backGroun~ has been qiven so that I 
miqht raise three or four ooints that ne2d consideration, First, 
there is the obvious su~oestion that the relationships as to 
numbers of adjective and verbs with respect to nouns in the same 
poet's work need to be considered. We are well aware that 
an excess of verbs over adjectives indicates the clausal note, 
that the excess of adjectives over verbs for the same condition 
or poet indicates the phrasal statement-- and, of course, that 
an equivalenc2 of adjectives and verbs yield the balanced statement. 
Hhat kind of writino or what quality of poetry results when 
the ratio of noun to adjective or to verb is 10-5, rather than 
- 10 to6-,- or 11-7. Is the poetic statement stronger in a ratio 
set of 6-13-6 than in a ratio .. set of 8-13-8? Here we are asking 
that we need to consider at what point the focusing on the 
quality of a thing is stronger than the focusing on the thing 
itself. 
I would suppose that part of the answer would come from the 
nature or kind of thinq, idea, or person that the poetry is 
defining or detailin~. If the adjectival statements are in the 
oosition to the left of the nounals, would a number force 
of half of the nouns direct our attention to the nounal itself, 
or would the small number act in an exclusive sense? These 
are critical avenues opened for research and exploration, 
One would believe that a set of verbs numberinq five• i·ith 
respect to a noon set· numberinq 11 would qive a different tone, 
temper, tenor, and timbre than ooetic occasions· where the 
numbers would indicate a verb ~et of einht and the noun set of 
eleven. 
What is revealed by nnd throu~h the poetic art, syntactically 
stated of 8-11-8 of Poet A and that~ of the syntax stated 
as 5-11-5 ? Does the dif~erence go to reveal the unique styles 
of two different poets, or does the difference focus on a 
content and direction that demand the one rather than the other? 
Certainlj, I have no diffic~lty in considering either or both 
approaches. In considering the latter, for example, I am 
opening the way to pointing out that having a difference in 
the ratio of the same kind of writing based on the ratio of 
noun and verb and/or adjective points to the specific author, 
to the kind of writin0, or to both. I would be invited to 
answer a question as to whether or not I would believe that 
Poet A might vary from Poet B in the sense we have spoken about 
because he has something different to state than the other 
poet. Or I mi~ht be brought to attention with the question 
as to whether one could have the same message as to kind and 
quality with a variation in the ratios. How, this sort of question 
can be approached and answered because we can have this useful 
and stimulatinn kind of mensurinq by syntax. 
·, ~ 
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Robert l~alther: Further Questions on "Phrasal, Cl a us al, and 
Balanced Poetic Hriting'' 
As indicated in the previous issue, I am lookina to Josephine Miles' 
essay "Eras in.E~glish Poetry" for new avenues of approach agd for 
certain problems. In 'the first issue or section of my paper, 
J.ga~e my interpretation of her general 11ork_and its 
worth and also openerl to door to investiaation of the 
"form". and "content" based on the adjective and verb ratios to 
the nouns themselves, when different poets were not phrasal, 
clausal, or balanced with respect to each other, but wheg each 
being compared was in the same mode as the others. Now, another 
area offers some challenge. 
Let us look to· the nouns themselves. We n~ed to consider, I believe, 
the questions of''~tructure"and''function." Are we dealing with 
nouns by structure or with nouns by function? Now, by "structure," 
I am talking about a "pure" noun. A "pure'' noun is that which is 
by its nature, a ''rnoun.'' How, in talking about ''structure,'' 
.I do not talk about ''nounals." BUt, in speaking about "function,'' 
I do speak about "nourials.'' The ''al'' indicates that the concept 
of ''used" is involved, Now, then, A nounal may consist of a pure 
noun used as a noun, or a nounal may represent some other part 
of speech used as a noun: In "Those horrible guilty," auilty" 
is an adjective by s~ructure, but a noun by function. I do not 
need to l~bour the point by using other; part s of speech as nouns, 
for I am certain that every reader can see or conjure up such 
examples. But I do desire to point out that we might need to 
know, in our working with the hypothesis ''A~j-N-V '' whethef· .we 
have in mind pure nouns- as structure- or nounals-which can include 
pure nouns or other parts of speech- as function • What 
position would we be in were we to consider not only the numeric 
wei~ht of the noun, but the kinds of nouns- and nounals character-
izing each each example of poetrv or each poet. We would'perhans 
like to consider the number of nouns chsracterizinq substantial 
sections of one poet's art, but we mig~t farA eve~ better in 
considering how one ~oet is unique in his use of verbs for 
nouns with respect to other poet's, or how strong he is in 
seizing the adjective for use and usage in the nounal slots. 
I believe that these·areas need to be ''researched~" 
Then there is the interestina question as to the (N-1) slot, 
There is a place, in English Syntax, reserved for a pure noun-
and only a pure noun--to the 1 eft of the nounal s . How many p'oets 
m~l ... o. 11nin11ci. 11ct:l r'ln~ 11cr'lrtA in Mnrl nf fillinn thi~ ~lnt? 
.. _,~· 
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T~en, in the noun count, has Josephine Miles ·o~ her ~orkers 
taken into account the number of nouns standing next to each 
other in such a N and (N-1) relationship--as in, for examole, 
''fence posts.'' Here, we should see that the noun "posts''--
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whether used as the subject, object or object of a nreoosition, 
has to its left the pure noun "fens~.· No~, the relationship here 
is not arljectival, but, is, instead, one of classification in that 
the posts are a part. of the fence--in the same way that we micht 
think of ''stone gate'' in such a way that we would be considering 
a "gate'' made of stone, or the stone as classifying the material 
in the gate. We are not talking about attributes or qualities. 
We can see that some poets might well use this N and (~-1) 
syntax, and, in so doing, give another dimension to the 
ratios of Adj-N-V than may have been considered in Miles' 
work in ''Eras in English Poetry.'' I do not believe that we can 
consider that each poet will tend to use the N and the (N-1) 
slots and slotting in the same way and in th~ same degree. Then, 
I would consider that the adjectives would be of some problem. 
First, we consider the term "adjectival." All of the adjectives 
would be within the (N-2) range in our way of slotting in the 
English syntax because the position to the left of (N-1) is 
reserve~, in English, at least, for the adjectivals. Now, the 
Parenthesis does indicate that this slot is optional. That is, we 
are not forced or compelled tn fill this slot; if we ~o. then 
the location is as desionaterl, two places to the l~ft of the 
nounals. Let us reconsi~er, for sake of revie". The "N'' slot 
is abligatory as to being filled. The (N-1) is not obligatnry. 
The (N-2) slot is not obligatory, Now, the (N-1) slot must be 
filled, if filled, hy a "pure" noun. Ry a ''pure''noun, I moan a 
noun that is a noun by structure and by function. We should never 
use the term "Noun by function" to describe the (N-1) words, 
(However, we can speak of havinn th enttre slot fulfill a 
function in the Englisn sentence:) 
When we come to the (N-2) slot, we consider the term "adjectival,'' 
anrl we are concerned with the ''al.'' We realize that we are speaking 
about "being used as an adjective." Thus, an adjectival may be 
a pure adjective, or ano*h~r p6rt of speech used as an adjective. 
This (N-2) slot has several subslots. That is, adjectivals can be 
broken up into different subclasses since some kinds of adjectivals 
must stand in a certain relationship to other kinds of adjectivals. 
For example, the adjectives of "size'' cannot stand after the 
"adjectives of shape.'' We would say ''large triangular" rather 
than ''triangular large.'' There are at least seven subclasses 
of adjectivals to the left of the N and (N-1) slots. We can see 
an interesting set of questions that we would like to pursue, in 
considering Miles" ''Eras in Ennlish Poetry." In fact, we can 
consider this adjectival arrannement as worthy of concern in 
makinp any analysis of the short story, or other kind(s) of 
writinq. 
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There is little point of detailin0 these subslots in any 
definitive mann:er because in all likelihood there are more than 
seven divisions we can make as to classes of adjectivals within 
the main (N-2) slot. However, at this present moment, moving 
from right to left, from closest to the (N-1) to the direLtion 
of the last element in the (N-3) slotting, we will ~ncount~r the 
proper idjective, the adjective of color, the adjective of 
shape, the adjective of size, the adjective of age, the adjective· 
of value, and the verbs used as adjectives. 
Now, I suggest that we would need to consider the subclasses 
employed. Excellence in writing is partially indicated hy skill 
in fillino the adjectival slots of color and shaoe. Less ~mportint 
are those of age and size. There is some nred to con'sider the 
quality and quantity of the use of the "proper adjective.'' In· 
the use of the proper adjective. we are usually involved with 
employing a noun by structure as an adjective. With regard to 
shape and size, we have' no such other-aart-of-sneech nroblem. 
When we come to the adjectival of value, we encounter such terms 
as "cruel," "vicious," ''kindly," "mean," and"genial ,"among 
thousands of words calling attention to traits. 
I am certain that it would be entirely useful to know how many 
value words are used as adjectives with respect to theN and V pa~sof 
the ratio. Even more si~nificant would be the process of establish-
ing ratios within this entire (N-2) slot as to the kinds of 
adjectivals used. However, in some aspects of these suggestions, 
we would be far from questioning the gross or overall value of 
the work done along the lines of phrasal, balanced, and calusal 
writing. I would believe that we might shed more light as to 
the different kinds of clausal, phrasal. and balanceJ writing--
in poetry--for any age ~nd for different ages. 
When we come to the (N-2) slot which deals with verbs used as 
adjectives, the matter may be smmewhat more critical. I refer, 
of course, to such statements or words, or phrasing as in 
'' .... delay reaction," ''interesting experience,'' and "harrowing 
torturing n anct other illustrations where we have the present 
or past participle forms to the left of the H and (N-1) slots. 
I am concerned as to what effect(s) there v•ould be with 
relationship to the verbs in the set Adjective-Noun-Verb 
cateaori es set up in the phrasal, balanced, and clausal 
category for looking at the poatic statements. 
Mow, these observations are not directed in any destructive sense 
at the work or thesis set ury anrl accnmplished in the work 
"Eras in English Poetry." I would su0gest that they are logical 
and inevitable-and healthful-avenues indicated for future and 
further exrloration. 
I close by sugqestinn some value in determining what kinds 
of sentence patterninn are employee, charac~eristically, ,in the 
''V" part of her work, as for example, "to be,'' "the transitive,'' 
"the intransitive," and the ''whole-part" verb constuctions. 
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Considerations" 
The English language belongs to the "Indo-European"· family of 
languages. The wide and emhracive phrase '' Inda-European 
Language" consists of a collectfon of h~th theoretical and 
reconstructed linguistic forms from which most of the current 
European languag~s,· plus most of the lanquages of Persia and 
India, have been demonstrated to have descended. 
In the ea~ly B.C. eras this language snread in both east and west 
directions, and, in the hi lateral spreading, many modifications 
were, of course, introduced. Thus, the language or dialects 
brought to Europe from the ort0inal source grew into a large number 
of languages •. While distinct in many ways, they have shown 
kinship even in their separations. When we remember the parts of 
the world over which these languages have spread·, we understand 
why these tongues ar e called ''Indo-Europea~." We note, in passing, 
thirt A "living language" is one 1·1hich is used in common spee·ch; 
while a language which has ceased to be spoken but is found in 
writings of the past is dead, or a "dead language.'' Hin~u ··and 
French are living languages-• ancl by the definition used here, 
Sanskrit and Latin are, as language,· dead. However, contributions 
from them keep the ancestry--a live. 
The Inda-European family of languages, then, is divided into 
two main groups, the Easternanr! the Hestern. These are again sub-
di vi~ed, as fo~,l.ows: E_astern., Grqup-:-J>altq-~.l.a"'.ic: •. }nr!o:.Iril~,i ~n,,Jwi th 
Pers1an);Armen1·an, and Alb.a.n'1an _;the \!Jestern ·Group--' Hellenic;· 
Italic, C~ltic, and Ge~m~nic: t might sav that as for the other 
languages of .t.he ci.vilizPrl, 1·!orld, ,_they .arP divi.ded b.Y .. P~i.l.ol.ofli!l.ts 
be:rwee·n the.se·miti.c an'd. Turanian family.' :·· '. · · · .... ~ ' 
<'i ' '' . • ' '. :' ;-, ' •. '• • . ' .. -· ~ ' ! ,~ i' ' • p 
• ' . • ' ' • . • • ,: •• _, I. ' ..; . • . • ' 
lh<;.;,~riril, i Sh. tonqu~. belonos ~o :·the ·Germ.arii c · b,ranch 'of. th~ .. "r~.at 
~ n,d:q.,-,Eu,r:,o pea 11. ,fam1 l y o.f. :1~l),9LIa9e s • ; It ,15. th i; l ~.n quage . ~.r: QU9 l7J. 
i,n;t,Q .En-srtal)d by ,ba:r.rjs 'of, .. l rfv.a,d1,nri Teuto.ns ·who :h.eoan to ·come in 
A·.o; 449;-.and'fo'r'ovii"r' <l"'h1indred· . .vears aft"er1:•ards they still ·keot 
somi n.~. T_hey,_ ::ound, in Bri t~i n .r.~l tic inhahitant6 ._1·r.hom th.El.Y, _drove 
t,o the mounta1no15 parts of .:the ·1 s1 and,. B,ede, the· old Enril rsr· '· 
Etfr'ori-.ic1e·r{ s·ays that these 'inv~~ders -'i1e'r~ ·of th·ree t'r'iJi(d.::.::··' ···•: 
~t.i .. tes ,,':Saxons, _and A_ncl r;s. l~.ng qt;foi;e th~ ~!or~·an co:nque·s.ts .of ,.. . .. 
A;D, 1066; these Teutoni-c tr_1bes had ·become so 1·•eldect··together as · a ·.na't'fona'lity.that they·'"ca·lled "tfrei'r. adopteq c1fontry' /iiugla-l(\nd,. land 
of''th·e'.Anges 6r ~ngT1fod, and.their la'ng'uage_·"r€119:lis~ 6r EnglJsh·; 
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as"'earlv as the 'ni'iddle of 'the s"ixth century:of the "Chri·sta1n. 
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occasionerl by its ~rowth as a living language. It has adopted 
many words from other languages, an~ many of its modes of 
expression have considerably altered. The language in its old 
2 
form was rich in inflections, but most of the inflections have been 
dropperl and their function is now performed by prepositions 
anrl auxiliary verbs. ~odern Enolish is, in reality. a developed 
form of the language brb~ght into Britain by Jutes , ~nnles, 
and Saxons. Al first sight there is no close similarity between 
Old English and the language as now 11sed; but Old English has 
grown into Modern English by gradual channes, and the successive 
·stages of development are easilv traceable in Ennlish literature. 
Despite the influence of Norman French, and despite the great inflex 
of French words into English speech, Englis~ still lived on the lips 
of the common people. The Saxons in English simply far-outnumbered 
the Norman invaders. Through the workings of the political aspects 
of the early eras after 1066, the Norman and Saxons were drawm more 
closely together. War with Franch engendered a hate of everything 
''French.'' Chaucer's writing gave a mighty impulse in favour of 
Ennlish; and, in the course of time, the so-called "Middle English'' 
dialects asserted their supremacy·. B.ut the En0lish vocabulary had 
by then also become enrichec! with French ~1ords and 1•1ith Latin 
words. Norman French was itself a popular form of Latin. The 
Norman invasion led to the introduction of many new words into 
the English tongue. Most of the words relating to feudalism, 
huntin0, law, and war came into English through Norman French. 
With the revival of learninn--a result much baston~rl through 
the invention of the printing press and the workinn of the "Reform• 
ation," a great num~er of words from Latin and an appreciable 
number from Greek were lirought~; into English. Many scientific 
terms were derived mainly from G reek. Because of the extensive 
intercourse carried on by Enalish neooles with the rest of the 
world for some many centuries, there have been many forei~n 
words of miscellaneous orinin brought into En~lish. English is 
essentially a German lanquane which has become enriched in its 
arowth by a very consi~erable number of Romance of Latin lin1uistic 
elements, and by a 5maller proportion of words from miscellaneous 
sources. The inter min0linn of German and Romance elements 
~as given to Enqlish a qreiter power of expressing more delicate 
shades of meaning than can-or could be-found in a language 
altogether Romance or altogether Teutonic. The extent to which 
English has spread is truly marvellous. No other language, 
ancient or modern, has ever been so widely spoken. As the 
German linguist Grimm (Origin of LanCJ~) states: 
English possesses a veritable power of expression such 
as perhaps never stood.at the command of any other 
language of man. In truth, the English language,which 
by no mere accident has produced and upborne the (]reatest 
and most noble poet of modern times as distinguished 
from the ancient classical poetry (I can, of course; 
mean only Shakespeare), may with all right be called 
a world-language ... In wealth, nood sense, and 
closeness of structure, no other language at this day 
s·po1<en deserves to be compared wit~ .it • . , .. 
·-
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There is nothing stranne in the fact that so many foreign 
students should wish to learn English, or should need to learn 
English. Many books found generally useful are written in 
English. Valuable books in other languages are certain, today, 
to be translated into English. The English-speaking people have 
no monopoly of knowledge, but, judging by the language found 
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in various books, the English-speaking people desirer· to obtain 
knowledge from all sources •. English has, as we have seen, drawn 
elements from many sources: hence, its copiousness of vocabulary 
and its greater power of expressing distinctions of meaning. 
It is particularly rich in ''Idiom." 
Under "Idiom'' I include peculiar uses and usage of particular 
words, and also particular phrases or turns of expression which, 
from long usage, have become stereotyped in English. A few 
examples will make our meanin~ clear and plain. 
When we say of a woman that ''she has a tongue," we seem to say 
something that does not give much information, only as a whole-
part statement on the physical level. That is, she does oossess 
a tongue in her head, an~ we are aware of the "eneral uses and 
functions of the tonque. But, then, this exnression often 
carries a meanina that the woman sooken of has a "scoldinn 
tongue,'' or a ''sharp tonque,'' or that she is a"qreat talker.'' 
Again,"on: and "upon'' are commonly equivalents and are usually 
interchangeable. Thus we say , correctly, either ''He acted on 
my advice,'' or "He acted upon my advice.'' Or, we can say 
''Madras is on the sea coast,: or "Madras is upon the sea coast.'' 
But though we can say, idiomatically, "-Carry on business," we cannot 
say ''Carry upon business.'' The last statement is meaningless-- · 
in English, 
Further, many English vwrbsderived from Latin are compounded 
of a Latin prefix and a Latin verb. Some of these verbs take 
a preposition after them in composition, while others do not. 
For example, !abstain'' is from "abs'' and "teneo.'' ''Contain'' 
is from "con'' and ''teneo.'' But ''abstain" is followed by the 
preposition ''from'', corresponding to the prefix ''abs", while 
''contain" takes no following preposition: 
Abstain from all appearance of evil. 
This books contains much valuable information. 
Many similar instances might be qiven. English idiom established 
by usage"requires"that some of these verbs from Latin should 
be followed by prepositio~ and others not. Although no rule 
has been qiven showing which usaae should be followed in regard 
to any particular verb, much modern research indicates that the 
''phonological'' has first claim. In other words, the sound 
complex tolerates or invites some following prepositions and 
rejects others. 
The matter of idiom will be considered further in the remainder 
of the article as a part of Volume V, Number 18, 
" 
'1 . 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY: BULLETIN OF APPLIED LINGUISTICS 
Editor:. Dr. I,.ewis W. ·Barnes, Professor of English 
V,,/; v, N,q, I 8 . . . 
R.C.Goffun: ''Some Thoughts on English Idioms'' 
With today's rapid researching a list of prenositions can he 
ohtained, and, with a master list of verbs, the lanquage can 
be clescr.ibed in the sense that ~1e can see how much "idiom" 
exists with. verh and prepositions. Then, lookinn over the entire 
range of verbs and prepositions in conjunction, one might 
formulate the r~les which permit or do not permit, or which 
clemand, or do not demand, the verb-Preposition relationships. . . 
It is not easy to explain why we can say "make a journey'' and not 
''make~ walk," but must sDy, ''take a walk.'' However, if we 
had the entire range of such idiom, we could probably find some 
logic--psychologic- why such is the case. Why can we say of 
one statute that it i~ a ''dead letter," but cannot say of 
another that it ·is a''livina letter."?Of a bi~d flying, we refer 
to ''bird on. the wing,'' and yet we speak of a man as "on foot'' 
and not ''on the foot." We say that we should take "matters in 
hand." But we do not say "take in hands" or ''take into hands.'' 
l~e have been known to say or state- "stare one in the face," 
but not ''stare in one'·s face." We do not say "stare one in his 
face.'' We say "set free'' and "set at liberty,'' but we do not 
say "set at freedom.'' We speak of a farmer's "implements.'' But 
·we must speak of a ~urgeon• " instruments'' and a carpenter's· 
"tools." We "call in i doctor,'' but we "employ a carpenter." 
~Cay·~ fod~dati6n," ~~rl ~~t "set'' ~r ''p~t'' a founrlation!" 
We say "live from hand to mouth'' and not "live from hand to 
t~e mo~tfi~··' .wi·s~~ ·~o~ide do~~.·· ~ut not ''~riwn~ide.un." •· 
~ie .. can say·either "tak'e lioirl of," or "l~.i,·holrl of\" Now, we can 
say "thke.care Of," b1it:·n0t "lav·care C·f,"· tfo/ must we·s·av 
"take"care of" .. and riot·"keer.i'i:arr; of." He must sav"that 11.trPe' 
"sheds its' leaves.,,. 1iric( a hi r?.· "casts its feathers. II Hhv i1oes 
"rlo-·ol)e 'a good turn" mean to rlo hin1 kindness 1 ? 'LotiCl usage 
has fixed the idiomatt· 'expression in each case, and from thP. 
idiom we may not swervP.. 
! • ' " • ; • •: • ~ 
(Editpr'~ note.) I believe that·~diom can be desc~ibe~ in the 
sense cf beirig more than "long u~age. 11 But I would admit that 
lon~·usa~e tend~' to en~ourage one·statement while keeping· bthers 
that are ~oss~ble latent, rather· thah patent~ Further; I would 
believe· that·a t6tal Oie~'of.all idiom--an·awesom~·task--wciuld. 
revea1··~ertain te~d~ncies in the·l~nguage'that wa~ld need ,: 
more'than''"long usage" f<._O'describe t~eni~ However, 'the writer. 
of the article tends to define "icliom""in terms of long"usage 
·~-_ill • ,. ··-· •-- ., __ 
-? ,_ 
Volu~e V, Number 18 
Idiomatic turns of expression are usually terse, forcible, 
and vivid: the same meaninq could be set forth in some other 
wa~, but not with equal fo~ce and brevity. It is the irliomatic 
part of a languaqe which a foreigner finds most ~ifficult to master, 
It ad~s to the difficulty that no reason can be qiven, or that 
no reason is evident as to how or why a particular idiomatic 
phrase has assumed its present form. When the English turns of 
expression differ from those which set forth the same meaning 
in his own language, the foreign student is liable to go astray. 
As a general rule or observation, an idiomatic phrase may not be 
altered. · · · ·· 
··i, 
No other synonyms or synonymous word can be substituted for 
any word in the phrase, an~ the arrangement of words can be 
rarely modified. Any attempted change in the wording or 
collocation will commonly destroy the idiom end perhaps render 
the expression meaningless. Frequentl~ an idiomatic expression 
omits several words by ellipsis; but to fill in the words so 
omitted would destroy the idiom. H ence the foreign student must 
be careful-to note the precise words that make up any idiom, 
and alsc the exact arr~ngement of these words. 
Idiomatic ex~ressions are t0 be found ciail~ in the daily speech 
of English people
1
rather than in elaborate, polished comoositions. 
like0ise, on the radio, in. novels, newsnaner, and ma9azinc 
articles, and bnoks of travel, idiomatic turns cf exnression 
ahound. The same may be said cf the works of Defoe, Swift, 
lamb, and others, whose writin~ draw largely on the Anglo-Saxon 
element of the language and little upon the classical, There 
is a stendy tendency in writing English tn develop a simple, 
viaorous, idiomatic style, and tn get rid of stilted, high-flown 
composition. In learning English idioms, or in using Enclish 
idioms, we should study, carefully, good modern authors. 
Periodicals, radio talks, and television presentations may 
also prove useful. We would say to those who would desire to 
acquire the habit of using English idioms correctly tp "Read 
much; note idiomatic peculiarities. commit idiomatic expressions 
to memory; compare passages in which the idiomatic expressions 
occur:; and, endeavor by translation into your own language 
to find out the precise scppe and force of the idiom. When 
opportunity occurs, listen to an educated Englishman speaking, and 
emdeavor to catch the exact expression he uses. And write much, 
getting the compositions corrected if possible by an Englishman, 
and attend carefully to the corrections. 
(Editor's note). The author of the article is Englisn, and, there-
fore, there will be some difference hetween English-English 
idiom and American-English idiom. However , the operative 
principles are the same. We note that the author is directing 
scme of his emphasis toward the foreinn student of English.How-
ever, our own native speakers are scarcely conscious of "idinm,'' 
and, therefore, any student of his native tnn"ue should also 
be so instructed and informed. 
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There is a need to give a word of caution. Good dictionaries 
or reliable books which list and explain English idiom must have 
some considerable value. However, there is a sharp limit to 
entire reliance on the dictionary or book of idiom~. The 
student or reader will do well to test the idioms given by 
using thefu on his fellowman, in his writing, or in speech of a 
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somewhat public nature. Now, in a few brief lines, I will attempt 
to give some useful divisions for approaching idiom. 
The first is that of the ''cnntraction.'' Contractions in English Are 
usually formed by omittina a letter- usuallv a vowel, and ~ometimes 
-a consonant- or by joinin~ two words together. Contractions are 
favored more in conversation than in formal exoositionarv wrtting. 
A few of the contractions belong to noetry. In poetry we note 
that the "v'' is often elided. In idiom we also ·pay attention 
to interroaative f6rms. Ne minht note that the nominative 
occupies a different nosition jrom its usual~ oositon in the 
declarative sentence The verb ''do'' is often brought in as a 
verb marker . Then we have " particular words and .. ·•pecullar 
idiomatic meaninris."I mention suc!1 terms as "shall and v1ill," 
''should and would," "may and minht,'' "must," ''ought,'' "worth,'' 
''do '' "become " and "call • ''calls or callino • amonn many ' ~ - ' ' ~ , . 
others. 
"It" and "there" h;;ve values as the, pr.onoun and adverb of 
place, respectively, but they also have idiomatic value. I would 
believe that there are f~ndamental values inherent. in. ~ach word, 
and that each requires a more systematic study than has been · 
previously the case. The next most fruitful division for study 
.is that of the ''Idiomatic Adjective and Noun Phrases~--"absent-
ww minded person~"app'!Le. pie: order';"animal spirits';"bodily fear; 11· 
among hosts of others. 
Then we can look at the ''Noun 
''The Book of Common Prayer,'' 
fresh lease on life.'' Then we 
Phrases,'' such as "a beast of burden," 
''a burst of apclause,'' and"a 
come to ''Idiomatic comparisons .. '' 
These encompass such statements as "black as coal,'' black as 
~jet,'' brittle as olass,'' ''cold as charity,'' ''cunnino as a 
fox," and "drunk as,a lord." He move to "Verbs and Nouns"--
those that go in:.idiom· ·,". to0ether: "co1·1s low~ "clucks icu:ick~'; 
"swans cry"; and "wolves howl.'' Then there is a sizable section 
or area ~f ''Adjective Phrases.'' One or two examples will make 
the item clear: agreeable to, ap;;rt from, adjacent to." 
Then come large sections, 'such as "prepositional Phrases," and 
"Verbs followed by Prepostions." Here we have such listings as 
''abound in,'' ''to act upon,'' ''along,'' ''among,• amidst," and 
"act from.'' I trust that this paper has given some idea concerning 
the scope and significance of the English idiorrs. He can 
describe or enumerate them. Explaining them is another matter. 
If you have mastered all aspects of the "idiom," then, as a final 
effort, explain why we say ''fall in love,'' rather than "rise in 
love." 
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'll/11.liam Mackey: nMethod"-What Should We Look For? - .. 
The three main things to look for in a method are selection; 
grading and presentation. Let us stop for a moment tq consider a 
matter of L;Ln~uistics. There is little or no difficulty in 
distinguishing between "method" and "content." The · confusion 
enters when discussing "technique" and" method."' One is not the 
same as the other! In fact, it has been customary, unfortunately, 
to leave out "technique." Such should not be the case, In discussing 
any ~ction or activity, the three terms, while certainly having 
interdependence, are not synonymous, 
"Technique"consists in the mastering of skills or unique attacks, 
whereby the method is made effective, and functional. Contenn, to 
be carried into significant relationships has to be carried 
through methods. ~ethods, in turn, operate through techniques. 
Techniques may be effective, the method poor. The method may be 
excellent, but, since the techniques are poor, the whole affair 
may "not get off the ground.·" In this essay then, I am going to 
talk about "method"--primarily. 
"Selection" shows, in our treatment. of linguistics, how much of 
the language is ·taught, how, why, and for whom it is chosen. It may 
include either the most frequent, the most useful or the most 
teachable parts of the language, or some combination of these. It 
will consist of words, meanings, forms, and structures which 
operate together as a limited language. 
Since it is not possible to teach all of this limited language 
at once, something will have to come before or after something else, 
Two methods may teach the same limited language and yet differ 
widely in the order in which they ·teach it. In other words, they . 
may have the same selection, but a different grading. The grading 
of a method is the answer to the questions: A. What comes before 
what ? B. How much of it comes in at a time? 
A, - What Goines Before What? 
Does it matter what comes before what? If a language is a system 
and not a. list of words or a collection of cliches; it matters 
much. It means we cannot start anywhere or with anything; for in 
a system one thing fits into another, one thing goes.with another, 
and one thing depends upon ·another. 
To teach a language, therefore,.is'°to teach a growing system. To keep 
growing,everything.must be kept functioning. To keep functionin~ 
everything must fit t"ogether. Everything that is added must have 
some relation w:L,th what has gone before; it .must be useful to teach 
and useful to teach with, and it must be arranged so that the more 
te::i(".h:=th1 P TIAT'l't: nf' t:hP. 1 An0'11AC"o hg,lnQ i-oAnh +-ho· 1 oaq f-o!:tinh!:ih1 o l"'\!:l'Y2i-
J.,.,,-
·~'l.ckey Grading. 
Let us consider that we are examining a possible text for a first 
year foundation course in reading, speaking, and writing 
English. I have before me a half a dozen such courses which I shall 
use as examples. Let us call them Methods A,B,C,D,E,and F. There 
will be space here to give only a general idea of the beginner's 
text, 
Suppose that we have already examined the selection (what the 
course teaches) and that we now turn to grading (the order in which 
it teaches it). We shall try to find out how the course builds 
up the framework of the language (structural grading), how the 
words fit into this framework (lexical grading), how the meanings 
expand (semantic grading), and finally how all this is put together 
into a system (systematic grading.) 
It is useful to start with some sort of list of the order in which 
all this is taught. Since our texts do not include one, we shall have 
to make our own. 
Now with our list,s and texts before us, we shall try to answer the 
following questions: 
1. Do simple things come in before complex ones? 
2. Does the more useful and frequent come before the 
less useful and frequent? 
3. Does the more teachable come before the less 
teachable? 
4. Does what is taught first make clear what is taught 
next? 
5. Are those parts of the language which are easily 
learnt togethei:' kept together. _·andc;tbose wnich 
are easily confused kept apart? 
Answers to these questions will give some idea of the 
structural, lexical, and semantic grading of our texts. 
Structural Grading 
1. For simplicity Sentent.es A, for method, are better than 
Sentences B. 
Method A= Method B 
1. I am here Point to the picture of an aero-
2. This is a man. plane. 
3, He will take his hat Off the This is a book, is it not? 
table. Yes • it is. 4. Now it is in the man's Colour this square blue. 
hand. This is a boolc, is it? 
5, It is in the man's hand now. 
Method A is the better of the two because its sentences are limited 
to the general single pattern subject + verb+ complement. 
Method B has different and more complex patterns. We should move to 
the more complex after working through the simple patterns. 
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Second, the sentences in Method A are more useful and more freq-
uent. The frequent statement forms of "A" can handle more 
vocabulary. than the much less frequent imperatives and question 
forms of "B. " 
In Method A the structure of the sentence, from the point of view 
of teachability, can be taught by making it parallel to the 
stru'.)tureaf the situation, In Method B only one structure 
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(This is a book) can be taught through the structure of a situation. 
The other structures in Method B assume that the learner under-
stands the language already. For sentences which ask for 
physical and verbal responses must assume that the person to whom 
the order or question is addressed understands what is said. 
Fourth, how clear are they? Does one structure make the next one 
clear? Method A makes its structures clear by varying all elements 
together: 
I am here. 
He is .here. 
or one at a time: He is there. 
She is there. 
She 1·ms there. 
She was here. 
This variation cannot be achieved through B. Care to make the effort? 
Finally, the sentences in Method A are easily expandable--
In Method B, we are starting with expanded structures. 
Now, under I.Structural Grading, we have consider what we can call 
(a) Structures. We will now consider (b) Structural Words. 
(b) Structural Words 
Structural words are those which keep the framework together. 
They are hard to teach but must be taught first because it is not 
possible to make sentences without them. .Tlwy constitute about 1/3 
(one-third) of the words used in most sentences. 
Method c teaches Method D teaches 
tli.is a there 'what • I · o. \still has 
is to and do a in to 
:r from they you and they 
that it here in the which 
you on the this are how 
he off on where 
she in but 
Method C is better than Method D because "C "starts with general 
reference words to persons and things that 1...an be pointed to. 
Then it moves to space wordl ( here-there) and then, in sequence, 
to U.me words ( now-then). 
(c) Forms, 
Both the structural and content words ma;li apJ?ear in different 
grammatical forms. 
Method (C)= is, my, your, his, her, give, him, here, gives,theae, 
those ar e. 
Method D= see, boys, getting, dressed, teeth, his, has, youngest, 
day's. gladly. 
We should be able to see that "C" limits itself to one tense at 
a time; but D brings in plurality through more than one tense form, 
Periodicals Departmen~\\ 
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Mackey: "Method: What Should We Look For"? II 
In the first part of 
"Structural Grading." 
"te:idcal · Grading" 
11. Lexical Grading 
The number of content 
may be either concrete 
(a ) Concrete Nouns 
this paper, I took into account, as method, 
The next grading to consider is that of 
words which form the bulk of the vocabulary 
or abstract nouns, quality words, or verbs. 
I need highly teachable and useful names for things that can be 
seen, touched, tasted, or manipulated. I need concrete nouns 
such as "hat," "pencil," "book," combined with the words 
"table ""floor " and "shelf" for example to have a concrete 
- ' ' ,,J / statement. Method B does not use as many concrete nouns, but 
tends to use wDrds in alphabetical order, some of which .are 
concrete, and some abstract. Although there are many concrete 
nouns used in Method B, these nouns are less teachable and 
less useful. Such words as "avocado, ant, and aspen" are not 
immediately useful. 
(b) Abstract Nouns 
The main question here is this: are the higher abstractions based 
on the lower ones, and are these, in turn, based on the concrete 
words which define them? They are in Method A, where, for{ ,, 
example, "apples" and "oranges;" after ten pages, become fruit, 
which then combines with "milk," "meat," and "bread" to become 
"food .11 Method C has a useful treatment of abstract nouns. 
Method B, wisely enough, has few. Method D OJ:'ings in abstractions 
in haphazard form. 
(c) Quality Words 
Quality words can be concrete or abstract. They do not need 
to appear in the first few lessons, as. the;y do in the less 
desirable methods D and B. Yet those in Method B (blue,brollln) are 
more teachable than.those in Method D (intelligent, beautiful). 
(d) Verbs 
·Methods A and C start with verbs like "give" and ':'get" and 
"put" and "take", with which a large number of objects can be 
manipulated. Method B has a· few of these but introduces 
less frequent ones. Method D includes far too many,
1
less use;ful 
verbs in that they are much less frequently usen-.:..belong,' 
"splash," and "patter" --for example. 
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' III Semantic Grading 
Bo1hthe structures and the vocabulary of a language have meaning-
structural meanings and lexical meanings. 
The';':l;l)!pg'rtant question in grading the meanings is "Are the 
first meanings those which make other meanings clear? 
(a) Structural Meanings 
(i) Structures: Some sentences have a. numb.er df. s-tructural 
meanings. For example the Subject+ Verb +Complement pattern may 
mean that a person or thing 
1. is identified 
2. is located or described 
3. does something to somebody 
4. undergoes an action 
5. results in an action undergone 
This is Tom 
Tom is here. 
Tom sent him. 
Tom was sent here. 
Tom was sent a letter. 
Method C identifies person and things before describing them. 
Method A locates them before identification, but Method F puts 
them into action before either identifying or locating them. 
(ii) Forms 
Some of the grammatical forms of both nouns and verbs may have 
a number of meanings. The addition of the final· 'syin the 
possessive case may mean any of the following: the owner of a 
thing1Tom'sbook;' the doer of an action1Tom's question,vthe 
receiver of an action - 'Tom's education;· a certain type.i'a men's 
shop,I' and a certain measure-''a day's work~ Method A begins 
with the first of these, the most fr~quent. Method D begins with 
the last. 
(iii) . Structural Words : 
These can change the meaning of a structure just as much as 
word-order can. We can change the statem·ent structure 
"Tom is here " into a qe.estion by replacing· Tom ·\~ith the- ' !. 
structural word "who" to give "Who is here1" We can also 
state a change by writing or speaking "He was sent a letter," 
instead of "He has sent a letter." 
Although they are often called "meaningless" or "empty" words, 
these structural words have a large number of meanings. Let us take 
the definite article "the." 
Absolute unigueness the sun 
uniqueness within context the floor 
limitation of context the book on your table 
previous reference This is a pencil- the pencil is in my hand. 
here the second"pencil" with its "the" refers back to the 
first. 
In Method A the meanings are introduced gradually, one at a 
time. We can add, for example 
any one go to the theater 
all of them the boy is the hardest worker. 
a definite part a bullet hit him in the leg. 
flxed unit of measure cheaper by the dozen 
Methods D would use some or all of these, but not in the same 
lo!:l'.i r.!'11 o.,..ri.,.,.. _ 
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(b) Lexical Meanings 
Differences in meaning are most easily seen in content words, 
Many have physical meanings which can be extended metaphorically: 
"th~ mouth of a man," "the mouth of a bottle," and the "mouth 
of a river." In Method C we would start with head as the 
part of the body and then, systematically, extend it to carry 
the meanings in "head of a nail~"head of a pin,""and then 
"head of a match." We would then move to such statements as ,, 
those which follow:" head of the family'·','/hea,<j of the ·school/' 
;,head of the army/' anal1head of the government, Such would as 
true for verbs as for nouns . 
IV Phonetic Grading 
A graded system of sounds, stress, intonation, and rhythm 
can be made the phonetic counterparts of the graded words and 
structures. Stress is just as much a part of the pronunciation 
of sentences as are the sounds of which they are composed. 
Method C stresses drills from the beginning. So does Method 
A and Method E. The vowels most frequent in the 
language should be stressed first. 
V Systematic Grading 
If the ~ethod builds graded words and structures into a system, 
it will have to use words and structures which fit to?:ether. 
The better they fit, the better the system and the more that can 
be done with it. To find out how well they fit, we must answer 
the following questions: 
Do words fit into manageatle·'fa.Iililies? If we examine Method 
A;we find that they do. The whole goes with its parts: hcuse-
roof, door, windows; the object with its attribute: sun-heat, 
or its complement: Teacher- learners, school. Some words are 
linked by a common denominator: hat and coat; ham and eggs, soap 
and water, and knives and forks. We can have the interlinking 
of events: j 6urney--train--taxi--bags--tickets. Mwthod A 
does this much better. than is true of Method B. 
We then have the questions: 
Are sentences arranged in sequences in which 
every unit is clear and teachable? 
each unit is based on the previous one~ 
one unit leads to the next ~ 
no unit conflicts with any other·; 





Finally, I speak of quantity. It is better to have fewer words 
and more variations. If I think in terms of "productivity" 
the structures and words which combine into a large number 
of sentences come before those which do not. When all these 
matters are handled, the method is a graded synthesis of 
graded structures, forms, words, and meanings. 
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Ro<Jer L, Gaverney "Ir'eas and Tfiincis" 
Let us suppose that I have an idea of "closin0 off'' or ''closin" out" 
s6methinn or someone. Let us suDnose that I think about this 
matter of containment or exclusbn, .r finally come un with a clan, 
But the plan ~as to be realizerl. That is, I neerl to aonlv mv 
decision about this ''closino in" or ''enclosin'l" in a Particular 
situation, or for a set of situations. J decirle that J will · 
''fence'' my propertv in, I'now need to consi~er ••ith a nreat ~eal 
of care this qu,estion of fencinn, · 
Since I intend, physically, to feoce in an acre er so of land, I 
am nnt tal~inn about ''shuttinn out'' or "shuttinc in'' in an 
intellectual or emotional situation, I lay olans to o~tain· so man~· 
fence posts of •Dm~ durable and ineipensive materials. Then, I 
plan to use wire--barbed n1re.'' I write out my plans which will 
involve kinds~of ~aterial, the amount of different materials, 
and a certain procedure now for=buildin'l the fence, I would 
gather that the fe~ce, when complete, would be man-made. However, 
the fence would first have been "thouqht .. ·made" or "thour1ht-·oriented,, 
Yet, I must he careful. I do not speak, here, of the tf1ought 
•ithout the resultant bluerrints, written or scribbled plans, or the 
net result. I do sneak of the fact that I could-have all kinds of 
--, ideas in my mind, .or on the TP, or trou<Jht nl ane. 8ut, the ""ence 
as a concrete matter, or illustration, or examole, must not be 
only from an i E!ea, but frllm a cluster of i 'leas, one of them that 
of ''closin~ in,'' Then, too, hefore the fence is actually t~ere · 
the thouoht~ of ideas must have heen 11ltimately redQcible to 
a series or set of thinos, uow I"can nn as ""ar as J ~esire with 
this "f~ncino in," or with this "fencinn 011t," hut, if I rlo not 
have thinns, 1•orkers, and ·~now-how'' t~Pn ~he fence will not he 
put un. "nee I see the fence actuallu "there." T can assert that 
the fencP coulrl not ~ave come about ~or this time an'1 nlace without 
the "irlea" and without the ''i~ea beino translat~~ into concrete 
renresentations.'' row. ~nnarently, thP fence dirl not make nr create 
the thoullht whic~ resulted in the nlans or desinns. all of ••hie~ 
brouabt into beinci the fence, The i~ca of relationships br~un~t about 
sets of events, intellectual, sensorial, an" eriotive. He ·do not 
have tr> reach the point cif actually .. havin,., the fence •. f!rwever. 
if we have the fence,.itself, r•e can then say that the fence itself 
came a~out onlv throuah ptans and desinns interpretable bv human 
beincs, and ~l~ns and-desi~ns made concrete. · 
•, 
·~~ ... -
Followinn rerret's line of thinkino about "exemolification," I 
anree that there is some point where we can say that a phenomenon 
is "man -made" and another "phenomenon'' is "nature-made.'' 
Perret's unoublished oaoer on ''exemnlificatton" has the error of 
failinn tn point out that ''exemplification" must first invnlve 
some relatinnships that must be solved before any c~ncrete 
exemolifications can be made, 
Far examole, Perret points aut that an ''orchard" is the result of 
man's thouriht and that a forest is not. T here is merit in his 
position-- a position on important matters. It is true that man 
makes the orchard in a way that he does not make the forest, There are 
plans for the orchard, but there may be none for the foresti Yet, 
there is tenuousness here, There is a man-madeness about a "forest" 
that is not true of a "woods." 
Then, I find that I must avoid Perret's approach to "exemplification" 
where he simply assumes too much. The most that we can say about 
a bri~ne's bein~ built from hluenrints is nnlv that the 
particular bri~ne built must bave come from a'soecific set of 
hlueorints. However, onlv too often, the blueprints serve as a 
neneral nuide or startinri nnint--althouqh we ·~ould anree that a 
hinhlv-comnlex ·5ri~a e could not be ·~uilt exceot from hinhlv-
snphisticaterl bluenrints. In "erret's article and in the 
adaptation of his article in FTC(XXVII,1), he makes the stan~ that 
exemnlification, or the reality, must he prece~ed bv the ~esinn 
or the nlan. I helieve that it is iMor:-rtant tr inrlicate ·that the 
dimensi0n that should be insert.ed here is that nf ensurinn that 
we knrw that before the p1an t~ere must have_bpen ~ ·r~lationsh,P 
thnun'>t ah0ut,-in the case 0f the fence, t:1at C'f "~le":sin"' in, 
Perret nnes en to sugoest that there is the need to nn to the 
questinn of "time.'' He does so in terms nf past thnuoht. present 
thnuaht, and future thouqht, He sucrr.ests that past trnuoht has 
r.iven rise to present exemolificaticn, that present thought 
cives rise to future exemplification, ~nd that future thought nives 
rte, or 1,fill give rise, to future illustration . Or, I put it 
simply as sayina that tho~aht oives rise to cnncrete illustrations, 
which, in turn, trinqer present thouahts which can be realized only 
in future time, in which future.time, the future details trigaer 
more thinkin" for more future concrete details, and so forth. 
Derret makes the point that we can do our thinkino without concrete 
realization. On the other hand, the concrete details coulr not have 
eventuated without previous Tl's, or thought levels. rerret reoeats 
the thesis that "the plan orecedes the reality, net vice versa,'' 
Yet, the "real" ''reality," rerhaps is this "fencino in" or 
"crossinn over" concepts that must have preceded makinn plans for 
or about ~nclosinn my lan~. or makin~ Perret's brirlne," 
Then, too, there is the orohlem Mith time. The trouhle with "nast 
time" is always that we are talkinn about this oast tirne in the 
fleetinn numher of seconds we must devour from future seconds, or 
elements of time, alwavs flowinn, It is doubtful that there is anv 
such matter as ''nresen~ time" other than in a ourelv scientific -
or timeless sense, or in the sense of the ahsolute, as in "2+:>~4. 
"Ideas and Things" 
The trouble here is that we are forced to the qeneral more than 
we woul~ like to be so forced. Mhen I do look at the p~oblem to be 
solved-- for example, fencinn in my one and a half acres of land 
in Cathern County - two and one-einhth miles along State 165, 
runninn in a northwesterly •lirection, I am forced to the irlea 
of "fenci110 in" and not , fencinn in a certain bit or piecP. of 
land. Instead of tal~inq ahout the fence as havinn heen the 
product of bluenrint er desin~s, oerhans the concept nf ~avinn to 
enclose a snecific niece of land cnmes first. That is, althounh I 
snnn reach the point of considerin~ "enclosinn'' as a relationshin 
or abstraction I had to first have harl the idea of closinn in a 
certain olace , or thinn. 
rerhaos, "erret's idea neede some re~ordinn. It is true that in 
a very imnortant t!av, ~e must nive some credence to t~P. stateMent 
that "T!->e nlan precedest.h"e ~ reality, not vice versa." Vet, it 
is a reality that a certain ~it of land needs fP.ncinn in, anrl the 
land and the need for encloii~n are the realities needed to set 
in motion my contemnlation of ''"encl6siro,'' That is, before 
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the bluenrints can be written or pronounced, two inoredients are 
require1: the reality of a nroblem which can be visualize" in 
concrete terms an~ an abstract consideration to solve (fencing in). 
Then, from these elements will come the specific plans or blueprints 
from which the lfen~e will be ma~e. 
It is true that much work is beinQ done alonq inductive lines. 
nroqrammerl texts, programs for th~ cornouter, and much of 
modern mathematics indicates this approach • I marvel·at the need 
to huve to point out--along with Perret and others--that there 
is an dxemplification direction as well as an abstractive one, 
It is true th~t Korzybski pointerl to the rnad that represents 
the "semantic !process of abstracting," Ne cannot have one without 
the other. It has been known for some time that the scientific 
method is not the ''in~uctive" method. But it should be labDred · 
increasinnly vthat each comnlements and demands the other, anrl that 
the scientific metho1 must inclu~e, always, the inductive view. 
I have been workinn, indeoenrlentlv alonn the lines of thounht 
of Perret's ''Exemrlification,'' rerhans T have henefitte~ some~hat 
by lookinr at th. e orohlems in materials or noints of viev• alrnadv 
set out, in ·Perret 's 1~ork. t ne"" to not nt out that · "err(l't, 
unrlerstanrlahly enour~, nee"e~ to u5e certain svMhols for clatitv. 
His (SI_) stanr•s for svril:>ol i c level, or "thou,,ht," The (nL) 
stan"s for the concrete examnle, ''F" stands for thouaht fn" 
the barrerl ·~·· stands for nonthounht. He consi~ers, u~tn~ the term 
"priMary stuff" that exemnlification, or the c0ncrete nroduct, 
is secon"arv, and that thouCTht IT) is primarv. ~e indicates that 
we ohtain thou0ht (Tor E) from the sy~bolic level (SL). From 
Thouaht (F) or from nonthouCTht (!'), we can ret "T"-···in the 
abstractive rlirection. Mithout looktn~ at the importance of makino 
distinctions between ';E" and'"(", "erret does not rlefinF the 
iital~ sinnificance. or direction of his ''nrimary'' and "secondary" 
stuff values. As I nave indicated, his (SL), or symbolic level, 
involves a ·urocess" or ''relationship'' level, one brought about 
by a specific problem. And ~here and how this specific problem 
is to be defined and detailed is not known- as I have indicated, 
It is much easier to say, briefly, 'that we can abstract, or 
arrive at neneral orinciples, from either thoup~t or nonthought 
levels. (This view will be concluded in the next issue). 
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Robert L. Gaverney Irleas anrl Thin~s''-cnnclurlecl 
It is inevitable that we consi~er more than fences, brirloes, and 
parade ~rounds, and that we consider the matter'of behavior, 
as Perret rloes. HowevPr, I helievi that I need to define "behavidr" 
for my purposes.Perret consi~ers any total act a behavioral act, 
anparently. If Jones, for example, were to think about onening· a. 
pub in Chelsea, andhe were also to think about openinn the pub 
under certain conrlitions at a certain time~ his actual acting and 
action in ooeninD the pub at that place at th~t time ~oul~ be 
:Behavior,'' I wDuld accept such a wide vie~. assumina however, 
that I would need to inform the reader--as I do-- that such a nlan 
ann such an act --called''hehaviorij-is not within the.context 
of beliefs+ emotions equatinq attitudes, (From a literay sense or· 
from a psvchological sense, I would qo on to s11~0Pst that 1 
consistent attitu~es develor what would or should ~e calle1 
''character:) I rlo think ~hat the ~ide unrlefined exemolificatinn of 
human hehavior is a bit of a prohl:~m sine!' heliavior, as a tPrm, 
0enerallv cnnjur"!S \Ill S<"lnP em0tiv"' asnPcts o-F man in action or 
re fl ecti "n. 
P"!rhaos il'lrlir.atin11 ,,,fiat behavhr is n"t \·till air1 in anr.-r!'lachinro 
this mattPr of exemolification. Tt would seam that anv cnmnlPted 
a~t cnuld he calle~ hehavior--if NP NPre tc rPjrct . any comnleted 
act thP result of S"me inucluatary rPflcx nr reaction, ~11 that 
Perret urnes at this onint is that one thinks ahnut a situati~n 
and ccnsi~Rrs whether he will or "ill not react in terms rf hi~ 
thinkino, At scme "future time level~ there is a behavinral act 
as a rPsult of scrne time-level thou~ht, Perret insists that 
th~ ''behavior'' is secondary and not primary • 
. 
It is te~ntinn to indicate that behavior is secondary, and to 
accept the Perret view that to consi,ler behavior primary is to 
make a common error in reasoDin~. But there is the matter of cause 
anrl effqct • Even when the time laose between thou~ht and act 
blenrl into a time so very close as to have the one follow the 
other rapidly, it is ~ifficult to assert that the thinkinn is the 
·cause of the action, or behavior. Hith anv time lanse, the use 
-0f such terms . " . primarv"and"secon•!ary"i~ rlistina~ishinn thinkin~ 
and the exemplification of thouoht is somewhat rloubtful in value. 
·Apart from the real Question of ''cause and effect,'' wp alsn have 
the prohlem of havino a different inrlivirlual at the time of thP 
behavior as rl~stinct from the time of the thounht, Dast traces 
of neural l'!xnerience, chanaes in ~o.rlv metahe>lism, ann the matti:>r 
of consirlerina the thinkin~, fee1i~a, anrl sensorial elPmPnts 
at a oiven time ~oU11 make for a·suhtle an~ touch set of 
thouahts an~ actions· actino unon.any rlifferent noint at one timP, 
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It woulrl not be easy, in virtually any situatior ·•t' say at any 
time ''here was the thought" and "here is the behavior," When we 
consider the literary experience, or the emotive experience in real 
life, we realize that the total behaviorial act (molar behavior) 
may sprinn from a vast numher of factors coalescino at one time 
an~ at one place, Many of these elements may have been simmerinq 
for rlays, weeks, months, anrl, perhaps, even years. 
Nor can we rerluce t~e elements of an act of hehavior to rliscrete 
anrl hasic elements, as we minht ••ell do •1it~ a transformation in 
orammar, Perhaps we coulrl say t~at ''if" there aro no sharo 
neural channes, the thounht as (T) may he Pxemnlifierl as the 
act, as " n,• ftnrl yet, nerret's the~is is not without cnnsirlerahle 
merit. 
I helieve that it woulrl he more fruitful to cnnsi~er that man has 
orohlems which usually have to be rlecirlerl or resolverl in some 
concrete_form; Keepino people out of nroperty is a nr"blem, anrl 
keeoino oeople out of one's cwn nrnnerty is a specific nroblem. 
From the specifics·of ·tbe ?rc~len an~·fr6m;its concrete urnency, 
I must ennane is some consirlerinn of relationships-- here, for 
examnle--"keepinn out'' or ''keeoinn in." 
I woulrl suppose that the concrete fence that was built would 
be the result of not only thought, but alsn of the concrete 
problem I had to resolve in the first olace, Mevertheless, Perret's 
direction is obvious anrl valuable. He would assert, as would I, 
that exemplification from thou1ht has as much value as abstractina 
from the concrete. I would consider that each 9oes on in complex 
relationshios all the time·, Ho1.,ever, it is true that we can 
focus on th~ rlirection. The next steo taken by Perret is that of 
claimin0 that if A were to see R performinn an action anrl if · 
A were to realize that the action was secondary stuff anrl not 
nrimary, he would realize that he is c0nsc1bus of A's a~tions. 
as an exemnlification of some thouaht"(17; 1r hf w~r~ Ea ~elieve 
that·the a~tion came before t~e thouqht, he would he unco~scious 
of thP fact that the action stems from the thou<'.'ht, or he '".~Clul d 
be incorrect. The nrohlem here is that nerret is not rlistinnuishinn 
between an erroneous jurlament anrl nure innorance nf the fact, 
Then , there is n to consirler. "R'' mau or mav not he conscious 
that his actions stem from his orior thouaht~. or he mau actuallv 
he mistaken. Dresumahlv, we are to start with the assumntion t~at 
each inrlivirlual must arlmit that ~ctinn stems frrm thnunht anrl that 
each indivirlual must be aware of the C1'rract orrler. 
I helieve that thw ''fences'' can be menrlerl here. we can ma~e the 
assumption anr' can make "Lit a r:ie>"c! case f0.r thP assumntion that 
some thouqht and consideration orececle, in some linkerl dearee.~an's 
behavior. We do behave,and we behave about somethinn . But the 
admission will have to be made that thoughts and actions are 
difficult customers if we try to assert a definite ilea as bringinr:i 
ahout a definite action. 
Gaverney-conciurlerl 
Perret's next move is that of workino cut a macrnscnnic-
suhmicrnsccoic series cf stens thrnurih which one moves from the 
first notion or irlPa tn more rletaileg anrl more ccncrnto items. 
Startino ~ith the hroa~ 0 st nrtion as T1 Bhrl·~nOin~ t~ the more 
s~eciffc thouoht items as.Tn,."e•rote that the suhscrints for 
F increase as the suhscri,.,ts for T increase. J woulrl not suhject 
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P<>rret's analoq11 of the carnentP.r 11nrl his notion of h11ilr!inn a house 
to too close a scrutiny. For, in all likelihoo~. t~n notion is not 
that of the carnenter. In nearlv all instances, the carnenter may 
well he simnlv rearlinq the hlue"rint.. "ould-he awnerS, the 
entre~reneur, the arc~itect(s), an1 others clay com~lex roles 
hefore the final exemnlification. 
However, it is true that were we able tc senarate out eac~ 
concent in working through the various levels an1 in terms of the 
many inrlividuals involved, we could accent, even if uneasily, some 
thesis concerning the thouriht (T) and its exemnlification (E). Ne 
would have more of a problem in stressing or provino the concept 
of havino each individual conscious of his hehavior in terms of his 
initial thou~hts about the .·action, Perret next stens boldly to the 
"diachronic" scene in suririestinri that the nattern of exemnlifying 
from staqe to stage throunh the initial thought to the initial 
exemplification has occurrerl often in history. .. · ' ' · · •. 
Perret uses sue~ examrles as the nreat nyramids of Eriypt an~ the 
Great Nall of China. 1 cite"chanqes in war, channes in 
mass merlia, and chanqes in crons themselves as beino cases at noint. 
If Perret harl starter! out with the suqnestion that we can snpak 
ahout t~e tend0ncy to havo thouoht nrecerle action , leadinn 
to examnlification, snme of the ~ifficultv "ith ~is conCP"t can 
be avoirlerl, When hP comes to the close of his nanPr, he rlnes 
surinest that we can sneak nf movinn from T to F as hein~ less 
and ]PSS abstract, anrl nf movinn frnm F to T as beinn m0re an~ 
more ahstract. ~nw, nut nf thP irleas came exam"les. From thPse 
examnles or illustrations, man has drawn conclusinns anrl has 
rlPriverl naneral nrincinles. 
The questionino of rerret has heen directe~ at his nversimnlification 
of the nrncesses. Also, I have inrlicaterl that before (T), we 
shnulrl have some symbol in~icatinn consciousness of a soecific 
problem, a prohlem entirely concrete. Thus, we minht say that 
we move from C of an S r to (T) thouqht, and thence ~hrough 
CD's (concrete rletails) to the thing itself (E), or exemplification. 
H owever, thinkinn and exemolifyinq are aoinq on concurrently. 
What is Perret's soecific ooal? He rlesires to show that we can use 
the process of exemrlifying to :inculcAte ·qodd'~ttitudes--
in ethical anrl reliqious senses. That is, let us suppose that we 
have a hroad concent ahout the rliqnity of man. Over the years 
we hav0, rliachronically, develonerl the conceot in terms of 
examples, concrete ones. The examoles can he made equal to the thought 
and, imagininq a series of ~luenrints of fine exam~les being 
eaual or congruent to the thow1!it of them, thPn we mav continue 
to imnart them to our colleagues, chilrlren, and fellow-titizens. 
However, we minht keep in min~ that ~e can dn the same with 
less ~esirahle concents and examnles--whether huilrlinas, laws, 
or nenPle. 
•• ;I; ., 
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Lynn ~. \·7alker " Boundaries in r.onmosi tion" 
Hhether they are in the first "orm, seniors, rrraduate students, 
enitor~, or some other kir.ns of innivi~uals suhiect to some 
kind of instruction--in tliis case, comnosition--they have to use a 
lanquacre. Presumal">ly that of their native tonaue! . ThA I'>uildinrr 
blocks of a comnosi tion are thosP. of "'Ords, and tlie <=unctional uni ts 
are what we call"sentences." 
r,ikA all other words, each carries different meaninrrs--in some cases, 
many meanincrs, If I am to write a composition--! could yield. up am 
oral comnosi tion-- I rut Cl.own words in a certain order, or in cer-
tain orders, In so doina, I have in mind some thiner or idea that 
I either desire to relieve myself of, or which I am compelled to 
·tr_ea.t, Nearly all instructors will agree that there is an, 
··i-n:t,ellectual exercise involved, and the intellectual exercise is 
th~t of putt.in<"' words and sentences in order, with the supposition 
that behind the word or sentence orderincr there is .a "content" 
orderinr-, That is, I 1-1ould assume that there is some body of inform-
ation that needs to be imparted, 
In the "real" world level, writincr comnositions can be a matter of 
necessity where writing them enahles .Tohn or !-!enry, or Eliza, 
to a make a livinry, Either a sufficient number of readers have to 
read, understand, and "!:>uv," or the comoositions fail, or, nerhaps, 
a sinnle in<lividual neec'l.s to J:-e convince<l or told in wri timr arout 
·a certain thiner, id(>a, or nerson, or about. certain attributes 
of thinrrs or ideas, At any ratP., l•T?:i tin"' coninosi tions in the 1.rorln 
of affairs, outsiae the classroom or "fun" situation!;; carries with 
tf:te act".Ial com>:'ositions the neces,,.ity -For a conviction rrreater ann 
wider thar> that of the writPr, 
'"heth<>r I a,., \.Yri tin<:! a lecral hriP.f, a sales renort. 'a description 
o" the rolitic::al scene, or treatise o.n 1·10!'1eP 's liats or1-. the 
nrP.sent sc::ene, I fee] the serise of urrrency to co!'l.mnnicatP.. 1'!rn·•, 
I mav he in the nosition of si!'ll"lv <"'ivina PW vie1.,s. !-!ere, I am not 
talJd_ri,.. ahout "sellinrr" mv vie~,,:.,oints. 'l'be ,...oint to fie made now is 
that tl-\Pre is a. ",...rice" im"osed. 't'he ,.:,rice i·s that ' of succeedin,.. 
in my to•ri tinr-. i•Tm,,, what is the r;rice in a classromn situation? The 
nrice is that of ",-,rades." The one tor!'! convinced is the crrader 
who may or who may not he the one teachinr- the class, the one doinrr 
the instruction. The 'l'•hole conce,...t of jurl,..mertt and ..,rice surr<"'ests 
that we are involved with a aame, and that the crame has rules. Ne 
have to learn some rules,and we have to know the nature of tJ::ie gam6!, 
That we cl.a not ·write· better than we do can be indicated by the fact 
that 1•1e really do not work too hard and too loner w.i th writing. 
'fl.~'ffA ~,h'f n11l"' rnm1--:n.::i.i +-inn ~nmci.Q in +-ho n,.-;::i1 -fn'r'rn _ -
Bv contrast, we not"! th"' ,...,reat e""ort, thr> careful pffort, ann 
th<? aevotF>c1 pffort maae in learnin,.. the natnr"' of s~orts an'" 
in learn:i.ncr the skills essential to ~1av them wr.>11. Eoweyer, 
i-F 1·•e car"' to thin~ aro11t th"' mattl'r at all, "'"' "'ilJ realizP 
thP trPMenc'lous and "ervasiv"' natur"' and sco--e o-F com~osition, 
in contrast to the liMi t"'a nature of a s~'ort. Yet, to <"'Pt thi:i 
"ioh done" w" must establish boundaries. "'e !'lust be ahle to 
takP a ,-.oon look. T·Je must see 1·•hat "cor.rosition '' is. 
Cbra~osition is certainlv an orderinc; of 1·.•ords into senb'!nces and 
nara'1ra,-hs all for cert.ain nurr-oses. Let us look at the"word~ 
for a moment, The lincruist will t"'ll us that a "word" is a free 
mor:"he.'!le, He will further indicate that a free morpheme is that 
unit of meaning which is capable of standina alone to carry meaninqs. 
It is the "s" on the end of the word "meaninr;' that may f"'ive us 
some trouble. (If a "mor,..,heme" is not free, it is"bound ," If it is 
"bonnd, ,. the lincruist tel.ls us that it needs other bound or 
free morphemes to carry certain meanings for a cettain oral or 
written com,..,osition for a particular time and ".'lace.) Then,there 
are lin .... uists 1••ho w:i 11 tell us, correctly, that in F.nr;lish , a 
word is that which ci'lrries a "rimarv stress and which has at 
least one VTITTl\Tel ~"man, 11 i'macaroni ~: and ua. '2 
Then the lincruist--and,we trust, others-- t·lill in0icate that a 
sentence <'1oes consist of oni:i or 'Jlore TJ1oras. '!'hese words are ,.-.ut 
to...,et.hAr in a certain ordPr characteristic of the '"'ci.rti.cular 
lan ..... 1.1a'Te nsPr. '"'ora ord,,,rinl""-Rvntax---in Fn"J ish---i..s bv no means 
very flPxible. ~ome lin'"'u;_sts well-trained in t!">r-> nhonolo,...,ical 
asl'.'ects of lanm1a'"'"' indicate that a '"sentence is that r·•hich 
consists of one or nore i·•ords "'hicr on uttPranc8 en0s with t!">e 
farl.P-out of thP. voice. 
'-Tow, th<? rulPs of the '"'amA i;u.-.rest certain 1'oundaries r~vond 
those indicatP.d. There '"'lust be · i;·10rds i ti, ere nust be 1·10rd-orderin" 
resultin<"' in sentences, and there must be some conventional system 
to inc'licate when and where the words and sentences enc'!, It is 
assumed that thP. ··formal training we call "education" has furnished 
some basic information and nractice with these units and boundaries. 
If not, perhans we should start 1·1i th them. 
Now, we need to look at"houndarv" with respect to words. r;rords 
do carry, for every language, different meanings for each. Some 
words carry raore meanings than is the case with other words, The 
range of meanint"1"s that a word can carry--·un to the tine of beinq 
nlaced in a certain ordered form-can bP found in a qood dictionary. 
The Jpss cOMr>l0te the dictionarv, the fewer meanincrs we are to 
find for each word. Because the 8Xr:-eriences of individuals 
do vary, the number of meanincrs that may occur to one rerson may 
not be the same that would occur to anothe>r in<liviaual, Then, too, 
because of the exnerirmcPs of one "erscm, a narticular '·rord may 
carry only one rneaninCT; wl:'ile, to the writer or to ot\ier reac!ers, 
the word mav carrv different rieaninas. The " qross" r·oundary of 
a word is the total number of meanin"'s th.at worli can carrv. ThP. 
sl'."eci-Fic or ,.-.in,.,oint boundary ' is that which ' thP word carriAs for 
the reac'ler or writer in a ST'ecific cont0xt. 
r~"alker 
Of course, ,.,e kn0t·' from exrerience that ,,•orc'ls do fail us ,or 
we can fail thel", l"ords have,. for example ., sound" boundaries. 
Certain sounds or kinds of sounds indicatQl one meanin0 or one 
attrihute, rather than anothf''t'. If I •·•ere to attempt to stress 
".,m.1er," I would not . nse the word " fluff." If I were to 
an,.,eal to the feminine mode, I would not be disnosed to use the 
term "smash." If I were to set out a series of words which, 
to0ether, would qive a eulordstic note, :t would not use the <iet 
of words "!'lean, crafty, cunninrr , and cal!'!.'' Of course, once ·we 
have estahlished the nature of words and sentences, we have to 
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look at houndariAs accordinCT to the ".lurnose(s) we have in mind for 
the c~mnosition. ~e can see that in ~nmnnsition we have to concern 
ourselves not only with th8 .. houndar.ies of words and sentencP.s in 
b'!rl!ls oi' ,..,honolo"'v, syntax, and mor,..,holot"v, hut also with an eye 
onen to the nature of the r"'!cv'ler and •·•ritex, Each h•, rv itself, 
an awP.sOTT'e natt"lr or task. 
What is the nature of the sAntf'!nce? As I havP indi.c"!ter'l, .. the 
sentencf' rrtay ran("te fro!11 one to Manv words. In F'n("tlish, at least, 
if a !'lentence has one or two worns, we can assum.f' that the ellirsis 
rPsul tin,.. in the coml"ress:i.on inil!icater'! bv the> one or tl'•O worc'ls 
is -For thP nur,.,ose of crivinCT <"'reatPr e"lotivA imnF1.ct to th e 
COMI!lunication or utterance, GeneralJ.v., the crreater the 
coml"a:;ession. the shorter the utterance. The shorter the utterance, 
the nTPater the enotive im""act. If the Encrlj_sh sentc>nc<' o,..,ens 
with an adverhial clause, an adverbial ""hrase. an -"inrrn word, or 
an "-eCI" word, the slower the race of the sentence. and the less 
.. <"motive the iraract. r.enerally, if the sentence ends with the 
adverb by structure or the adverbial by function the areater the 
emotive im""act. 
If the verbs in a sentence are lona and of the nature of havin~ a 
Latin ~refix, the more thouaht-evokinq the statements tend to 
be':! ~·p:~nrv co·--itatec-:. for·' s.om~-=: t~J't'lf:1 , • •• erhans an hour, 1' Sentences 
containii1a such · ohri'lsinc· as " on the other hand," "having this 
in mind," for this reason," or "even thouqh we ('(rant," tnnd. 
to be thouaht-~rovokina, or thouCTht-Avokinn, Here WA have a set 
of bo11nc1.aries relatin,... to the J<inc'ls of words, nhrasps, or utterances 
in terms of havinn statements thouC"ht-orienteCI. or emotion-oriented. 
WP each need to J'e aware of thesP. 8lempnts, and we nAec1. to nractice 
them. Ii'. J: desire to crive a sw:i."'t or rushin,... effect in 
!TIY co .. ,positions, I would he '1-dse to stav away -From thow:rht-oriented, 
thonaht-evoldnrr, or thouqht-nrovokinn uttera.nces, I Wf"Uld also 
do well to st:ay c>.way from 'lnch •·1ord'l as "rasl-i," "'"'erambuJ.ate •. , 
"crush , " "smooch," and "harrass, ·· That is. T would neeri. tC> avoin 
"nhor>olonically-lonc<" w1Drds, ( Ad~ectives arf' a 0 nPrA.llv 
r-honolo0icallv-lon,..,) J would r"0 •·•ell tn USP certain rrenosi tionaJ. 
nhrasinr.·-"on the v•ay~ Bown the hill~'-on the fola.·· "nn ''onan's 
rill +·· .. amoncr others. I would stv .. ,..,est that each rprson dPsirin,.. 
to understand thPse matters more fullv should read aloud and 
he come> s<0nsi ti ve to the nhonolory of· the \••Ord and sentence, 
Th<"n, too. there are eif,ferent kinds of sentences, each settinr• 
some sort of a boundary. :we need to consider these to<7ether. 
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There is the "anl'l" sentence, Here 1"P. have the adcU tiv"' spn.se. 
·Ln ·this ~sentence· we have the conceryt of addin"' thin.as or idea!'< 
tor-rether, J:f I a;_scuss the !Jakin"' of a cake, I '"Ould use the 
"and" in the sense o-F taJ<:.in'"' certain stens or mixina •. in,..rei!ients 
over ti~e, a chronolorical sense. 
Then I have a sentence of subtraction or ne.~ation, or what one 
r,an call a "no," "nor," "not," ot "nerative" assertion. In· 
this kind of a sentence we can find words other than "no," 
"not,or "nor~·· We can use "hardly," "scarcely," or "but." 
In En<:'lish these words carry a sense of nenative or subtraction. 
·Then tr.ere is that "conditional" utterance, l'ie have the "if,,, 
then" assertion, "If jt r.a5.nJ, we will find ourselves pushed 
inside the crowded .hallways." Then there is the concept 
of "it is false that," or, otherwise statec."It is not true that." 
"He is a bad man." Or, "It is false that he is a rrood roan," 
Perha .... s there is some surDrise that r do not s~eak of the 
simnle sentence, the com.-,oun.l'l sentence, the comnlex sentence, or 
the comnounn-comr.lex sentP.ncP.. Pxce•:>t '"or th"" firr.t,thev· co?*' "rom 
addin(T in sequence or syntactical order additional thou,:..hts to 
the first thon..,ht. There is little ,...oint j_n Pnumeratin(T these 
Sf'ntenr.es if theV do not ser'"'~ uninue functions, Tt is true, 
of course, that a co!'lnlex sentence is sunT'CSP.d to indicate 
reasons or conditions in a wav that a sirn..,le sentenc"! cannot. 
Let us su,..,..,ose th.at ! have a thor1,....ht exeJT1nlifie'1 J-:>v ''I like lier.·· 
Th.Pn su,..,,..,ose I hav,,. anothPr thou.-.ht <?xem,..,lifiof'l rv ''!>he is rich." 
If I d<'Osir<? to ini!icate that r.n• second t"houcrbt contains ,....roo-F 
for one o-F my reasc;ins for likin;:.. J-ipr, I then sav "J like her 
because she is rich," I use a ,.,ointer, marker or si.~naller 
wh.i.ch t<'Onds to assert a reason.!.:llhecause." J cal: such a 
sentence a ·"com-.lex sentence." I define a com"lex sentence 
accordin- to st..ructurP.--what it is-- by statinq that when a 
SPntence has an inde•-,endent clause and. a derendent clause, I 
have a comnlex sentence, If I have two indeoenden.t clauses, I 
call such a sentence a "cornround sentence. " · 
The beauty of structure is a certain ease in definition. 
One inde,..,endent clause+ a de.-,endent clause = a comPlex sentence, 
One inde"rendent clause+ at least one more independent.clause= 
a "comnound" sentence. If I have one independen.t clause. I have 
a simrl"" sentfmce, ·By structure, then, I can tell the differences 
arnon°."simnle,"cornplex, and "compound sentences." Now, havinc 
worked from the viewpoint of structure, I move to function. -. 
·- ,6,. '.J -
walker-continn"!c'l 
We now.look··at our rlif",?rent kinrs of sentP.nces accor<"in~ to 
the trafli ti on al foD1at of coMro lex, s f.rn'">le , ancl cornnounc'l 
sentenc"'"'• Is there somethin- ahout the "co,.,,..lex" sentence hv 
function which differentiates this sentencP fro~ thA functions 
o" the sim'"'J e and comnOUJ:'_rl sent<mces. 
I can run into trouhle. I can have a cluster of com,..,lex sentences 
indicatin<:; <'aUSF!, or reason. I can also have the same effect 
in a comnound sentence or in a sirnnle sentence by includinr· such 
nhrasinc:- as "for the reason," "considerin<J another Doint of 
view," "and takin'"' that asrect into account," amener others, 
It is true, of course, that comt:>l-:x sentence structures do tend 
to 0ive reasons and conditions to a -reater 1ec:-ree than is true 
of the other •1v.a:ti,;,tieso.· 
More sic,;nificantly, for one who still desires to stay with his 
traditional arranc;ements of sentences as simple, compound, 
cornrlex, and comnound-comnlex , one could determine their 
functions more usefully-··if not their structures--by considerinc:-
the total rhythmic oattGrn for each of tr.ese tra0.i tional kinds, 
Perhans it is better to set the houndaries of our sentences 
alonn the lines of "and," "hnt," "if. , , then, " an(1 "it is false 
that" or "it is not true that" utterances, 'l'here is one r.rohleni 
that could come un. That rirohlP.m stems "rel'! the real roossibility 
that all sentencf's l•>i thout the natent "if,, , then" "Chrasinr-
are really 0eriven from thP "i"., ,then" r.011ce,...t, I.Pt us 
consi<'IAr the statel"ent "I shall he here tomorrow."' Ts it not 
true that we are savin~ """If all T "'nvi~<tre occurs, then, I shall 
be here tomorrow"? · Jn l'W sentf!nce ""'e shall ,-,la•r navton "or 
tlie l'ocitl:>all cl1anroionshi'"' tomorrow , " the "if" wonl<'l an,.,,,ar. to 
run alon0 with t1'e assertion, Further. in order to he able to 
make such a stateMent, an ''if'' t>ad to re resolved. The "i"'' 
that ~a0. to 1--e resolved must have involved defeat;n,... all othf!rS 
who cnuld have been in a "o.c;i ti on to ,, lav Davton "or the 
cham,...ionshir, 
Nevertheless, we dro,.,, consciously, or unconsciously, ma!J.y-of 
the "if, • than" elements, It is o·,en to the reader whether he 
desires to set his boundaries as to sentences alon•~ the lines 
of sim.-.le sentences, comnlex sentences, and comr-ound sentences, 
or alon~ the lines of "and," "but," "if ••• then," and "it is false 
that" or "it is not true that" ...,hrasinc. Then we come to other 
kinds of boundaries, Do we desire the "descrirtive" mode, the 
"narrative" mode, the "exrositionary" mode, or the "?ersuasive" 
mode. 
How do we define the "d<'!scri,...tive" mode. !•'ell, one ,..,ood rule of 
tliumJ-. is that if nothin<:' ha,...'"'ens, we are in t 11e realm of 
descri,...tion, If I sa~r ''He ho.s a ~ood color in his face," r 
11111 , trciditionallv, nescrirtive, If I sav that an act takes nlace, 
if I detail the act, I am, traditionally, tn the narrative mode. 
Thus, the sti'ltement " f'e r•allm-ed over the lr>a" is in the 
narra.tive mode because of th!> action, "Hf' ha!< larcre hi'lnas·· indicates 
the n.escrirtive f>oundary , "Fe ra.isec'l his han<'ls'' indicates the 
narrative houndarv, But. 1·'hat ha'"'·'"'enR when we sav th;it '"fhe 
sun sets every dav"? T•!e can have <'I rroblf'm "'ith descrirtion and 
narration when the assertion tenc'ls to he one of 7-'ePJ\'lb:ttQal state, 
. t. ". t th - - u1<-d1$ ueparrrne," 
a scien L.ic ru • inhnso c, d · 
· ·· · • .1 ·-"1 en L1br<ir · 
i\.1nr.ohc:~rl c+ .... 1-~ 1, , • 
~1alker-continuer'I··· 
There is a '!lore accurate way of deterr:i.ininrr the "descriptive" 
and "narrative" modes. If the slots in the nounal phrasin<; 
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are filled, the sentence will, !'.lost assuredly, be ~reirrhted along 
descriptive lines. If the slots to the left dif the verb are 
filled, there will assuredly be stron.;i narrative notes, Of 
course, we can fill the slots in the noun phrasin0 and .'tlso 
those to the left of the verb. But, when we do, the sentence will 
advertize itself as one noorly constructed, 
Then 1••e come to a kind of wri tin« callee. "exnosi tion, " If we 
assert , explain, or detail, we are, apnarentlv, in the 
exoosi tory mood or mode. Suc>i a sentence as " .Tohn Peacock 
discovereCI the reverse hlocki.!'~ n<'!.tterns '' inr'licatt'!<: the exnosi tory 
mode, If I say "1' 11 men should or must he htl1"l'le, ,. I a,.,, 
in the l'.\OCl.e called nersuasion or ar.r-ul'lentation. ~here are so.,e 
1·1ri ters-·such as Sidney .l\. Moss .. Ravel !··•. Prunlev, ,Johnson s. Darrell, 
and I\, s. Hornb';y'..:.::N!>o are contP.nt to sunCTest ti111t all writ' n~ is, 
in essence an<'! in ef"ect, "nersuasion" or ",·araumentation...;:" 
Admitt:in<"' that. it is truP. that if I write ahout a cert<tin stati'! 
of events I nrorably_ desire that the reader c.>.ccents my 
utter<tnces , I would Rtill cUstin<"uish J:>etween mv utterances 
on rever.Re rlocJ-s ana anv c.esire I mi<"ht have to hm•e other 
individuals use the reverse hloc)·. 
Thus, we do need some kind of boundary to distincruish nersuasion 
or ar"'u.'llentation from an objective detailin~ of events or thinrs, 
l·!ords such as "shou1d," "ouaht," "desPrve to," and "1·•ould be 
advisFd to" certainlv sicmal a mode that is different from 
kinds of sentences and par;'l.qraphs where such terms are not used 
"atently or imr-lied in any decrree. It is true that the writer 
uses descri•:-.tion and narration in such ways that he does hore 
that what has been described or asserted will be viewed by thG 
reader in.·much tho same wav. Fowever,. that is still not the same 
as nersuasion, l•!e can define by still another anrroach: ~Je can 
C'O to the ~l~·'1h- 1 ; areaso liere, l~Je have 11 ~\Thy, H 11\'Tho, II 11 \Vhat," 
"ho,.,.,," ::~Then, n ari.d "t\There I If 
The "wh<?n" n.nd "where" tyr:es of sentences or ,.,ara,..,raphs are not 
usually favored, as senarate entities, l:iy instructors or 
authors, or critics. 'l'heir flrnuments run· to th<'> e-Ffect. that 
they can he answered brie-Fly and that thev ci.re of little concern, 
It is true that such mav often "\'"'near to he thP case. Ir. is also 
true t!o"l.t time and ST'ace are alwavs incorrorated in the body 
of a sentenci:! or of a uaraoran~. fl:Ol"re,rP.r, nt·rhen 11 i~ nnt a.s 
simple aR may first apr.ear to be the case. ""'lien" involves time, 
The boundarv for "time" in a <"eneral senRe, cn.n be set • rrowever, 
whem 1•'E' consider that time involves clock-ti!T'.e. !'lnacF>-til"e, 
et.,,rmc.>.l time, and T'SVCholorrical ti"le." the valu<? of ··1 .. h<"n" 
as a critical kincl. of com-rosition bPcomes more evident. Certain 
kindR of '"ords co mark anfl inclicat"' CPrtain kinds of tiMr-> .. Pu rt her. 
when we desire to e!".r-hasize tir.ie we shift temooral elPments to 
the left of the comrosition 's SPntences. · 
Further, we need to keep in mind that boundary which indicates 
that in Enrlish-and it varieties--we cannot use the adverbs or 
adverbials of time before those of space or place, when both 
are nresent. 
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''Lan<Tuaoe and !';tvle--The T\Tew I13 Not SC· ''ew 
Ne Must not l">eliev<" that this CTeneration is the rir!';t. in 
F'nqlish, to concE>rn itsel-F with lan<Tua<"'e in its maT'.y forms, 
a concern 've ha.ve been pleased to raise to the nosi tion of' a 
science--Linauist:ics, ~"hi le the earlier r<ra'!'marians, and 
seManticists, ancl Dhonolocrists, and morpholoaists, and all the 
other "qists" concerned with lanauaqe flid not have at their 
disposal the research facilities and the time for research available 
to the linauist today, there was much concern with \·.1ri tten 
and spoken language, I shall center these observations on some 
of the. utterances of Alexander Jamieson, LL,D , The book specifically 
chosen is one which contains the majority of his statements 
on languar<e and style, His "Grammar of Rhetoric--divided into seven 
books-- was publisr.ed by A. H .Mal tby,(New-Haven) , 1818, 
Readers interested in consultina other writinas in this general 
vein ouring the sar.>.e or earlier neriods Fili nrofit by qciling 
to the works of Campbell, Karnes, Alison, and Rla:ir. Jamieson 
refers, in his Grammar of Rhetoric to them on manv occasions. 
(Dr, Camnhell was noted pr1marilv for his-Philosophy of R1'etoric , 
Lord T<anies for his "Rl,,'llents of rriticis!"' , Alison for 'Jis :i<s.savs 
·On Taste, and nr. Blair for '1is narMonv of neriods ,,The inter<"stea 
reader will finC! that ,Tamieson incornorater1 r<ui te a hit "roM the 
works o" each o" t"bese "rr.etoricians." 
In ""Rool< I" of 'A r,ram."1ar o" Phetorir- , ,Ta.TTiieson c'!e"ines 
lan<:ruarr". as an art' "the art of com.Tllnnica tin<' thouqht, or th,, ideas 
of the Minr1, hv c-~rtain articulat"' sounds, which are use<l as . 
sions of those ideas," I note in nassin,.,. the <>m.,..,rasis on the· 
communication of thourrht, \vi th no· re-Ferr.once to the ,,..,otive or 
atti tua.inaJ aspects o" the indi,,idual, .1\s a carry-ovPr or "carry-
throuoh~ we find hhe sentence stiJ 1 d<:>fi.n<>d in curnmt "'rammars 
in terms of' "the '"Ord or c:rroup of •:?ords constitutin<'." tlrn complete 
thouaht." Of ·critical interest, too, is thP distinction that 
the "certain articulate sounds" are not the ideas, but the 
"si<"'ns" of them_; AftF>r definincr articulate sounds by means of 
their mode of production, he stresses the point that connections 
between words and ideas Must be both arbitrary and conventional, 
all resultina from the a'"'reernent of men amon0 thP..mselves. Hb 
then Points out*that written lan<"'uaqe is a svmbol of the spoken 
lan("l'uacre v1hich is " a reoresentation of our ideas, He stres.ses , in 
his work, that little relation exists between "letters" and 
"sounds." Thus perhaps even less relation exists between 
~ 1 sounds 1 ' and 11 ideas. 11 
* 
''1hen the 
we are S"§leakin"' 
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present tense is used ,the reacer is to realize that 
of his "livinrr work"--tl;e book. 
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Lan,.,uar.e and Stvle (I) 
Havinq made clear the point-- one arrreed upon, certainly, by 
virtually all current lincuists--· that lanC'uaqe is primarily 
the result of a need to express :ir com.'Tlunicate , .Tamie son C'Oes 
on to point out: that the history of lanmia<'e is a history of 
the "artific.,, and sincrular efforts of int"'enuity emnloved in 
:he construction of lan'iua,..,.e." · -
I:. is interestin" to 
t. account. for cries 
o! the int<'!riection. 
note trat he soon frmnc1. out that he 
of ~motions, ana, for, snecificallv, 
His own wort'!s may J:->e •.iseful (n, /.fl) • 
4. The crie:s of nassion, accornpanier'l '•ri th such 
neened 
the use 
m.otions and <"'estures, as are furt'iF.'r ex,...ressive of Passion. 
are the only si".Tns 1•1hich nature teac'-,es all men. and 
which all understand. 
Illus. Cries ina.icative of fpar. ana e<estures expressive 
of neril, would be useci hv him who sou,..ht to warn his 
neichbour of dancF.'r. 
Corel. These exclamations, therefore, which have obtained 
the name of "Interjection§, uttered in a stronrr 
and passionate manner, were, beyond doubt, in the rude 
~cres of the world, the first elements or berinninC's 
)f speech. !-1ames heaan to be assiqned to objects, when 
:ore enlarged communications become necessary.(p.20). 
Whethei:we consider these statements sophisticated enourh for 
modern sycholonical thourht is a matter for the reader. 
·The the•ry of sentence or phrasal "compression" centers on 
a direct relationship to the intensity of the e,..,otion or 
attituc'l.e:hvolved. ".'hat the first needs of man were those 
of exnre:sinrr strone< e"1otional intensi t:v, anc'I there" ore, those 
which br1urrht into J'einrr the forerunners of rr>ore sor>histicated 
lan,..,uacre :::an he accet)t.er'l 1·•i thout too much stress hv us, 
We now ccne. to an ~CTunllv interestinrt ol->senration hv ,Jamieson an<'! 
his conteinoraries anr'l/or nrec'lecessors. · 
Pe next :urns his attention to the ouestjon o~ the ·invention 
of woril.s. ( Pe Parlier nointPr out t'le "'act that di <'ferent 
nations w:th il.ifferent ton,.,ues or lan,..ua<"e woulc'l have their 
own unicrm sets of arriculateo sounds. Fach il.anauacre·would have 
some souncs the same .as· those :fn other lancruacr'"'S, rut the 
sounds th<t would carrv one meaninn in the onP lanruaae t~ould 
not necessarilv carry the same Meanin(" (s) in oth""r lan<:<uaaes.) 
v1e mirtht r:.ll look to his mm words. (It is interesf-i.n,.. to 
f 
? 
note that- £or everv statement he makes, there .. are two followinr. 
paraqranhsr. the first is prefixed by "Jllus"-illustration, and 
the seca-id by "Corol, "-Corollary.) . It remains for the reader to 
consider the lan0ua7e at the time of Jamieson and to consider 
the cur:ent -synchronic-state of th0 lan0uacre to see what merit 
he discovers in Jarnieson's observations, or to consider the 
wei.-.ht of Jamieson's observations for the current lan,..,uage modes.) 
: . \ 
Lanauar.e and Stvle (I) 
11. The invention o" words arn.;P. "rein tli<> 
imitation, as nE'arlv ai:: it ~ould ""' carriei:l, 
o-F the nature JOr nualitv of' thP. ohiect which 
T•Jas nal'led, 1->v the sounr'I of' th"' nam0 •·rhich 
the ohjP.ct or its ciualitv recr>iVFc'I, 
Illu1<. As a paintr>r. ,who ~roulrl. rP.ores,,nt rrass ,must 
first einnloy a .,-rAen colour· s<ii, · in the l'.'P.<"inninc· 
of snoken lanrua·-e, the man who <""a'7e a namP to 
any thin0 harsh or boisterous, woulCl. P.Mnloy 
a harsh or hoisterous sound in the pronunciation 
of that name. Ee could not dn otherwise, if 
he meant to excite in the hearer the idea of 
that thinn which he sou...,ht to name, 
Corol. The desire of men to pu.int, by speech, 
the objects which they na"1e6, in a manner more or 
less complete, u.ccordinq as the vocal or0ans 
had it in their power to effect this imitu.tion, 
must have been the c•ener.al motive which led men 
to the assirnation of one name to a particular 
object rather than another. 
There is little doubt that Jamieson imnlied that what ., \\'Ould 
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J->e harsh or boistr>rous in one lan0ua,..,e •·•ould not, for the smne 
sounds.• be reauired to he harsh or boisterous in that other 
lan,..,uar:<e, It is true, of course, thi".t there are some inrlividuals 
who would not consider comT>inations of' sounds h'lrsh or 
boisterous.. al t'tou<"'l-t t'te ma iori tv of their -Fello•"s wouln 
arrrAe as to the harshness or hoisterousnesso Lannua~e, like 
other r>hE'momena, i c; not hindinr:. as to anv sDeci -Fie word 
or sounc'I, on every i.nili vinnal ,..j_ tl-.in t!1at society o 
:; u'llieson follo1>rs the n<:>xt lo-ical cour1<e of rnovinrr to wh;it. 
he consic1.An~a an obvious illustration or exeMr>lification of' 
this "imitative "note in lan-uC'.re, JTe considers that there 
is nothinc· more apnropriatP tha.n to use thP. sound of th 0 voice 
to imitate or reores<;;nt certain sounds found in nature throm;h 
its ohjects. I shall "ive only his illustration here• 
Illus. Thus, in all lanrua<,P, we find words 
constructed upon this principie, A certain bird 
is called the "tmckoo" from the sound .which it 
emits. The analO'"'Y between the word and the thing 
sirnified is discernible, when one sort of wind is 
said to "whistle,", and another to "rou.r," when a 
serpent is said to "hiss," a fly to "buzx," and 
fallinr• timber to "crash," when a stream is said to 
"flow," thunder to "roar," and hail to "rattle." (p,20) 
,Tamieson realized that analo"'y becomes more difficult "'hen 
the objects we see or consir1Ar are available to the siqht,only. 
There are m,,re nrobl<?ms ~rhen noise anil motion are not 
patent. F.ven more difficult becomes analo~y when "'P consider 
words and moral terms, as "value" jucl.rrnents. 
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In lookina at some of 
to consider the merit 
the current lanauaae 
position and line of 
initial treatment of 
,Tamieson' s views an·a while askinn the 
anc conditions of his ohservations in 
r'lituation, "J. inC!icatpd in (I) th@ 
devt'"!lonment taken h'." ,Tal"ieson on his 
lanauaap and stvle, 
It is worth notina, aCfain, his system of dnvelonniP.nt, one 
reader 
nuite characteristic of pre-twentieth cP.nturv r.ral'lrnarians. 
math81llaticians, scient~sts, and rhetoricians - a sys·i:e"' invril,1inc 
illustration, and corollary, ("'here are a -F.,w notes nui te character-
istic of the nrorrrammed text me>thod (s) beinro developpd tor1ay • ) 
At the close of (I), I inclicat0d that ,Jamieson admitted that 
analo0y became iii fficult whel" "'Orkin..., in ter!T'.S of Phenomena 
availahle to the si,.,ht only, and •·1hen •.-1orkin<"' •·!i th "value 
judrements"--those involvin..., such irleas as "mercy," "love." 
"hate," "kindness," amon-r many others. 
Yet, Jamieson, a sturdy soul in more ways than one, indicates 
tJ:iat the power of analo"y tis not altorrether lost and that some 
derTree of corresoondence tcan~ be identified with the ,. 
object, or idea, or value sianified. 
Jamieson asserts--in li. Gra1mnar of Rhetoric 
The terms sianificant of.moral and intellectual ideas 
are derived from the-aames of sensible 'objects to 
which'· tney are concei veC! to be analo::rous, The most 
<'l.istincruishin<'.' qualities of sensible objects have 
certain radical sounds anpronriate to t~e expression 
of these aualities, The or~ans of voicP assume 
hut an obscure rese!'1J,lance to such eYternal r.mali ti es 
as "stability," anrl "fluic'l.itv," "hollowness" anc'I s"'ooth-
ness," "ryentleness ann violence," vet <1rP these wol'.'rl.s 
painted bv the sounrl of certain l<>ttPrs or svllahles, 
whi.c1' !-\ave some relation to those ni ffer.ent states of 
visible object$. (n, 121) 
He then r>roceeds to make out a casP for himself, throur.rh 
takina certain· "value"-,,·ords and indicatin-:;· some "en.tnres 
of what he calls the "radicals" of thPse words. I SUCT(Test that 
the reader consider ,Jamieson' s statements carefully, followina 
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,Jamieson asRerts that words formed with the initial "st" 
carrv rneanincrs of that whic'1 is stron<,., firm, and forceful. 
He lists such hrords as 11 ~tanc~," "sto11t, " "stav," "staff," 
"stop," "stt:=:ady," nstak~, 11 starop,u anc1 91 StPP, 0 ·r can also think. 
of "stal,,rart," "start," and "stol',,.,," Ther0 arP others. 
Re next observes that woras herTirmin,., 1·rith "str" carr" ml'anin,..s 
of violence and ener~v. Fe cites t 1 ~trive,"''Rtru~~lA,'1 1=stron~,'' 
•ustrenC"th," "stride," "strP.~s," "str~tr.h,'' aJ"I~ "st.rike.~1 Other 
such words as "strap," "stran-:-le," ant'! "c;trine" mav ;oin thic; 
list, 
He consic'lers that the initial "thr" usually su-.r-ests force"ul 
motion. There are Ruch words as "th_rm.r," ·"thrust," "throb," 
"throu0h," "threaten," and "thralc1orn." He coulf!. also add 
such words as "throttle" and "thra.sh." 
The initial "wr" carries the meanirrs of that which is distorted, 
quarrelsome, or deprived, Such words as "wry," "wrest," "wrestle," 
"wreath," "wrinr:," "wroncr," "wran,.,,le," and "wrath" are listed .!IS 
examples, That list can be aucrnented by adnin"' "wric;nle," 
"wrunrr, 11 and ''"'rra!?, n 
"Sw" carries the meaninq, qe.nerally, of a turmoil or ar;i tation 
which is silent, noiseless. There are such terms as " sway," 
"s~~r.i.nr.r," "S'\·'1erve," ns,·1im, n and 11 stveen, 11 Perhaps· 1~.1e mi("'"ht modify 
his views as to this narticular catP.ryorv. Althour-h there is 
acritation or movement , ~nd althOU'"'h We Ca;; see what is happening, 
there micrht well be some sound connected with or throucrh such 
tf~rms, We <lo associate C"-'rtain sounc'ls with these particular 
words. we could also ac1cl "swish," an<'l "swal",n." Tn each cRse, 
the-·visual .~lem<'lnt :ls strC>ntl, hut there is also some element of 
sound, 
T·lorc'ls commencin0 with "sl" imnl v or S\l<""(•est a "'<'>ntle fall, 
a less observable action, anr:1-f'rom my •:ioint of' view--some anp<"al 
to sound. TP.is list inclt1aes " slilJe," ' 1 c;J.in,'~ ns1y," "slot..r," 
"slack" and "slinr:o." Such w1Drr'!s as "slice" and "slick" would not 
J->e inanl"ronriate to add to this caterorv. 
Then 1.re haw' the initial "sp" cor.ihination. "ere we seem to have 
what Jamieson calls "an ex!'>ansion" or a "spreadin-c out," l•'ords 
in this cate"ory include "snread.""sr.irout,""srrinkle," "split," 
"snill," and "sprinc•," A little thourht or reference to onr 
current dictionaries will indicate that we can add substantially 
to this list. r call attention to the sound that can be associated 
with some of these terms. 




far indicate meanincrs ·associated with initial 
phonemes consistin9 of one or two elements. He 
tWO "terminations"· --··his 1'.'0rdS fQr. $Uf'fiXeST-those erding 
and n11sh. " 
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,Jamieson' s treatwent of .!!asr" i"' 1'est <"tat0d in his o•"n 
words' 
J\.sh, in the endinc:r of words, in<licates soroethincr 
actinq nimhlv and sharnlv as "crash." "CTash," 
''rash~" ''fla~h,'' and ' 1 ~l~sh.'1 · 
When we consider Reiss' sophisticated listin"'s in his 'Lancrua0e 
and 1>sych"ol0gy (N,Y,, Philosophical Library-1965), we realize 
fiow much more work is beinq done alon~· the lines of the work started 
by Ja'llieson, Yet, we also realize hm., much was done without the use 
of the research and comouter available to the modern linguist, 
In his "-ush" classification, ,Jamieson' s list su.:--CTests a dull 
sort of power, as in "crush," "brush," "hush," "crush," 
and "blush," Of course, nearly any reader throuc:rh consulting our 
better dictionaries ceuld,·expand this' list many timPs .over. 
At this point in his treatment of lanauaCTe and style, Jamieson 
seems to have found it necessary to limit his concept of 
radical P.lements and their derrrees oi; corresnondence. In 
-z;. Grammar of Rhetoric , Jamieson i·•rote: 
18, The immense field of lanrruacre, 
however, filled nn hv numerous 
of cl.eri va ti on an"1 cornnosi ti on. 
in everv nation, is. 
-Fanciful and irrerrular ~~thods 
(n,117) 
Corel. Wort'!s, there-Fore, com<> to clc,v).at~ •·'i"ely from 
the primitive cha.racter of' their roots, and f'rcmuently losP 
all analoC"y or r<>semblance in sound to the thinr siC"ni"ied, 
Taken ~enerally, as \o'e now e"1T)l0'' the!"l, ~rords !'1.ay he considere<'I 
as synihols, not as initationsi as arhitrarv, or institutef1, 
not natural si~ns of ideas. 
M11ch of what ,Jal"ieson has said is correct. However, there i a--
and was-- a much better case for himself in ref'."ard to 
analo0y and resemhlance in sound than hP. realized. 
With larrer numbers of people available for research and with 
our sophisticated methodoloay and techniques for collection 
and classification, we know that the list of syllables, 
prefixes, suffixes, or c1::irtain radicals which can be said 
to have some sound corresnondence is far more complete and 
complex than his lists ar~. 
However, it is somewhat of a sad commentary when we realize/ 
that fewer than ten nercent of those in the instructional 7 
fields on all levels- elementary school, hi~h school, and 
colleqe or university-havP much less understandincr of the 
structure and col!lnosition of words than was true of those 
teachin9 some one hundred and fifty years a~o on the same 
educational levels. 
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The t':'O precF'dina articles "·'e:>:"e intendPd to imnlv t..,at "'hcit: wp 
consider the very new annroach is not <mite as ne~ .• as we miaht 
helieve, There is much aoina on todav in our overr11P. concern 
with lan<:ruaae. I have relief! nrimarily on ,Jamieson··-cind liis 
contemporaries from whon he drew for hj_s .JI Grammar of Rhetoric --to 
demonstrats that some of the nrincinles of lanauaae that apnear 
to have been <;munciated for the first time were, in fact, well 
enunciated nearlv a century and a half aero. \'Te aqree, of course, 
that our modern research and modern methods and techniques for 
handling a vast numb·~r- of words in th"ecir class,}S :have .gi vcn us th,, 
onnortuni tv for even rnor" c.i<mi<'icant hypotheses and conclusions 
concerning .. our English ton9ue. -
In his ho,ok-'!'he New Enrrlish, William Chisholm, the author, has an 
introrluction hv Albert H, Marck•.,ardt, Marckwardt makes the 
observation~ · 
For many years "'nglish, as a scl-,ool suhject, like Caesar's 
Gaul, was 0ivi0ed into· three narts: language, literature, 
anc•, co!!lposition. It •·•a.<; a aisi0inted concer>t •·rhich all too 
often lee· to fraamentation in teaching ann uncertaintv 
in laarnin ..... "In a New Pnrrlish classroom," the author 
tells us, "lan(\'uag<? is t'ie nrirne of the etame," In short, 
the newness Per<> liPs not <;O I'1nch in th<> niscovF>rv o:r 
aa.ontion or a new hodv of·content as in rPcoc:rnizina that 
all Pn<rlish acti vi ti PS are> la!ll<TUi'l<Te-cPnterer!. roI'1nosi t ion 
is essential]_,, the USP and ma.ninnlation o.P 1 anCTuaqP.. 
T,iterature crm<iists o-F Japc:nmrr" use<'! in f'n<"cial an<'! 
rormalizec1 t·Ta,,s, for sp0cial r.n.tr-no~~R. OnA mir(ht PVAn 
ao so ""ar as to insist that lanauage is ~ore ~han iust 
the> na!'1e of the aarne, it is the cra.rne itself', 
Yet, it is ironic to note that such phrases as those froM 
Marckwardt sec-n to jar and surorisP many instructors ana. other 
rF>aders or listenP.rs ,.Jamieson and his coritemoor.aries, and his 
nredecessors were at on0 with !l'iarckwardt's thesis and Chisholm's 
thesis some fifteen or sixteen decades ago. 
One of the major concerns of Jan~ieson' s text is that 0£ the 
"second main character of langua0e"--the manner and reason and 
dearee through which mankind pronounced and prounccs and 
uttered and utters words, 
* 
William Chisholm,The New En(\'lish, Introcuction by 
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Jamieson develoos the conceots that oaralincruistics 
become less sionificant as men heco!Tie more and more rPfinPd 
by civilization, the arts and thP sciPnces, That is, kinesics 
and aesturAs-save only the most subtle, become less siiqnificant 
with respect to communication amonq intellioent and educated 
peoole, Howver, Pike dops not- suhscrihP to this theory, 
?. 
narticularly when there are _significant numbers of people tooether, 
or when the social intercourse is intimate, 
But Jamieson do<'Snot entirely abandon the need for paralinguistics. 
He asserts_: that the extra-features of language did not 
disappear, He asserts. that what was no loncrer essential continued 
for ornamental ourposes, He considers_ that when the temperament 
bf a nation or people was one of fire and vigor, there was much 
action. This activity called for vocabulary that would 
accommodate a oreater number of emotions. Thi; increase in the 
number of .emptions was sufficient to bring about a greater 
ranqe in tonal features of the language--ranginq from the softest 
and most melodic tones to the harshest and most violent. 
The increase in the emotive ranoe not onlv caused an increase 
in tonal features of the lancruaqe, but also brourrht about, as 
ornament, or embellishment, or style, certain customs: 
Illus,· !J'!"on this ,...rinci!'le "'en snob' by action, Jeremiah, 
in sicrht of the neonlA of ~srael, breaks a ,...ottPr's vessel--
throws a hook into th"' ~unnrates-nuts on honds and vokes, and. 
carries out his household stuff. The Indians of ~Jortl, 
America, also, declare their meaninr, and explain 
themselves by belts and strinrrs of wannuT!l, as much by their 
discourse, ~rith all its si'"'Ilificant but flow"'rv modes of 
. ** exnression, 
.JaMieson then indicates that some nations do not increase the 
numbers of words for all their ideas. but, instead, vary the 
tone with which they nronounce the same word. B'e points 
out thc>.t the Chines<? can vary thE" sound of each word by no fewer 
than fiv"' different tones, The same word may carry the meaning 
of five different thinas. events, people, or iaeas. He 
does not consider this phenomenon too critical, for he conclud@s 
the the Chinese way of handlina their lancruacre indicates, more 
thah anythinrr else, the fine ear of that ,...eople·, Jamieson, in 
his text, then asserts that as soon as the harsher or cruder 
sounds of a lancruare become ~olished, they become· more harmonious, 
At the ricrht juncture we have what is called the "prosody" of a 
lanrruaqe, Yet, he is quick to make a disclaimer concernina any 
direct or lo,.,ical connection with "music," Re asserts that-
It does not anrear that the lanrruaqes of any cultivated 
nations have ever been regulated by·anv musical prjnciples~** 
** Jamieson, -A- Grammar of RhetoriE: · , NPw-Hav.,,n, : ·Ma.ltby, 1813, 
xviii, 796nn,, n. 163. 
*** 
Ibid,, p,..., 172-173, 
f , 
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Although the facility for making the fine measurements was 
not as available to the early nineteenth century lin,...uist as 
would be true today, he was not without some skill and discernment. 
Jamieeorrs statements concernin'"' differences between speech and 
music are interestinr~ 
113. The sounds of speech and music are reC"Tula~.=d by 
different scales, J'oth in point of len,.,th and eleva.tion. 
In noint of len<"'th, the sounds of speech arP onlv two, 
the. one double the other! for all ~·ords consist of syllahles 
either lonr' or short, and the lon,.,. syllable is invaria:hlv 
double the lenath of the short one. The sounns of ~usic 
heincr measure<'\ by a c-eom0trical scale of r>ronortion, mav be 
extended as far as the comnoeer T)leasee. In resr>ect of ·· · ·· 
e.levati.on or d<=>nression th_e sounn<; of ST'eech are suhj ect to 
no rulP•their c'listanci>.s are neither errual nor ,..r<C>at-. The 
Sr>"-a1~er m<".'-' nivide th0M accordin,.. to h!i:s inclination,anr the 
utmost C!"lffil"fV~S of or<linarv s~,,,,.,ch sr->l'lo!1' "'Xt0n<'!s r<"vonr'! th<" 
distanc"' o-,, a f-e.,. notes in !'lusicr. :rt is not RO with the 
tones of music:their distanc0 s ar0 all d1>.termin0d hy rule, 
and t!o.e pJ.r-va tions and denressioni:,' thour:<h some·wha t very 
considerable, are aajusti!'•l "'i th th" nrPatPst nicPtv of 
rrometrical science. **** 
We must not he deceived by the Aristotelian assertion that 
"the m.rnic of traredy" is one of its chief and cssentia.l :rarts. 
The true meaninr is that the whole of n tra0edy was accompanied 
with musical instruments. One r.art was not uttered in the 
ordinary tones of conversation i.;hile what 1,,as left was sunCT in the 
tones of music. It is evident that ,Jamieson, making these comments, 
must sooner or later comes to the matters of fiaures of speech 
and ornaments of noetry. 
He assures us that firures of sneech are not arbitrarv inventions 
of orators or rhetoricians. Thev· are the lan,.,.uacrP. of man , himself, ·· 
when there were hardly any other worr1s available for ex"ression, 
or communication, or sheer assertion. F.e~ arnroaches his 
thinkin,.. hy sunrestinq that since there is no one uninuP name for 
every distinct , object:, our earliest sneakers had to use one 
word or naniF. for many objects. 1'.ecausP. th<"Y had to do so, tl-i8y 
exnressed themselves 1'v com,.,arisons, metanhors, similes, ann other 
ficrures Of Sneech and ornaments, 
Jamieson's·armument develons aloncr the lines of notincr that since 
man is more aware and more intiMate •·ri t.h the concr0te ~hvsical 
objects about him, names wf'>re oiven to such obif'cts loncr hefore 
man aave nar1es to moral values· or to emotive exr>PrienC•'"'. Man was 
more controlled hy imaaination and rassion in earlier socif'ties. 
(I!'l the .•. ni:;~t ancl 1<1st issue on this suhiect of lanc-Ual'.'.fe and styllE! 
for a while, I will investiciate further ,Ta!T'ieson' s conceots of 
fiaures and ornaments.) I mic-ht su~C"Test that Jamieson did not, 
himself. realize that finures of sneech and ornaments of noetry 
relate more snecifically to earlier states of society. It. is true 
that man cannot comrare and contrast without the lancruaae of meta-
rhor, 
**** Jamieson, op. cit,, p, 173, 
·, 
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I SU<"'--est, in this -Fj nal set o-F 'ltateMPr>tP. on 1 riiruare anc'l stvle, 
that the reader hecome acCTuainted, ST'ecificallv, with modern 
1.rr.i ters on style-·-T'articularly on the cis,.,ects of style discussec 
with refe:?:ence t.o the ecirlv nineteenth and late ei<'.'hteent'1 
centurv nrarrirnarians, rhetoricians, or li.ri.C"uists. He shoulfl. then 
consider how far alone; the line .ranieson, s...,ecifically, :roaressed 
in terms of style in and thronrh lan0ua<:;E', 
, 
It i<> true, I believe, that on the whole, man does keel'.' his more 
violent feel.inns under control. Yet, as one can see in terms ot: 
certain mov<?.mc;nts in our societv in its various institutions 
there is still much violent and. not·-so-accur<!te or well--dirccted 
rhetoric. Jamieson' s thesis, expressed in his .. \,1ri tinrr, is that 
the style of new ancl rude societies is full of ficures and 
ornaments, lar<"'ely hyrerbolical, ancl entirely ricturesque. 
l•!hether Jamieson had, person<'llly, much experience or intimate 
knowledge of the American Innian, he frequentlv used the Indians-
and the Old Testament- and the noeP>s of Ossian as exemrlifyincr 
his roints. His main refP.rence seemed to·he Cadwaller Cclden's 
-with res"ect to Ini'lian lore··- Pistory of the Five Nations • 
He observe<l that their '°'ri vate and r-uJ,lic ceremonies t•'ere i'<'l.r more 
renlRb' with stvle and m0ta"hor than would hl'l tru0 of his m•m 
society •• He th,,n mov0s to the Old "'estRrPnt~ 
I 
231. Jn the Olil Testaro<'nt - ·the> rest examnle o" oriental styl<", -
l:!onstant alli1s1ons to s<>nsi.ble obi0ct.s charactPrizr.> th"' lanrua<"TP 
of the various wri tGr$. '!'hus, ."'nil t is "a s~ott0r'l ,,.arrn,,.nt" 1 
inicrui ty is the "treasures o-F iiarkness"' ""· s~.n-Ful li i'e is 
"a crookP.c'I. "ath": "-1is0ry nrinks the• ;•cun of astoni.shnent" i 
vain nursnits are seem as "feedinl'.' on ashes''- innoc"'nce is 
known hy its "white ro!->r->s": ~rjsdom is a ''li,.,htec'! cnn<'ll0"~ and 
royal c1il"fnit~_7 is \!;-urr-1(_")'' and a 0 cro,·rn." * 
From th"' r-oems of Ossian, .ramie son fino.s many nicturesaue ;~hrasincrs 
and<"- host of.fi"'urc"s of s1,eech'. There are "sons of sonr•".for 
numbor. F'or strenath of ex1:-ression, there are the heroes' 
"breasts of steel." In order to create illusions in t'1e reader's 
mind there _i"s the rhrase "meteors of death." !''hen there is the 
need for a violent exnression of nassion, we have "the white-
bosomed love of Cormac. For slowness of movem.ent, there is the 
utterance " slowly moved as a cloud of thunder, tvhen .-the sultry 
,nlain of sllTI'~er is silent ** 
* J . cimieson, l'. 
xviii, 796., p. 179 
** 
Grammnr of Rhetoric , New-Haven, . ·Mal_tpy, 1813, 
/ 
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eur mo<'lern writers have the rift o" meta"'11or, svnect'!oche, 
metonvmv, and alliterati.on in ar1ennate anr1 pf'f'ective rrnan.titv 
and auali tv, Southern "oli ticians , TV newscast<>rs, and ad,rerti sin" 
persons can hold their o;•n 1·•i th any ancient master. ,Tanieson 
keens referrinr, however. and not alwavs har>"·i 1 v, to the fact that 
as a lan.,...uare "'ro,...resses it loses !"uch c5f its firurat-.i'T"! nature, 
There is much more written reriresenta tio:n of lanc,uane today, 
Our conrlex society ennendered by the advance of the scientific 
movements , or, our com,.,lP.x societies which have en..,endered 
the scientific modes and views, has necessarily had to have much 
of its written exnression strivinn for as little amhi0uity as 
nossible, 
While ambic·uitv is the heart of literature and advertisina- and 
rirona.-randa-- lt is a.lso the bane and foe of the communicative 
statement. Therefore, with all of our reliance on texts and on 
directions, and on ex".)lanations, we tend to overlook the very 
nreat amount(s) of literature, advertisinc-, and proriaroanda. 
It is interestin0 to note that scientists themselves hasten to 
find metacihorical exnress:i.ons for scientific rhenomena, as is 
true of snorts firrures, economists, sociolocrists, and 
all other individuals in s1~ecific ,.,rofessions. 
I minht rioint out that one of the Most difficult areas for 
.hoth formal <md informal instruction :i.s that or he:i.nn al'-·lP. to 
motivate individuals to nnt'!erstano ".nd An;oy "'Oetry. -·whether 
we assert that this is the a·-.e of the critical Fmt'! sc:i.eri.ti "ic 
emrhases or r·1l1ether we C\ssert that it is not no<osible to he ,.,oeti.c 
when face<" by the Machine or !:>v tl'iP. u'"'liness of i.ts nroducts, 
few individuals would assert ti-at ~oetry h".s as much ci~ne;i.l as 
in vesterve."1.r. In the evolution of lannua,....,. ,JamiPson, amon0 others, 
believes th11t lan'"'U:'l'"'"', oririrn'.Jlv '"'ORticnl: has lost· its 
f i.rrurnti.ve style- -its e.-1rliest and no st i.rrortl'!nt cha:i;acil:eristic. 
He erruates the advance in civilization and the acculturation of 
man ·with more ~n'!cision and more r(:iason. The More one exercises 
his reason, or his understandinr, the less he can exerci·se his 
fancy. Jn order to communicate more clearly with one's fellowman, 
the more man has ·had to clear his style---accordinr· to ,Jamieson, 
The ~hilosonhcr tends to take the nlacn of the 1~oet. The forms 
of reason nemand a clearer and simrle.r style. They force the ki.nd 
of t1rri tin..,. callaR n,....rose I ff 
I mirrht suc~qest that we keeP in mind the :Fact that ,Jamieson was 
essentially a r;roduct of the English "Ane of Reason," or its 
"Neo-classical Ane," or its "Neo-Au0ustan Ac•e," Therefore, we 
exrect a more critical hent or oninion than would he true of 
Elizahethan or Pre-romantic writers. Nevertheless, 1•1hat he asserts 
in his ·books_ has much to commend it for certain insinhts. 
Whether we would subscribe to manv of' his insirhts is not as 
imnortant as i.s the :"act that ·he. seems to h11.ve understood, 
in keeninn- with the modern lin<"uist, that lan,..uanE' is the 
"naMe of the name." T''hether the statement is one of' nrose or one 
of "oetry, 
r"anc:ruage and Style (IV) 3 
We come to a rather inte:esting set of observations when Jamieson 
tackles the nrogress of language as regards the order and 
arrangement of words in sentences. Pe considers, in his work, that 
there are two main forces brought to bear on the syntax of 
the F.n<"lish sentence: the first is the understanding,and the 
second is the imaqination--which he equates with the power of 
emotions an<'( attitudes·· or with the ~'orlds of the snirit and heart. 
}Te suggests that the ';qrammatical T'.lart" is dictated hy the 
understandin,., and that the invertea order results from the 
force of the imagination. In his examnles he shows that he 
considers the understanding and its el'lT'hases to resmlt in tlie 
order ~~e know as J'T V N, N v .l\t'l~, N, V, i\c1v, and N V, That is, 
his illustrations narallel, verv closelv, our understana.inn of 
the basic sentence natterninns as involvincr the incii1.ence o" the 
NP (r.OITt'11<>.te subiect first) anf. v·n (the rest of the sentence 
next-the Part includinrT 111.or'lal!', have+en, re+in,.., anc'l 1the verl"-
cmnnleters.) Jamieson .·then--considerr,. that- chan..,.in<'.'" the order 
· · of t'fie noun nhrase ?..nd verb nhrase would indicate the -Force o-F the 
lmanina t1.on o 
At trd.s l"Oint, ther-eaeconrs. one. of his few l".ajor errors, an error 
entered into by manv current or conteml"orary tea_chers or 
instructors. Pe seems t<" have assUJ"le0 that makin'."' any chanrTe in 
the orc1er of the sentence "rould J'rinri about the emotive or 
attitudinal, or imaCTinative, or poetic node, It is true that 
certain inversions or reversals will.accomnlish that. In 
:Rnrrlish, for exaJTlple, there are but few occasions when the 
ner-ative follows the verb. The ner•ative follows the verb 
normally and naturally when we use forms of the verb "to be." 
Usually, 1ve would say, in prose style, "I do not care for 
the stars that shine." Nhen 1-ie change the t:>osition of the 
necrative •:Tith such a verb as "care," \ve cret the poetic or 
imacrinative note in "I care not for the stars that shine." 
However, the adverh normally occut'l.:l.ea the last or fourtl' 
position in the FnCTlish basic sentence- a nosition that is optional 
as to heinrr filled, but a l"OSition which, if :Filled must be filled 
by an. adverb or by an adverbial.. In such. a normal order, the 
sentence is Much "'ore e1 l'!1attP.r of ima,.,inative force than when 
the adverb or ac1verbial is movea. to the left. It is a: fact that 
when thP. ar'lvP.rh or aaverhial in the Pn""lish sentPncP. is shif'tea 
left, thP speed of the !'entence-T'.lhonolo,...ical sneec'l--is markei1lv 
slowea, an<l leaas, therehv, to a ref'l<?ctive or ratinnaJ. 
nrocess. That is, if we desire nore time for consideration as 
to 1·•hat is said or written, "'e nee(l to-- in Fnolish, aj: least, slow 
the nhonolorrical sT'.leerJ. of the sentence. ~,1ovin<:- adver:Ks anc1 
aaverbials to the left will accomnlish that need. Movinc:< adiecti.ves 
to the ricrht or to the postn0111inal !"osi tion •·•ill also lead to ·the 
reflective process. He annears to have run into trouble at the 
noint 1,•here he <Tives examples of this matter of inverted order 
~:a;:l:~r.1orne_l order from the 'l'.'oint of view of the Latin lan<"'uaqe, an 
error very often made today. 
Nevertheless, his observations are powerful. His treatment of the 
specific ligures of speech and ornaments of poetry anticipate 
and in some cases surpass the accomplishment of the modern critic 
in this total area. Reference to hi°s work and to the works of his 
contemporaries will be richly rewardincr. 
1. 
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The English Noun and Its Primary Accent 
I. Introductory Remarks ' ' 
We learn by being able to tell the-difference(s) between one 
~ind of an experience and another. We can discern the nature of 
a square by being ahle to distinguish it from other four-sided 
figures. Presumably we know more about a church spire by being 
able to appreciate the nature of a church tower. We understand 
the nature of football better by being able to distinguish it from 
baseball, lacross~, and soccer. We understand the nature of the 
noun, in language through being able to discover the point at 
which it cannot be an adjective, adverb, verb, or any other part 
of speech than itself. 
Through the realm of grammar which is unique to language and 
through specific grammars which ar•c: unique to specific languaqes--
with one grammar for each language-- we 'distinguish the parts of · 
speech. We do so keeping in mind that the grammar of any languaqe 
must be known ;through the phonology·, morphology , and syntax 
which, in synthesis, constitute a graromar of a language and the 
gram.11ar of languaae. Now, for English, at least, we need at least 
a word for a part of speech. While the sentence is the functional 
unit of _nearly all languages, eµch specific word belongs to, or 
is classified as, a part of speech. 
We might well consider how we can fl.efine a: "word" in our Enqlish 
language. A worP. has at least one _vowel·and carries a primary 
accent--cr a full accent. With words of one syllable, we have 
few problems since there will be one er more vowels and but one· 
accent, a full accent er a primary accent, We define a word as 
a "free morpheme." Now, a morpheme is designated as the smallest 
functional unit which carries some invariable meaning. Ther~-are 
two principal· ·&inds of morphemes: the bound morpheme and the 
free morpheme. The free morpheme is a weird in itself '· and needs, 
for this reason, no affix to carry this invariable maaning,.We 
can see, then, that such morphemes as the words "boy," "John," 
"bolt," and "a" are complete in themselves as free l\\Orphemes 
and as words. 
The affix -er carries the meaning of "one who does." ·But this 
invariable meaning comes into play only when this affix is 
"bound" to another morpheme--as in the case paint + -er, to obtain 
-~=-':--=_''.Qne".who~paintsl~-Or.~!'painter.,_" __ (_Af£ixe§ _are d{yided_in:t;_o~tWQ.__ _. __________ , 
classes: prefixes and suffixes.)We can also speak about the 
bound morpheme involved in the inflectional situation where we' 
have run and t~~n run+ -s, or runs. (Fere the /s/ carries the 
/z/ sound. We need this background, perhaps, -in order to cons:j.der 
how words are constructed. We can have a free morpheme as a· word_, 
ll~.- The ··Noun by .Structure 2 
Insofar as the free morpheme as a word is concerned, there is 
always the primary accent and one or more vowels, no matter what 
part of speech, We can have the noun "day," the adjective "sad," 
the adverb "too," the pronoun "she," l':he verb "kick," the 
conjunction "and,'; or the preposition "to," with each one carrying 
at least one vowel and with each one having one and only one 
accent, a primary or full one. Thus, we are not likely to lle 
able to define any single part of speech as distinct from the 
others on the basis of a free morpheme--as a word--of one 
syllable. We need to look, now, to our grounds for definition. 
We shall assume that we can define a part of speech at that 
point where we can discover one invariable difference between 
that part of speech and all other parts of speech. Now, there may 
well be more than one invariable difference, but we look for that 
one first, or for the first invariable difference, If we can 
find no invariable difference, we are out of business insofar 
as considering Linguistics a science, one of the descriptive 
sciences. 
Before we become more specific in this area, we r..eed to consider 
that we can define, one supposes, in one of. three ways, as a 
minimum, runong the poseibilities of structure- function- and. 
meaning, We use the symbols S-F-M. Now, by "structure," we refer 
·to "isness," By "function" we refer to "doasness." By "meaning" 
we refer to "valueness." We accept the proposition that we cannot 
.. directly teach meaning. From considering what the thinq is 
and from what the thin~T does, we arrive nt meaning. (We define 
"meaning" as the affect the experience has on any individual in 
terms of a conscious or unconscious stimulatic;m ·and- response on 
the.parts of the nervous system. ' 
Since ex~erience reveals it& phenomena to us in terms of 
general structures which tend to be recognizably the same for 
each phenomenon, but since experience reveals that one thing 
has more than one function, we find it more profitable and 
correct to work from structure to function. We can, for example, 
recognize the structure of the axe. The structure may vary 
superficially, but not significantly. But the axe may perform 
more than one function: the axe can cu~ through chopping and can 
drive through hammering-- as throuqh hammering in tent pegs. We 
find that parts of speech have the faculty of being--for each--
used for more than one function. "Guilty" as an adjective by 
structure can function as a nounal, as the subject of the sentence, 
as an indirect object, as a direct object , and as the object 
of a preposition, "Over" as an adverb hy structure can function as 
a nounal-, and can he, therehy, the suhject of the sentence, the 
object of a verb, or the objec:t of a preposition, 
We find it essential to start with .. structure if we desire to 
determine the patterning and order of each part of speech. Our 
main concern will be with the noun. lit this point, a further 
distinction will be made between "noun" and "nounal." When the 
term "noun" is used, it will be understood to refer to the noun 
"by strucl:u'f"e .. " When other parts of speech are used as nouns, or 
·--~function_as_ .nouns,. or behave~ as-nouns·;-we-sha-1-i--use· -th-e--i:ei:m- --'- -- --
" nounals," Our ultimate concern is with the "noun" by structure. 
II The Noun by Structure- continued 3 
Let us identify the noun by structure. That is, let us ensure,if 
we can--and we must.:.-that we can define a noun so as to dis-
tinguish the noun from the pronoun, the adjective, the adlrerb, 
the conjunction, the p reposition, the verb, the article, o-r · 
the exclamation. Again, why do we not define the noun by 
function? We do not define the noun by function because there are 
other parts of speech which behave as nouns behave. To define, we 
must find the differences. 
Firs·t, the noun is structured 
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A noun is also structured to answer the questions "how much?" 
"how mahy?" 
How many apples? 
How much cheese? 
How much consideration? 
How many lectures? 
Then, too, the noun is so structured as to have more than 
quality: 
a house as "white" iron as "rusty" 
a house as "old" iron as "valuable" 
a house as "huge" iron as " heavy" 
one 
A noun is structured so as to have the slot to its left filled by 
another noun. The~slot"dbes not:.have to be filled, but if the slot 







We cannot trust to the use of the e.rticle in tenns of defining 
or locating a noun. We can have su.c.q. a sentence as "The guilty will 
be punished" ·where "guilty is 'in adjective by structure. 
In the sentence "A white will take a chance there, 11 or "A black 
will take a chance there," we have "wl:iite'' or nblack" standing 
for a man or a woman. We may also run into similar problems with 
attempts to use the demonstratives in locating the noun or the 
p ronoimn. It·.· ±s' unfortunate that so many texts attempt to locate 
the noun by insisting on using the de~erminers as tests. For, as 
we can see, these de-terminers can also stand before other parts 
of speech, such as the ?d..._j .~9ti Ve" -?;iguil ty-;" 
Then, by structure, we identify the noun in terms of being structured. 
to respond to "more," "fewer," "less," "how much," "how many," 
We then apply the test of ·discovering whether the word has· two ·or 
more qualities, We then test to discover whether it _c:_~n_take _ -~----=---:-' 
- ---a-noun-to-i-ts-reft-,-~if-tnatslot iS--:·Tb"oeri110a.:-- ----
\' 
/ II The Noun by Structure- concluded 4 
But we are not"home free" at this point. To identify the noun 
by strucm re-, there can be no other part of speech meeting the same 
criteria. If another part of speech does meet the same criteria, 
we have not, at that point, :Identified or defined the noun. 
What of the pronoun? The pronoun will answer to the question 
"more," "fewer," or "less." The pronoun will answer to "how much?" 
or to "how many?" The pronoun has two or more qualities or 
attributes. 
Bu-t; the first slot to the left of the pronoun cannot be 
filled by a noun, and although we can place a pronoun before a 
noun, we cannot place a noun before a pronoun. And there is the 
difference. 
Having, then, identified the noun in terms of at,; least ,CW"~ .. Aisj:inct 
eriterion-;sin :essential-on-e -, -we kn-ow that we can take care of all 
n1l1lns in the English language through "st1-ucture." If we just once 
cannot take care of all wo r.ds as .. nourn by these c rite rla, we will 
need, of course, to re-examine the criteria. But we do not 
have· exceptions. 'l'he next question is that of discovering whether or 
not the noun by structure can be fu rthe1• identified or defined 
through "phonology. 11 
As has l'leen indicated, the grammar of a language is known through 
its elements of phonology, morphology, and syntax. We have 
considered ·the nature of the ·"word." Each part of SJ3eech is ·: 
known through its minimal representation of the "word." We have 
defined the word as that m9rpheme--a free one--which carries 
primary accent and which has at least one vowel. Implied is the 
fact that when we do speak about the "free morpheme" as a word, 
we are talking about a word that cannot be further or farther 
subdivided. Although " loneliness" is a word, we would not speak 
of "loneliness" as a free morpheme. The word is constructed f:tc;im 
the free morpheme "lone" + -ly + -ness, . with -ly an·d -ness being 
bound morphemes. 
Now, insofar as the phonology of the noun is concerned, there is 
no need for us to consider the noun that is a one-syllable word. 
The reason is that all one syllable words, whether noun or not, 
carry primary accent and at least one vowel. 
III The Noun and the Primarv Accent 
We shaII need to consider the noun and its accent-.an'd/Dr.> stress 
in te:rms of nouns of more ·thEj.n one syllable. O..ir-'-posit:'i-0n is" that the 
noun, as structure, takes its accent on tne first syllable, basically. 
If such is not the case, we are not dealing with exceptions, for 
in a science we admit of no exception's.* At this point we will 
rule out cases where "oral interpretation takes over." By "oral 
interpretation," we refer to the f_act that man often superimposes 
deliberately, and, unconsciously at times. a new ;rtiythm of 
expression or communication. Under such conditions, any syllable 
will obtain a powerf'ul stress, not in keeping with the ordinary 
rhythms of language in its natural verbal flow. 
Continued in Number 30 
What may appear to be an exception is simply that element-about 
Which we have no present classificatory awareness. 
il, 
' 
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III The Noun and the Primary Accent-continued Volume V, No.30· 
& 31 
There is one more point that must be called to the attention 
of the reader. In "Metrics" we find that iambic pentameter 
is the most important metre in English a1.d American verse, 
and such has always been the case. As Jesperson points out 
in his Linguistica 
Verse rhythm is based on the sam~ a).tar;1atioD 
between stronger and weaker syllables as 
that found in natural everyday speech. Even 
in the most J?rosaic · speech, which is in no way 
dictated by artistic feeling, this 
alternation is not completely irregular: everywhere 
we obseIVe a natural tendency towards making 
a weak syllable follow after a strong one and 
inversely. Thus syllables which ought seemi~gly 
to be st rang are weakened if occurring between 
strong syllables, and natur.a.I.:!.y weak syllables 
gain in strength if placed between weak syllables~* 
We are not talking about what happens, then, if a noun of 
more tha~,one syllable finds itself in one of the contexts 
indicated above. Our concern is with the natural accent on a 
' pure noun by s~ructure when that pure noun ha::; more than one 
syllable. A pure noun by structure is one which meets tl.J.§! tests 
we have indicaten>:we do not have the time in this paper to 
discuss nominalizati'on more intensively. But it may be ·-relevant 
to speak of a general 1,anguage principle on this score. 
\ 
All people--lanauacre-speakinq people have had or have their 
languages focused along one of four-directions:first, the language 
is nominal or object -orienteoi second, the lancruaqe is action 
or being-oriented -toward the ver!::; thi:ra., the lanauage is 
well-balanced between the noun and the verb;_ of, finally, the 
language is not focused or centered on any of the first three 
combinations, but is distributed so that the adje.ctive and/or 
the adverb may be equally significant. 
There has been some tendency, in English, to approach this 
fpurth position. In this position, the quality of a noun, 
rather than the noun itself,will be stressed or made dominant, 
thus calling_· into play the adjective, which becomes nominalized 
for that purpose. The same observation can be made about the 
o------~- ---flex'io'.re~ 'and' :flu'icI--adverb-wh1.ch-beC'oriiesiricr€!asingiy'0 - ----· O., -~-"---~~ 
"particle.:.ized"with the verb, and .. whl.cn· is becoming _, 
increasingly nominalized, The ~rticulation of the specifics 
of this trend is ,in itself , a s6mi?what formidable but re~1ard;!,;r:i.g 
and enjoyable consideration. 
III The Noun and the Primary · Ac.,..,~nt - continued 2 
It would seem logical that i·1h<:1t we speak about should receive 
primary stress. Since the noun represents that which we speak 
about in many instances, we would expect primary accentuation · 
on the initial syllable. 
As we have not.ed, .when we use the single word, thl!.t word-. carries, 
for one syllable and f9r a basic · .. word, a primary accent and at. 
least one vowel, If we use a word of one syllable only, whether 
a noun or not, we make the reasonable assumption that whatever 
the word may be as a part of speech, that is what we are speaking 
about. 
Let us use an inductive approach to the thesis we have in mind. 
The i;»attern of accentina for Enqlish words is not flexible 
if we take the correct position.that the primary accent mu~t 
always fall on a particular syllable for any specific wo-rd. 
The question is as to whether the main or primary accent 
must , in .. normal converse, fall on any specifically- numbered 
syllable in an English word/ If we consider Polish, the Czech 
tongue, or the French language we will find that the accent is 
definitely and assuredly tied to a specific syllable. There 
is some strong opinion :f·or the position that in English the 
primary accent is not tied to any specific syllable · 
unless we have a free morpheme as a word. • 
' \ 
But the position taken here is one of demurral. The position here ·. 
is that while all parts of speech will not have the primary accent 
tied or fixed on a chain of syllables with one specific syllable 
in that chain invariably receiving the primary ai.ccent, .. aifferent 
parts of speech do carry, according to the kind of a part of speech 
eacg· l§. by structure and purity, an accent on a particular syllable 
for each--when they are multi-syllabic. This observation would be 
modified only where phonology steps in and makes its first claim. 
Perhaps the most torceful example of nominalization must be 
that back formation. where the pm'1er of the 'Terb is converted 
to a "one who does" by -er: baker, maker, raker, strafer, and 
waiter. Here the two-syllable words carry the primary"accent 
as nouni;;.and there are many, many such nouns, Then we have the 
awesome number of nouns with a Latin verb root followed by 
prefixing. Here we have the stress on the ver1~ root: as in 
native; , version, vertiqo, caption·, clarity, captive, 
diction, 'clamor_..[, halo, , mirror, missive, movement, 
servant, summons, tribune, and tendon, and specter (spectre.) 
Hei::e we have but a few of the many words,· almost ten thousand 
words with two svllables. each a noun, taiin~ the . accent on the 
first syllable • (We are careful to distinguish our use of "accent:' 
and" stress." "Stress" will be used only we think of the noun 
in actual context with other words in an utterance of sentence 
value, "Accent" refers.to the word in terms of its dictionary 
value, with the word alone,) 
Now, if we have a city of two syllables and if the city is 
Anglo~saxon in origin as to name, the cit;• will take its primary 
accent on the first syllable, However, if we have a city and that 
city is "Czech in origin, then the accent will go on the first 
:.:.. 
syllable, no matter how many syl-lables· in- the -town - or~city.-~- ~-- - -.. _ --~ 
III The Noun and the Primary Accent -continued 3 
If we have a city with a French name, then the accent will go on 
the last syllable, but, of course, since the name of the town 
or city is admittedly French, we would have no contradiction. 
We now come to compound 














(any many others) 
Each takes primary accent on the first syllahle of these Clisyllabic 
nouns, 
We come to the situation where we have a disvllahic word, a word 
which can be, on the one hand, a verb, and, with the same spelling, 
on the other hand, a noun. The noun will have the accent on the first 
syllable, the verb on the second. We have a small list of the 





















.. - ...... 
There are words ending in -t,·d:, disyllabic·. nouns ":iluch as wicket, 
thicket, picket, and ticket., each taking primary accent on the 
first syllable. Then we have disyllabic nouns taking the accent 
on the first syllable as they end in -ion, -ity, -ment, -ant, 
-ness, -age, -an, -ane, -ean, -ian, -ence, -ency, -ant, -eni!, 
-ar, -er, -ard, -ary, -ate, 
-erly, -ery, ··ry,-C!lt , -ful, -fy, -hood, -ice, 
-ine, -ion, -ist, -kih, -ock, -or, -ory, -ship, -ster, -ure, -and -y. 
The question now comes as to whether disyllabic nouns take an 
accent of a primary nature on other than the first syllable. 
We consider such a word as "antique," which has primary accent on 
the second syllable. However, "antilJUe" is not a·- noun by structure, 
but an adjective. Our thesis applies to a noun by structure. Then 
we come to another example, which involves a set of such easies, Let 
us look at "machine." This word takes primary accent on the 
second syllable. However. both m6roh·emes are French, not English, and, 
thus, phonologically, the French rule prevails. Let us look at 
one more case:» that of "idea." Here we have three "bound" morphemes, 
Phonologically, for English, the first two are "strong." When 
the word is in isolation--or in dictionary form-- if the first two 
bouid mo_;-phemes. _g.re ~quaJ.ly 1?.t.~_q_11g_,___the .J!lr:i,mar.y: .accent_can:not __ go to __ _ 
the first on-e because the juncture would be so great as to demand 
two words, not one, since the minimal criterion for a word-.-at 
-:le~st one vowel, in this instance-would have been met. 
. ' 
III The Noun and the Primary Accent-continued 
We now come to the question of the noun with more than two 
syllables. In every instance, whether "'e have three syllables, 
4 
fciur syllables, five syllables, or -·.:nore than five syllables, every 
effort is-made to have the first syllable carry the primary accent. 
· We_ have eaampiles as quantity .1 bachelor, appeti ti te / pedigree, 
cowardliness, criticii:ait , ~counterattack, golddigger, qrasspopper, 
copyright, · - boor,y-trap, lady bi rel, office-boy, cabinet-maker, 
fire -extinguisher, catherine-whe:.el, chatterbox,· waiting-room, 
and , and telephone--amoncr hosts of others. Are there nouns of 
more than one syllables that do not take primary accent on the 
first syllable? 
Yes. These will occur , as we have seen in the case of the disyllahic 
words when there are foreign: mo;!:pll.eroe involved that ,of thi;mselves, 
will not permit primary accent on the first syllable. Acrain, where 
there are bound morph1!!1lles with the first two being stronq by nature 
for English, the second one will carry the primary stress--to 
keep from exceeding the limits of juncture. (We have noted that 
phonology must exercise first claim, if not the most important 
claim. 
When the .prefix before the root is n'1onologically short or 
non-Greek or non-Anglo-Saxon, ~.he accent must fall on a syllable 
not the first as in-"relation • We have.thci.::111ord' .. "fore~n6wledge." 
Here, the first two phonemes have strength, with the A/S 
"fore" having almost enough strength to force a primary accent 
on the first syllable. 
"Tomato" and "tobacco" do not take the primary accent on the firs:tz 
syllable, and such is the case because the first two phonemes 
from the Spanish do not tolerate primary accent. ' 
The phonological speed of "circu" is so short that there is no 
possible way to give p::-ir.:ary ~ ::cc(mt to the first syllable 
in "circulation," The question as to two initial strong syllables 
for bound morphemes indicates that in "rhinoceroa" the accent 
cannot appear .. on the first syllable. Where' the initial !?yllables 
~re strong' and more than one, it is impossible for the prevailing 
nature of the English noun to take primary accent on the first 
syllable because to do so--as we have observed, earlier, would 
cause a juncture so cr.reat that one of t;ro events would. occur--
equally fatal, First, there would be two separate words, or, on 
the other hand, the breakdmin into bound morphemes would split 
the word into fragments, neither one recognizabl~, in itself as a 
word, 
After all, we are spsaking a),out the word here; and we are not 
speaking about the word in context. We have indicated earlier in this 
discussion that in context, the matter of "stress" enters the 
picture. With a basic metre established through context, even when 
the subject matter is prosaic to some degree, there are modifications 
because of the principle of euphony which operates in terms of the 
total rhythm of the English sentence. 
Here, when words are concerned, and when the noun in Bnglish is· 
concerned, the noun takes its primary accent on the firs:tz syllable 
when p~l~sylla1'_ic ~y its natur? gt_b~ing ~- pu~e .nOU!l.unit by 
st.f'uCf.l1rA. ~ · ·· · 
·~ 
·• . III The Nouns and the Primary Accent-concluded 5 . • 
When a prefix is affixed to the root or r.atin derivative, for example, 
the phonology that is an integral and all-powerful unit of the 
grammar of the languace makes its initial survev. When there are 
tWO StrOnq Syllables, ahd I When each contains a VOWel 1 and When the 
first is a prefix, the primary accent must move along the linear 
sound line to the right • Otherwise, the juncture would be so 
qreat that there would be two or more words. If the same conditions 
Obtain, With only cne Of the two initial strong syllables havino 
a vowel, we would find ourselves with no \'•ord. 
Again, where the phonemes are outside our range of .phonemes 
derived from the Anglo-Saxon and, substantially, from the Greek 
and Latin derivatives, there are sets mf words which cannot take 
primary ·acc~nt on the f;irst syl'lable if such could not be the case 
in that other tongue .or language, 
We need not be surprised that such is the case, We tend to stress 
the thing., the idea, the event, the institution, or the person in 
English as a nominal, as the noun. In isolation, or in dictionary 
form, every effort is made to ensure that primary accent is given 
to the noun. When we add the prefix, we are, to some extent, 
combining aspects of other parts of speech, or fusing them with 
the noun. To aid in this task, we find the-e_ prefixes. ·either quite 
strong or very weak,-wnen:compar~dfinailyto the root or Latin, or 
Greek, or Anglo-Saxon derivative. 
On the one hand,. we strive to keep the word one word, and, thus, 
protect the juncture from too much elasticity , On the other hand, 
the weak prefix, or the weaker of the two stroncr prefixes will 
operate so as to, on one hadd, keen the accent on the first syllable, 
or, on the other hanc'l, allow the accent to shift to ·the second 
syllable which indicates the heart of the notm' s . semantic value. 
It is interestincr and significant to note that when the prefix 
is subtractive in takincr awav some of the essence of the root or 
derivative, the accent shifts to the seccnd syllahle so that the 
essential nature of the noun root comes through. When the prefix 
is additive and reinforces the semantic elmments of the root or 
derivative, the accent 6.tays on the first syllable, 
